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VI),INTRODUCTION
A) THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION
De Quincey’s historical essay, RliVOLT OF THE TARTARS, while
written originally for an English-speaking world, soon came
to take its place in an international way in the literature of
all tile world. The Occident knows its beauty v/ell; but, the
Orient understands its substance more profoundly and in that
part of the world the statements of De Quincey are still mat-
ter of much contention*
The city of Peking might be considered the very storm
center of the disputes that rage about the history of the Kal-
muck exodus which De Quincey portrays. It was at Peking that
the very existence of the Kalmucks was decided upon in 1771;
and, in that same city, there lives today a lineal descendant
of the Khan who led the exodus. It was my fortune to present
De Quincey* s essay to a literature class at Pu Jen University
in Peking and the students before me were principally Chinese,
Japanese end Russian. The atmosphere was soon electrically
charged for De Quincey’s statements are Inflammable material
especially for Russians. However, strangely enough, all par-
ties seemed dissatisfied. The Russians felt that De Quincey
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favored the Kalmucks unduly; and the Chinese, on their
part, felt that De Quincey was not an accurate historian.
Before long, authentic historical references were flov/ing
to my desk to disprove statements made by De Quincey. Thus
this research thesis on De Quincey represents, to a consid
enable extent, the fruits of the inquiries of students and
professors of Fu Jen University and of the staff of MONU~
MENTA SERICA
,
a sinological publication of the university,
PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
The purpose of the thesis is;-
1) To record the views on the Kalmuck flight of important
historians of variouscountries writing before 1837, the
year in which De Quincey published his essay,
2) To compare their accounts in order to discover the ob-
jective truth about the Kalmuck exodus,
3) To test, in the ligjit of this evidence, the statements
made by De Quincey in his essay,
4) To inquire into De Quincey’ s use of source material,
especially the use of the writings of Benjamin Bergmann,
in order to make possible a just judgment on him as a his-
torian,
B) THE SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
AS stated above, the field of our research does not
extend, ex professo, beyond 1B37. An attempt will be made
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to point out some of the more important finds made since
1837 but modern research is not the focus of the thesis.
The historians represented are Chinese, French, Ger-
man and English. The Russian historians are not a prirr^ry
object of investigation because, it is felt, this field re-
quires special preparation and more source material than is
readily available here. Further, it appears that, at least
as late as 1818, Russian historians based their statements
on the exodus very considerably on the imperial Chinese re-
cords which we cite here. Further, the account of Benjamin
Bergmann which is given here represents to some extent the
Russian viewpoint. The work is dedicated to a Russian of-
ficial.
The material taken from the historians has been given
in English throughout partly for the sake of uniformity and
partly, especially in the case of Bergmann, to show the in-
debtedness of De Quincej’’ to this source; also to show, in
this case, with what historical fidelity or lack of it he
follov;s Bergmann,
The most outstanding previous contributors to researrh
of this kind are David Masson, editor of De Quine ey ’ s works
and Charles Sears Baldwin who edited the essay with notes,
appendices and bibliography of value". Neither of these
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excellent writers, however, aimed to present detailed
source material for comparison, (-jj-)
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C) SOURCES AKD BIBLIOGRAPHY
A word of explanation may be in place on the sources
used especially the Chinese sources. The documents cited
have not' as yet been translated into a Western tongue.
1 ) TUNG HUA LU or THE EASTERN FLOWER RECORD . This
is a standard and official work used by every historian
investigating imperial decrees and state procedure. It
consists of 100 volumes and was compiled from official de-
crees by Wang Hsien-chien, The compilation w as published
in 1887 at the Ch* ing Wen Press, Peking,
The material taken from it begins with Chapter LXXIII,
p. 26 b or with the writings of the 6th month of the 36th
year of the Reign of Emperor Ch’ ien Lung. The selections
used terminate with Chapter LXXXVIII . Irrelevant decrees
are omitted.
2) Yu Chih-wen or COMPOSITION V/RITTEN BY THE EMPEROR
is a somewhat shorter compilation of imperial decrees but
it ranks even higher than TUNG HUA LU as an official doc-
ument, It contains 44 volumes and was compiled by Yu Min-
Chung whom De Quincey mentions in his essay. The date of
the compilation is the 51st year of the Reign of Emperor
Ch’ien Lung (about 1786) and it was printed at Peking. Our
references are taken from the Second Series, Vol, XI,
*I
Xp. 6 b to 16 b. This represents three articles in the
text. Inasmuch as the text of this v/ork is identical
with the previously cited TUKG HUA LU except for a fev/
additions we shall merely point out those passages which
TUNG HUA LU does not contain. The work is important as
the only imperial document giving the text of the monu-
ment to be erected at Jehol and Ily to commemorate the re-
turn of the Kalmucks to China. This part is found in Vol-
ume XXVII, pp. 7-10. I have compared the actual text of
the inscription on the monument at Jehol with the text of
YT"^ CFIH-WnN and found them identical.
3) TA-CH’ING KAO-TSITNG CK » UN-HUAHCx-TI SHIH-LU or
THE TRUE RECORD OF THE EMPEROR CH»IEM LUNG OF THE GREAT
CH * ING DYITASTY
.
This is a collection of 1,493 volumes
containing the writings of ministers in charge of the arch
ives. The compiler of t he work is not mentioned in it.
It was published in 1937 by the Government of Greater Man-
chukuo and printed at the Okura Press, Tokio, Japan. The
references are from Volume 386, pp. 16,16; Volume 387, pp
,
3-6 and 9-12.
4) HISTORY of Tch’ ouenn-Iuen, the Mandarin,
This Chinese work had to be taken from the French trans-
lation found in DSSCRIPTIOTT DE LA CHINE OCCIDETTTALL , Par
Un Voyageur, (Translated from the Chinese by M. Gueluy)
,
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Louvain, Ch, Peeters, 18B7, pp. 121-9. The Mandarin says
he wrote his work in the 42nd year of the Reign of Emperor
Ch’ien Lung (1778), the 19th day of the 12th moon. He great-
ly stresses the fact that he has investigated everything
stated most thoroughly and that he has gained confirmation
also from other mandarins and from diligent inquiry. Prefa-
tory notes in the French_ work state that, as late as 1818,
even the Russian historical writings on the Kalmucks were
based on the Chinese imperial decrees here treated,
NOTE; - ROMANISATION OF CHINESE WORDS . In general, the
Wade system of spelling is preferred here. However, some
of the Kalmuck nsunes are difficult to render. In those cases
where Chinese names are taken from an Occidental source the
spelling used by the author is generally preserved to avoid
confusion.
Little need be said of the otlner writers. Father Amiot
S. J, knew China thoroughly from long residence in the land
and he was also familiar at the Chinese court. Father Mailla
S. J, is a recognized authority simong historians, Jean Henri
Castera was the French ambassador to Russia at the time of
the Kalmuck exodus. His writings are presented in the words
of William Tooke ( THE LIFE OF CATHARINE Ilnd) but Tooke some-
what amplifies Castera' s writings, (The translation by Vi/.
W. Dakins is preferable but at present is not available).

xii
Benjamin Bergmann' s account NOMAPISCHE STREIFEREIEN
UNTER DEN KALMUEKEN IN DEN JAHREN 1802 UND 1805
,
Riga, C.
J, G, Hartmann, 1804 is De O^uincey’s main source and is
of the greatest imnortance. It is generally received as
a conscientiously written and reliable work.
Lord Macartney’s remarks on tiie Kalmucks he met at
Jehol are given us through Sir Oeorge Staunton’s AM AUTHEN'
TIC ACCOUNT OF AM EMBASSY FROM THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN
TO THE EMPEROR OF CHIHA
,
Philadelphia, i7©9. Unfortunate-
ly the account is all too brief in dealing with the Kal-
mucks •
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1II) CHINESE SOURCE MATERIAL ON THE ’REVOLT*
1) TUNG HUA LU or TUE EASTERN FLOV^R RECORD (l)
THE DAY OF THE RABBIT.
AN ORDER TO ILY.
Command all the chiefs of the newly submitted Tor-
gut people to come to the Summer Palace for an audience...
THE DAY OP THE DOG.
Command the Ministers of the Council of V/ar to per-
form the following!- Since we have heard that, according
to the reports of the Minister, Pa T'u Chi Er Ko Le, that
one cannot trust the newly submitted Torguts too much, so
ttiis minister has asked us to call up 20,000 soldiers ready
for action from among the K’o-Er-K'o, the Sai-Yin-No-Yen,
the 0-Er-Tai, the Wu Liang Hai, the Tu Er Po T’eh Cha-H’a
peoples. However, it seems to us that the Kharka and the
other peoples are always afraid of being called up as sol-
diers. If we send more than 10,000 soldiers they might
become afraid. In former times, for the revolution of
Chun Ko Er, they were asked for more than 10,000 soldiers;
1) TUNG HUA LU or 7™!: EASTERN FLOVvER RECORD , 100 Volumes,
Compiled by ’^ang Hsien-chien, Peking, Ch'ing V^en Press,
1887, Chapter LXXIII, p, 26 b, the 6th month of the 36 th
year of the reign of Emneror Ch’ien Lurg, to Chapter LXXX
VIII.
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so now we wish to have only 5,000 soldiers from the Kharka
and 5,000 from other peoples. However, these soldiers shall
be there merely to forestall any danger rather than to be
used for fighting, U Ba Si never caused offence; She Ling
was a criminal and not trustworthy. His followers are few
in number. Since U Ba Si has willingly and sincerely sub-
mitted She Ling cannot act independently and so he will nat-
urally follow U Ba Si. If someone ^ould say that the Rus-
sians knew of their submission and suggested to them that
they make a merely apparent submissionto us we reply that
we do not believe this. Vve think that U Ba Si has sincere-
ly submitted to us. Yet, because of the suggestions of She
Ling, he may be undecided in his allegiance. Therefore,
you shall tell U Ra Si and his subjects
^
‘ v.hen they come
to render their submission^ that you have already announced
their com1.ng to the great Emperor,
Then the great Emperor said that U Ba iii and his people
had left their pasture lands in Russia and had come to become
subjects of China and that they hoped to participate in our
generosity. If they send their chiefs to attend our audience
we shall certainly show them grace and favor. Even to She
Ling vho was a criminal but now repents his crimes do we
extend extraordinary pardon. And, especially, say to U Ba Si
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3that he is a descendant of U Yo Jee Khan and has not
offended the great Emperor. Now, even the criminal.
She Ling, shall obtain grace; and, since U Ba Si is in-
nocent, he and his people shall find even more favor.
Thus they shall not lose their happiness because of one
man. She Ling.
Thus you must tell them and if they all submit there
will be no difficulty. And, if She Ling does not submit,
then you must separate She Ling from the others and, to-
gether with U Ba Si, you will be able easily to settle the
case of She Ling whose followers are few in number.
However, if neither She Ling nor U Ba Si have the will of
submitting sincerely, then you must punish them immediately
and severely. You will, in that case, call up many soldiers
and appoint She-Pu-T' eng-Pa-Le-Chu-Er Commander in Chief,
and Shu-Ho-Teh and Pa-Tu-Chi-Ur-Ko-Le Councillors of V»ar.
Proceed with your soldiers and destroy them as quickly as
possible. I Le Tu must remain to watch the town and to
prepare munitions of war v;ell. He must know how many sol-
diers there are in Ily and whether they are sufficient for
the fight; and he must know how to procure sufficient hor-
ses and munitions and supplies. All these questions must
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4be considered and settled as soon as possible# She-
Pu-T’eng Pa Le Chu Er and Shu Ho Teh must be told that
they must carefully attend to all this. Also, the post
stations on the Ily road and the station of Ily, and of
Vilu Lu Mu Ts’i, T'a Er Pa H'a T*ai, etc# are very important
places. You must send capable men to watch and guard
these places lest the enemy occupy them. However, all
these measures are only preparations for safety. V<e think
that these precautions will certainly not prove necessary.
Most probably the whole matter will depend on the manner
in which She Pu T'eng Pa Le Chu Er and Shu Ho Teh perform
their task# Do not distrust them too much.
This order must be sent ahead by express, i.e., 600
li ( a day)
.
THE DAY OP T HE PIG.
According to the reports of I Le T’^u and Shu Ho Teh
one of the chiefs of the Torguts named Ts’e Po Ko Tu Er Chi
sent his messengers Ko Lung, Na Mu K’u Pa, Le Chu Er, Sai
Sang, Chi Pu Tsan to convey their greetings and to announce
their submission# We see that they are exhausted and that
their submission is sincere; so, we must help them and give
them a place to live. Among them U Ba Si who was a descend-
ant of 0 Yu Jee Khan is innocent. He comes to submit to us
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5now only because of the difference of customs which
the Russians had. Therefore, we think that someone
ought to be sent to welcome him, V/e think that by the
time this reaches you Nei Wang and others will have re-
turned from their trip to the H'a Sa Ko, They will be in
Ily, We shall send Shih Tung to go along; he is a useful
man for such a task, Shu Ho Teh and the others when they
shall have met the Torguts, must tell them that: "we, gen-
erals of China, when we heard about your sincere submission,
immediately reported it to the Emperor and he announced his
decree saying that you are the people that formerly lived
in Chun K’o Er for a long time and Ih at yo\u? customs were
different from those of the Russians. And, when you heard
that the Eleuths found grace from us you came with your wives
and sons to submit to us and to our power. This is touching.
Naturally, we must assist you as quickly as possible and give
you a place to live in. You shall send your chiefs to come
to the capital for an audience. But, we suspect that you
have not been vaccinated as yet and we think that the capi-
tal will be too hot for you in summer time. The Summer Pal-
ace is very cool; so, if you can reach there about the middle
of the ninth month, then come quickly. If not, then you may
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6come next year instead of now. Next year, when we go
again to the Summer Palace, then you may come and I will
grant you favor just as I did to She Ling and U Ba Si.
Ko Lung, who was sent by T’se Po Ko T’u Lr Chi is a
lama. According to the laws of the Celestial Empire, all
those who submit to it need not change their customs. There-
fore, if you wish to go to Thibet for the ’tea ceremony'
you may go. Yet now, even Thibet is a part of our territory.
The Dalai Lama and the Pan Ch’an La Ma, E Er Teh Fi, are the
highest men in the Yellow Religion,
We are now sending specially from oijir court the min-
isters, Vi/ang Ku T’ou E Fu, She Pu T'eng, Pa Le Chu Er with
many other officials to go to Ily to welcome you.
She Ling was then afraid because of his former crimes;
so, he remained in the last group of the Torguts. When Nei
Wang met U Ba Si he also heard about She Ling and so he went
to him and said;- 'The G-reat Emperor sent his decree as fol-
lows;- 'She Ling was a fugitive ano. if he is capturec he
must be punished. But, now he comes of himself to submit to
us. If he were now punished it vould not be befitting our
Majesty and it would be something absurLd- in the eyes of oth-
peoples. We are the common father of all the world; whoever
comes to us hhall share our favor. Moreover, She Ling and
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others are now in a very poor condition. We certainly
do not want to remember his past faults and we v\i sh him
to receive the same favor as U Ba iii and the others.'
In fact, if they come, one group after the other, it
will be easier to allocate land to them. Among them the
people of Tu Er Po T'eh V/u Liang Hai must be placed in
their original dwelling place. The Torguts and the Ch'o
Lo Ssu must live in another place. If v/e should place
them in the Sa La Pa Le of Hi and its environs near the
western frontier they will find it easy to escape. VJe Lu
Mu Ts’i is too near to the H' a Mi Pa Li Kun Ka. In our opln
ion they ought to be placed in E Er Chi Ssu Po Lo T'a La Mi
Le Chi Er and in the vicinity of these places. They are to
the West of K'o Pu Tu and to the east of T'a Er Pa H'a T'ai
and there they will be safe.
V/e ordered previously that She Pu T'eng Pa Le Chu Er
and Shu Ho Teh should take care of the preparation of mili-
tary problems. It shall be arranged thus because I Le T'u
was never in active war before. Nov/, to allocate these
peoples is evidently the charge of I Le T'u as he has been
the commander of Hi for some years already. Fiu’ther, Pa
T'u Chi Er Ko Le also knov/s well the conditions of these
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countries. Consult Mm in deciding where each group is
to be allocated and then report to us about it as soon
as possible.
The Torguts are very poor and v/e must supply then
with money, horses and other animals. Therefore, tell
Shu Ho Teh to supply them according to their needs, Eut,
as they are not reliable, do not tinist them too much. Per-
haps they merely pretend to be poor and weak and hope that
we are not ready to fight. Therefore, Shu Ko Teh and the
others must be very careful in doing their v/ork.
This is our v/ill. These orders shall be forwarded
by 600 li express,
THE DAY OF THE DRAGON.
The Great Minister assisting at the Imperial Throne,
E Fu Ssu Pu T’eng Pa Le Chu Er, announced that the Eleuth
Torguts who fled from Russia are not the same as the Chun
Ko Er Eleuths, There is another group descended from U Yo
Jee Khan and this people did not come to China to submit
and is not a people dependent on the Chun Ko Er, i heard
that the Eleuth Torguts escaped into Russia only forty to
fifty years ago. Now they learned that formerly She Ling,
U Pa Shih, the father of Sa Ko Tou Er Man Chi, leao.ing ten
thousand families, left the country of the Torguts and went
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9to the country of Chun Ko Er. Their religion is that
of the Yellow Lama iiect. Therefore, they asked, to go to
Thibet for the 'tea ceremony'. The religion of the Rus-
sians is like that of the Mohammedan religion; and so
,
be-
cause of the difference of religion, the Russians and Tor-
guts did not stand in good relationship to each other.
Moreover, nov/ that the Chun Ko Er tribe is tranquillized
I think that 111 and its vicinity must be sparsely populated,
U Ba Si and the other chiefs leading 80,000 families came
to submit to us. They really wished to live in Hi and
its vicinity and to practice heir own religion there.
It is natural that these things should have happened
in this manner. Hence, the Torguts are not to be suspected
unduly. Do everything according to my orders. If they do
not submit then prepare a military expedition against them
and, in that case, you need not give them our favor.
(This narks the end of the Sixth Month on p. 29 b. Some
unrelated decrees follow).
(The Seventh Month. Chapter LXXIV;. p, 3b)
THE DAY OF THE COCK.
Command the Great Minister of V/ar that, because the
Torguts are in need, we have already ordered one of the
Ministers of Supply, Wen Shou, to go to Pa Li K'un, P'i
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Chan, Ha Mi, T’u Lu Pan and the vicinity to buy oxen,
and sheep and other things to be sent to supply the Tor-
guts* Yesterday we hesird from Shu Ho Teh that the Tor-
guts are many in number and that the v/inter vd 11 come scon.
They need warm clothing* Therefore, he asked us to buy 20,
V
000 to 30,000 fur coats from the interior of China and to
send them to him* We had already ordered Wen £hou to buy
them and send them on. But, we think that very many furs
are needed. Perhaps it will be impossible to buy them at
once* The Torguts have not enough clothes to cover their
bodies* They require clothes immediately to protect them
against the cold weather and thus even clothes of cotton will
be useful for them* We remember that some time ago V/en Shou
>
reported to us a list of all the things in the storehouses
of Ha Mi and those things were to be sold* The list included
2,500 cotton stuffed garments and 8,000 woollen coats* These
old and used clothes would not bring the government much
profit if they were sold and so it would be better to send
them directly to the Torguts* This is ’killing tv/o birds
with one stone.’
Vi/e, therefore, order Wen Shou to act quickly and to
buy as many as possible and to send them to Hi; all must
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arrive there before the end of the ninth month so that
they can be distributed in time. V/en Shour must also re-
port how he bought the clothes and when he started to send
them. Let this order be known also to Shu Ho Teh.
Shu Ho Teh had already told us that the Torguts are
very poor and that many of them have worn out their clothes
and that many have no shoes and that numerous children do
not even have a thread of cotton to wear. Shu Ho Teh says:-
I know that in the storehouse of Ha Mi there are goods ready
for auctioning. Among them are many garments of cotton,
woollen coats, hats, shoes, stockings, etc. In all there are
more than 6,000 garments. There are also skins and curtains
of cotton. I ask your Majesty to order that these things
be turned to use in supplying the Torguts.
That was an excellent idea. We are glad to have such
a good minister who is careful even in small things and we
hope that he will be careful hereafter in everything.
Su Ha Ta also announced that the Province of Kansu is
rich in fur but that during the 6th and 7th months all furs
are sent to other provinces to be sold. Thus there are very
few furs at that time in Kansu. Therefore, I a sk Your Majes-
ty to order the other Province to buy the furs and to make
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fur coats from them, Vflien they have two hundred or
three hundred they can send them here. Besides, the
Torguts came with their wives and they knovv' how to make
clothes so that the furs could be sent to us for making
the clothes here if needles and thread are also sent.
Vi/e can distribute the material to their wives to make coats
for themselves. And then, we know that in the storehouses
of Kami there are furs, clothes and cotton curtains; and
that in Ba Li Kun there are over 20,000 cotton bags and all
these can be used for making clothing. If I c an select and
ship them to Kansu, those who have not fur coats will be
able to use them and their cost will be less than that of
fur coats. Ihis proposal was approved by the Kmpercr , • • , .
,
THE DAY OF THE SNAKE. The eighth day of t he 9th month
of the 36th year.
U Ba Si and the other chiefs of the Torguts came and
the Emperor granted them an audience. The Emperor went to
a tent of the camp to give them audience and he also gave
them various decorations such as buttons, girdles, caps and
garments according to their rank.
Then His Majesty wrote a report entitled TEE SUBMISSION
OF THE TORGUTS as follows
"Those people who disobey and are then overcome are
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said to have surrendered. But, those v/ho, without mili-
tary conquest, come of themselves to be our subjects must
be said to have submitted of their ovm accord. Nov/, the
whole people of the Torguts, having left a foreign country
and traveled many thousands of li, has come to us. Theirs
is not a subjugation but rather a submission.
After we had tranquillized the western region v/e pro-
moted agriculture in Hi and reduced the taxes of the Moham-
medan peoples there such as the H'a Sa Ko and the Pu Lu T’eh.
By this reduction we hoped to make them the guardians of our
frontiers. But, the other peoples such as the An Chi Yeh,
Pa Ta Ko Shan are far away and we do not intend to conquer
them, l(^e are mindful of the proverb:- "He v^o knows when
to be satisfied v/ill not be insulted; and he who knows when
to stop will not be hurt," Thus, we do not wish to dominate
all peoples under Heaven nor all within the limits of the sea
Now the Torguts are submissive. Their submission is a
blessing of Heaven for us and one vhlch was beyond our hope.
Therefore it must be recorded.
The Torguts are one of four Vifei La T'eh peoples of
Chun Ko Er of v/hich we have already made mention in our
article about the Chun Ko Er people. The origin of the
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Torguts cannot be discovered. Because of the unfrj end-
liness of the Khan, U Yau Jee to Chi Vtfang they fled to
Russia and stayed at E Chi During the reign of Emp-
eror K'ang Hsi, our venerable grandfather, the 'kind emper-
or*, wished to know their condition and he sent Tu Li Chen
and others to them through Russia and Russia deliberately
misguided him on his jo\u?ney. vio, he returned only after
three years and some months.
Their Khan, U Ra Si, is the son of the grandson of
U Yau Jee. IT Ba Si came to us because the Russians con-
tinually demanded soldiers from the Torguts and also because
the Russians recently took away his own son, Further, the
religion of the Russians is not the religion of the Yellow
Lamas. Therefore, U Ba Si consulted with the chiefs of the
people and decided to come wi th all his people to China,
the country where Yellow Lamaism flourishes. They started
their journey in the eleventh month of last year from E
Chi Er and passed through the country of the Ha £a Ko and
then they went around Pa Le K'o Shih No Er desert and reached
Sa La Po Le on the frontier of Hi in the end of the sixth
month of this year. It took them ei^t months to travel
over ten thousand li.
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At first, when we heard the news of the return of
the Torguts, we v/ere afraid that the comnander of Hi,
I Le Tu, would not be able to manage the matter well all
'alone. So we ordered Sau Ho Teh who was at that time an
adviser in managing the affairs of the Mohammedan peoples
to go to 111. However, some at the cx^urt were sceptical
and 'vigorously expressed their opinion saying:- There might
be fraud in this because She Ling v/as among the Torguts and
he had formerly deceived and injured our wise general, T*ahg
K'o -‘-'u, and after that he escaped to Russia. VJe had in mind
an ancient proverb which says;-’ One must accept a surrender
as cautiously as one receives an enemy,’ So ¥/e ordered
careful preparations to be m.ade . Hov/ever, vhen v;e reflected
more on the matter, we could not believe that She Ling alone
could persuade all the people and U Ba Si to deceive us.
Besides, Russia, the country which they left is also a very
IsLTge nation and if they should now be coming to disturb our
frontier they would be checked between two great nations.
Whither, then, could they escape'^ Therefore, we ccndluded,
the likelihood of their submission being a genuine one was
nine out of ten and that of their deceiving us was only one
out of ten. And, indeed, afterv/ards all fell out in this man-
ner
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Furthermore, Shu Ho ‘t"eh, after his arrival at Ili,
disposed of all things well. Everything was carefully
prepared so that the new'ly submitted peoples quickly found
themselves at home. Those who were to have an audience
were to come by the post road. We permitted them to take
part with us in our hunting and gave them a banquet at the
Summer Palace like the banquet which we accorded Tu Er
Po T’eh Ch’e Ling and others.
The Summer Palace was built by our g randfather, the
Emperor, in order to show his graciousnessto the frontier
peoples, I g ave the Kalmucks a banquet as I did before to
the Che Ling whom we tranquillized in the western region.
Now, just a few years after, it happened all unexpected
ly that, without any urging on our part, the Torgut people
came to submit to us. Since this submission all the peoples
of the Mongolian race have become subjects of our great em-
pire, The spirits of our ancestors are always near us and,
as they see this great gain, the^r must rejoice greatly for
they had labored to promote this cause. Certainly, they
should be very glad and very happy.
We must be grateful for the grace and favor of our
ancestors and keep ourselves free from "pride which leads
to lazy neglect; nor do we consider that all these
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accomplishments have been brought about by our ovm
talents and abilities.
There were also some that thought that we ought not
to receive fugitives from Russia lest it start a quarrel.
However, ishe Ling was a fugitive from us and escaped into
Russia and we demanded his return many times from Russia
but he was not sent back to us. Now that he comes to submit
himself to us we have argument against Russia and Russia
will have no answer for us. Besides, several tens of thou-
sands of men are actually on our frontier. If we drive
them away how can they live except by plundering. One can
say that we can fortify the walls of towns and abandon the
country but those who suggest this do not realize that the
town of Hi was built quite recently and that various kinds
of people are living on agriculture and cattle raising there.
Thus it would be difficult to fortify the walls and it would
be impossible to abandon the countryside. If we knov; that
they are coming to submit to us and if we refuse than merely
ce cause of a timorous suspicion and thus drive them to plun-
dering then we would be committing a real imprudence.
They come from far and have been traveling a long time
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They are very tired and exhausted, A good man will
not think he is wasting his money Ti\hen he spends it
to save a dying man. The more so, then, will the Great
Emperor who rules the world not consider this money to be
wasted.
We already ordered the ministers to send money and
animals to supply them as well as possible,
RECORD OP TEE SUPPLIES GIVEN THE TORGUTS,
If one Can distinguish the difference betv/een sur-
render and submission one can tell vhich of the two is
to be preferred because conquering men by war is not so per-
fect as winning them without war, A submission following
surrender is not as good and as perfect as a willing sub-
mission, Therefore, it is clear that this submission must
be welcomed and that the people must be supplied in a much
better way than a nation which has surrendered.
V'e have already noted the submission of the Torguts.
Now we shall note how they were welcomed and supplied.
When they began to cross the E Chi Er River, they were
more than 33,000 families with more than 169,000 mouths.
However, only half of them arrived at Ily, They came from
far bringing with them their wives and children and so they
must surely be of good will. Yet, they are very exhausted
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and they seek rest and wish to be received by us. Vi^e
have already accepted them but, if v/e do not supply them
with the necessaries of life it will be practically the
same as not accepting them at all. Moreover, if v/e only
supply them and do not enable them to live here permanent-
ly it will be practically the same as not supplying tham
at all. Thus, ever since we heard about their arrival we
have been picturing to ourselves 70,000 cold and hungry
people and exciting our heart to mercy. V/e study and in-
quire about them without intermission. So, we cane to know
their need and then distributed food and clothing to each
of them. We allocated them to various localities so that
they might become an agricultural people and that they might
also develop cattle raising. The general at Ily, Shu Ho Teh,
was put in charge of all this. Then w e ordered the command-
er at Chang Kia Kow and Ch’ang Gh'ing to select a part of
our own herds of cattle and to send them as a supply to the
Torguts. We also ordered W’u Ta Shan, the governor of the
provinces of Kansu and ^hansi to send them money, tea etc
and to buy them sheep and fur coats, V/e ordered Wen Shou,
the inspector of Sian, to visit and manage the matter outside
of Chia Yu Kuan. They reported to us that 95,500 animals
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including horses, oxen, sheep, etc, had been bought from
the Tsa Har Eleuths of T’a Er Pa H’a T’ai of Ily. Further,
140,000 animals came from our own at Ta Li Kang| A1
Shang Tou Ea Pu Hsun. This does not include the 30,000
bought from H’a Mi P’l Chan, More than 80,000 packages of
tea and more than 41,000 hundredweights of rice and wheat
were sent to them from a government store. This does not in-
clude the first tupply of tea and rice which reached Ily be-
fore this. More than 51,000 fur coats and more than 61,000
bolts of stuff and more than 59,000 catties of cotton were
sent. Also, more than 400 tents of large size were brought
from the frontier of Kansu province and from the Mohammedan
cities. This total does not include the stuffs, cotton,
>
clothes, etc, sent to them from government storehouses. All
this cost more than 200,000 taels of silver but this does
not include the expense of sending them and giving them ban-
quets and the tips of tJrie workers.
Their chiefs, U Ba Si and the others v/ho came to our
audience, came with every convenience on their journey. When
they arrived here we granted them dignities and honors and
welcomed them with great ceremony. When they returned we were
afraid that the climate of the interior of China might not
be comfortable for them and so we ordered them to be led past
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the ancient frontier passing through Pa Li Kuen* V^e sent
our high ministers along with them to a ccompany them on
their journey. All this was done to gain the hearts of
these people of the frontier so that they might not depart
from us.
There might be some that think that this was done at
too great expense. That is because they are avaricious and
have not learned the ancient story of o\ir nation. Their
views are very narrow. In former times, during the reign
of our grandfather, the venerable ’kind Emperor’, T’u Si Tu,
the Khan of the Ka Ur Ka people, was defeated by the Eleuths
and came to China with all his people, more than 10,000
men, to submit to us. Our grandfather, the Emperor, had
mercy on their poor condition and ordered A La Ni, the
Tsang Tsu, to assist them and to send them the food they
needed from the government stores at Charg Kia Kow, Kuei
Hua, and Tu Shih Kou, He also ordered the Minister of the
Interior, Pi Yang Ku Ming Tsu, to collect gold, tea and
stuffs with which to supply them and to buy animals for their
needs. Thus they would be able to live peacefully in a
comfortable place and they did so for more than eighty years.
Their pasture lands are becoming better continually and the
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number of people is increasing, They are living happily
and are ten times richer than they were before. Their
Khan and their dukes and other chiefs have hereditary
titles. They keep the laws of subject peoples as well
as the Cha Sa K’e do. All their sons and grandsons are
very thankful for the favor of our venerable grandfather
who made possible for them long periods of peaceful ex-
istence .
As for ourself, we are now imitating the kindness of
our grandfather and we are doing vhat our grandfather
did. Yet, the Torguts ^are now as poor as the K’o Er K’o
were at that time. Therefore, we are doing our best to
supply them unreservedly, Vi/e are planning for the distant
future. How can one maintain that an undertaking of this
kind is too costly^
If the Torguts can now imitate the Ka Ur Kas in liv-
ing quietly, observing all laws, working diligently in
their pasture lands and on every kind of production and
if they do not change their good will then they also will
enjoy their titles hereditarily and live peacefully for a
long time like the K’o Er K’o peqole.
Vi/e wrote this and ordered it to be engraved on stone
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both at Jehol and at Ily. Thus, the Khan and the chiefs
and all the people of the Torguts will be able to know our
will and all the magistrates who now or in the future may
be engaged in this kind of work may also know it."
(NOTE; this marks the end of the second article
on the Kalmucks )
.
REMINISCENCES ON THF: TORGUT PEOPLE
A wise man does not state that a thing is true merely
from hearsay but he rather studies it carefully and fre-
i^u’ently. He does not make an absolute statement because
he would not wish to have to defend himself about it in
case he finds himself to have been in the wrong. If these
two principles are understood then one can write history
judging the right and wrong of facts of a thousand years.
''»e are writing this article on the genealogy of the
Torguts according to this principle.
When the Torguts came to us we took notice of the fact
and we also wrote some poetry about this happening* But,
we then thought that their first Khan was U Yo Jee and that
before him no predecessor could be knovm. This is what we
heard about them at the time. We did not know that there
was another fomder of this people before U Yo Jee. Now
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we have more doc\aments and thus we are able to know the
whole truth of the matter. V<e wish to write another ar-
ticle about them for we dc not wish to obscure the truth
in order to conceal our inexactitude.
The father of 0 Yu Ch’i was P’eng Ch’u K’e and his
grand father was i:>hu K’u Er Tai Ch’ing and his great
grandfather was Ho 0 Er Le K’e; his great, great grand-
father was Cho Li Kan 0 Er Le K’e, Ihe father of the latter
was Pel Kuo 0 Er Le K’e, There are no further documents
dealing with their ancestry beyond this last one.
Concerning the departure of the Kalmucks for Kussia,
theywere led there by Ho 0 i^^r L’e K’e, the great grand-
father of 0 Yu Gh’i during the time of Pa T’u Lu, the great
T’ai Chi, who was the grandfather of Ch'i Wang, At that
time the four V^ei La T’eh tribes had their own Khans and
they were independent of each other; they did not have
friendly relations with each other. Therefore, Ho 0 Er
Le K’e with his son, Sho K’u Er T’ai Ch’ing and others,
went into E Chi L’e of Russia. At that time U Yao Jee was
still a child and so he was left at the home of Ba Tu Lu.
Afterwards, Shu K’u Er T’ai Ch’ing went to Thibet, Then,
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on his return he asked TT Yao Jee of Pa T^u Lu and
brought him to Russia. Pa T»u Lu was the maternal grand-
father of U Yao Jee. A confirmation of these dates is
four.d in the chronological correspondence of these facts
to e ach other.
Then, during the reign of U Yao Jee, the Khan, his
own son, San Cha Pu, T’ai Chi, leading his own subjects
of more than 15,000 families, came to China to live with
Ts’e Wsuig. Ts’e Wang received all his subjects but he
drove back San Cha Pu, T’ai Chi, to E Chi Er, We already
noted that U Yao Jee was not in good standing with Ts’e
V^ang, This was not entirely wrong.
Pei Ku Ho liir Le K’e had only one son. His son,
Cho Li Kan 0 Er Le K’e also had only one son named V/u
0 Er Le K’e. The latter had six sons and one of them
was Shu Ku Er T’ai Ch’ing. Three of the others had no sons.
The other two had sons and grandsons but they are not of
importance, Shu Ku Ev T’ai ^h’ing had four sons. Two of
them had no more sons. One was named Jan Mu Ts’e Leng.
The fourth generation descendant of Jam Mu Ts’e Leng is
Pa Mu Pa Er. He has now been given the title of Chun Wang.
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The other son of 3hu Ku Er T’ al ^h’lng was P’eng Ch’u
K’e, The fourth generation descendant of P’eng Ch’u K'e
Was U Ba Si and he has been given the title of Khan, U
Yao Jee, the son of P'eng Ch’u K'e, had eight sons; six
of them had no sons. One of the other two v/as named Kun
Cha Pu. His great grandson, Ts’e Pa K'e Tu Er Chi, has
been ^iven the title of Ch'ing V/ang,
Sa K'e Er Gha Pu, the grandfather of U Ba ^i, was
the brother of Kun Gha Pu. Thus, his descendants are
closely related to U Ba Si. ^fhey came with all other de-
scendants of Sa K'e Er Cha Pu and were led by U Ba Si from
Russia.
Concerning the number of the families of the Torguts*
we already spoke. Now we are merely recording their geneal-
ogy in order to correct that which was not correct in the
previous record.
As they are followers of the Yellow Sect of the Lama
Religion and their establishment of U To Pie Tsai Sang,
these are all the same as Chun Ke Ur and in my artigle on
Chun Ke Ur I have recorded the prosperity and decline of
their tribe. In this article on the Torguts I am merely
giving a brief account of their genealogy." (NOTE:- end
of the third article on the Kalmucks, Chapter 74, p20 b).
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Note:- the following is taken from Chapter
LXXXVIII, the 43rd year of the reign of Emperor Ch’ien
Lung, the 30th day of the tenth month. It deals with the
end of De Quine ey ’ s Zebek Dorchi ( Ts ’ e Po Ko Tu Er Chi).
"The prince (Ch’ing Wang), Ts'e Po Ko Tu Er Chi,
since the time of his submission was always careful and
diligent in majiaging the grazing lands. Now we have learned
of his death. We are very sorry to hear of it and we ex-
press our sympathy. We sent Pu Er Ch'ing Hua, the Guardian
of the Ch’ien Ch'ing Men, to go there and assist and offer
sacrifice at the funeral and to bestow 500 ounces of silver
for the funeral rites.
His title of Ch’ing W'ang (Prince) will pass on to his
younger brother, ^h’i Li Pu, T«ho is simultaneously appointed
Meng Chang (chief of the allies). His younger brother’s
original rank, Ch’i Li Pu, and the rank of V/ise Meng Chang
shall be bestowed upon smother named 0 K’o Sa Ha Le."
(End of TUNG HUA LU extracts)
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CONCLUSIONS,
Much of what De Quincey tells us of the Kalmucks
after their arrival at the frontiers of China cannot be
confirmed from TUNG HUA LU or any other known source,
De Quincey has Emperor Ch’ien Lunf>: out hunting some
200 miles away from his hunting lodge as the Kalmucks ap-
pear in the distance. Eventually he is placed at Lake
Tengis, (2) Actually, the Emperor was far from the scene
since the reports on tine Kalmucks are represented as com-
ing to him from his officials v^o are at a distance and
at the scene of the Kalmuck arrival, Ily.
De Quincey says that the Emperor had not expected the
Kalmucks for another three months, (3) According to our ac-
count in TUI\"G HUA LU the Emperor was quite taken by sur-
prise at the first announcment of the Kalmuck approach. He
had not expected them at all and the whole court was in
consternation and in expectation of danger.
Our essayist speaks of the deliverance of the Kalmucks
2) Masson, David, ?HE COLLECTED V/RITINGS OF THOMAS DE
QUINCEY, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, 18^0, Vol,
VII,, pp, 410,11, (This text is used throughout).
3) ibid,, p, 412
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from their pursuing enemies through the help rendered
by a body of well-appointed cavalry and a strong detach-
ment of artillery. (4) This is not mentioned in the imper-
ial account vhich, instead, speaks of the suspicion and
fear the inadequate garrison at Ily had for the Kalmucks,
As for the presence of a 'strong detachment of artillery'
and the 'exterminating broadside' of artillery from the
fort, this is neither mentioned in the Chinese account
nor is it very probable. (5) In fact, more than tv/enty
years later. Lord Macartney's embassy which presented some
field pieces to the Chinese found artillery almost novel
to the Chinese.
The abstract Father Amiot supplies De Quine ey from -
the writings of the Minister, Yu Min-tchoung, we shall
speak of later and the entire text of this minister's
writings will then be given in translation, (6)
De Quincey tells us that the rivalry and the feud
between Zebek -^orchl and Oubacha was brought before the
Emperor and that the latter decided in favor of Oubacha. (7)
ibid.. p. 412.
5) ibid.. p. 413.
ei) ibid.. p. 418.
V) ibid.
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p. 419.
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No mention of such rivalry before the Emperor is given
in the Chinese account; nor is there any fou? dation there
for the statement that the disappointed Zebek horchi
plotted with the other chiefs against the Emperor him-
self, Further, the statement of De Quincey that
under the skilful management of the
Chinese nobles in the Emperor ' s .estab-
lishment, the murderous artifices of
these Tartar chieftains were made to
recoil upon themselves, and the whole
of them perished by assassination at
a great imperial banquet So
perished Zebek L'crchi, the author of
the great Tartar Exodus. (8)
is particularly?- unjust and exasperating to the Chinese,
Instead of this the imperial record mentions, as we have
just seen, Zebek Eorchi sending his messengers announc-
ing his submission. In a later account v/e shall see that
he vvas honored with high titles and gifts at the imperial
banquet. Finally, the Emperor writes v/i th regret of the
death of Zebek i^orchi in the 43rd year of his reign i.e.
almost seven years after his arrival. The Emperor had
given him the high title of Ch’ing V/ang (Prince) and he
8) ibid.,' pVTl8, 9.
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praises Zebek's faithTul discharge of his office. If
Zebek had been a conspirator his title v/ould not have
been bestowed at the time of his death upon his brother.
The latter, hov/ever, not only received, his brother's title
but additional and unexpected honor at this occasion.
Further, a high ranking official of the i-mperor v/as
sent to the fur^eral to offer sacrifice.
%
In no part of the imperial account is it stated,
that Zebek Dorchi precipitated or promoted the exodus
of the Kalmucks although many other causes are cited.
The reasons given in TUNG HUA LU for the flight
are:- the levying of troops; the taking of the Ilian's son
as a hostage; the desire of the Kalmucks to live at Ily
after they had heard of the kindness of the Emperor;
the differences in the customs of the Kalmucks and Rus-
sians; and the religious difficulties experienced by the
Lamaistic Kalmucks,
Loosang, the lama, who is listed as an arch-conspirator
by De Quincey is not mentioned at all in TUNG HUA LU . (9)
Another lama. Ho Lung, is mentioned and is given considerable
9). ibid., p. 377
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freedom by the Emperor
.
The number of the Kalmucks varies in both writers*
De Quine ey speaks' of 600,000 Kalmucks v*io began the jour-
ney and of 260,000 who ended it. (10) The Emperor, at
first, speaks of 80,000 families leaving Russia. Later,
he speaks of only 33,000 families totaling 169,000 souls
of which half reached Ily. Eventually he speaks of
70.000 fugitives arriving at Ily.
The imperial account tells us more precisely v;hat
the i^mperor gave the Kalmucks, namelj’-:-
a total of 265,500 animals; 80,000 packages of tea; 41,
000 hundredweights of rice and wheat; 51,000 fur coats;
61.000 bolts of stuff; 59,000 catties of cotton;
400 tents; also some additional supplies from the store-
houses. The total cost of all this is placed at 200,000
taels of silver.
De Q.uincey cites the text of the monument at Ily. (11)
TTOG HUA LU does not give the text but we shall see the
Chinese text in another account.
10) ibid., p. 414
11) ibid., p, 421
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2) YU CHIH-V/EN or C OMPOSITI ON WRlT'm
BY THE EMPEROR. (12)
Note:- This important and official w ork v;hich
we have already described unde r SOURCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
agrees verbatim with the record in TUITG IIUA LU except
for the fact that it also cnntains the text v/hich the
Emperor ordered inscribed on the monuments at Jehol and
Ily. This text is given belov; and also the substance
of some notes added to this imperial record and not to
be found in TUNG HUA LU.
I have compared the actual text on the raonuaent
at Jehol with that in YU CHIK-Vi/EN and have found tliat
they agree entirely.
or COMPOSITION WRITTEN BY TKE EMPEROR
Compiled by YU MIN CHIH'^G. (Er Chi - 2nd series); 44 vol
Compiled in the fifty first year of the Reign of Emper-
or Gh' ien Lung and printed at Peking, Vol, XI,, p 6 b to
16 b ie three articles, also Vol, 27, pp. 7-10.
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"PU-T'Q TSUNG-CHENG. CHIH MIAO PEI-WEN”
i .e
.
THE INSCRIPTION ON THE STKIib; OF TPIE TKMPLK
OF PU TO.
The construction of the Temple of the Sect of
p’u T»o which is located on the northern side of the
Summer Palace is a Thibetan imitation and is not an
imitation of Nan Hai . The P’u T’o of Nan Hai is located
in the district of Ting Hai in the eastern part of the
Province of Chekiang,’ Each year the boats of the pilgrims
cross the big waves of the sea.
They adore with all reverence and they say:- "If
this is not the place sacred to Kuan Yin then v;here can
it be found," This is so because the people who speak
thus understand only the things of a little corner of the
country. According to historical documents there are three
at Enedcook
temples of P'u T’o, One is located- in India; the second
is in Tubad and the third is in Nan Hai which is a place
where Kuan Yin once appeared wben she v/rs on a journey of
preaching. How can one say that only one place is sacred
ani that another is not so? Enedcook is in Indie; hence.
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from that one can show that the Yin Yuan doctrine came
from. India to Thibet and from Thibet it csime to Nanhai.
This is well known.
The see of Chin K’anf^ in India is too far away and
too difficult for adoration. Thibet, which possesses eveyy
doctrine and every liturgical service is a magnificent
demonstration of the relationship betvreen Heaven and Men.
It is also a center vhere barbarian peoples can make their
submission to China,
Now, in the ’Seventh Tiger’ year ( the 35th year of
the reign of Ch’ien Lung) is my sixtieth year, a year
later, the ’Eighth Rabbit’ is just the 80th birthday of
my venerable mother, the great empress.
Prom the kings, dukes and ministers of old dependencies
like the Mongols, K’o Er K’o and those of the Province of
Chinghai, down to the chiefs of the newly conquered peoples
like the Chun P’U and the Mohammedans, all come, one after
the other to congratulate us on this occasion. I saw that
it was fit that I should express myself and respond to their
good wishes and I therefore ordered the construction of this
temple
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The construction began in the second month of the
thirty second year of my reign and was finished in
the eighth month of the thirty sixth year. The temple
is very large and has magnificent decorations and is very
colorful and covered with sculpture. All these decora-
tions express a spiritual majesty and all are according
to the liturgy. The heart of this frontier people is
directed to the religion of Kuan Yin, ‘-^‘he reason for
building this temple at Jehol is that Jehol is the place
to which my ancestors formerlywent each year to receive
the delegates of the nations. The V/e stern part of my
Empire is now very quiet.
Nov/ it happens just on the great feast of the nation
that this temple is completed. The Three Sects of Buddhism
are united here. We have here the preaching of the sermon,
the commentary on the Holy Books, the sound of the holy
music and (J) the fruits of the bloody tree ,
All faithful Buddhists of the nation are happy to
adore here and consider it a nev/ happiness that they never
had before. And, in; addition, the Torgut people who went
to Russia long ago, can come; which is another happiness
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for me. Because the Russians are not of the Yellow
Religion, they deserted £* Chi Er, the land the 3’- had
lived in for a long time. He (U Ba Si ?), with all
his people, several tens of thousand, traveled more
than half a year, walking more than ten thousand li,
comes to us. Their hearts are submissive . to our pov;er.
They have just arrived at this tine. Considering the
relationship between this good cause and the happy effect
it is re allysome thing unhoped for and mysterious.
Thus, the P’u To of the Summer Palace is similar to
the P’u To of Thibet and to that of India and therefore
there is also no reason to say it i s different from that
of Nan Hal. Still, if one thinks about the origin of
the construction of this temple, one will not heed its
similarity or dissimilarity to these.
(Note;- a poem in praise of Kuan Yin and of
Buddha follows here )
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The following lines point out some fev; addi-
tional remarks fou' d in the YTJ CHIH V/EN which are
not in the Tti>^G HUA lU .
a) Page 8. This part points out that the Vice Gen-
eral, Tang Ke Lu, once captured the younger brother of
She Ling whereupon She Ling gave himself up saying that
he would submit if his brother were released, Tang Ke Lu
was suspicious but allowed himself to be persuaded by one
of his subordinates to trust She ijing. But, when the former
came with only a few attendants to meet She Ling, the lat-
ter disarmed them and killed Tang Ke Lu. The subordinate
officer surrendered to the rebels but v/as later on cap-
tured and put to death by the government. She Ling fled
to Russia.
b) Page 10. This part deals again v/ith the supplies
given by Gh’ien Lung to the Kalmucks.
c) Article Two, p. 12. This section enumerates the
titles granted by Ch'ien Lung to the Kalmucks and th&ir
princes, U Ba Si received the title CKO LI KE TU HAN;
Zebek Lorchi received the title of PU "YEN TU CH'ING VvANG;
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She Ling received the title of PI LI KK TU CHUN Vi/A^'G;
Mo Men ‘‘•‘u received the title of Chi Lr Ke Er, Pei Lu;
Sa La Ko Kan received the title of V*u Gha La Er Tu,
Pei Tzu; Pa Mu Pa Er (Bambarj^) received the title of
Chun Wang; this title was given him although he did
not come to the audience. Other minor chiefs were al-
so honored.
d) The gifts bestowed by the emperor are enumerated
on this same page. The princes were given saddles and
yellow jackets, (Note:- the color, yellov;, is probably
to be taken in connection with the sumptuarj^ laws of
China and this color often indicates the highest rank),
U Ba Si Sind Zebek Dorchi received yellow reins for hor-
ses, She Ling and Mo Men tu received reins of a purple
color. The other chiefs were granted corresponding hon-
ors
.
The same page stresses the need of vaccination for
the new arrivals, The following page points out that
the Kalkas submitted to K’ ang Hsi in the 27th year of his
reign, Ch’ien Lung takes the occasion to compare the two
submissions. (end of the Second Article)
The third article on the Kalmucks is the same, ver-
batim, as that in TUNG HUA LU,
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CONCLUSIONS from YU CHIH VffiN.
Many students of De Quincey’s essay have specu-
lated about the wonderfully Christian and Occidental
tone of Ch*ien L-ung’s inscription on the Kalmuck mon-
ument, (13) The Emperor appears in the character of a
good shepherd caring for his lost but well-loved sheep
who are now returning.
The true inscription, however, is far more prosaic
and is little more than a historical statement about the
return of the Kalmucks to China. Further, it appears
that the return of the Kalmucks was net the primary
purpose of the inscription, Gh’ien Lung is celebrating
the eightieth birthday of his mother and also his own
sixtieth birthday. Further, the monument serves as a
memorial of the pacification of other vast stretches of
his empire in the Viiest. The text also serves as a dedica-
tion of a Buddhistic-Lamaistic shrine.
In view of the external evidence it seems that
13) Masson, op, cit,, p, 421,
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De Quincey simply made up a text for the monument to
suit his own fancy. Internal evidence suggests the
same conclusion; for, the style and formulation of the
sentences is totally alien to the usual Chinese style.
The Minister, Yu Min-chung, as we shall shortljr read,
praises the compact, epigrammatic and objective style
of Ch'ien Lung. De Quincey’s inscription is florid,
emotional, biblical and l^'iestern all mixed together.
The text of the Inscription at Ily was to be iden-
tical with that at Jehol. Usually, great care v/as taken
in carrying out the Emperor's orders to the very letter.
Thus, it is probable that it did not differ from the in-
scription at Jehol. however, I have never been able to
secure a drubbing’ of the Ily monument; nor have I ever
met an explorer or missionary who had seen it although
I consulted many including Dr. Henning Haslund of Sven
Hedin’s Central Asiatic Expedition. Perhaps the monu-
ment has been destroyed like the temple which harbordd
the one at Jehol.
De Quine ey speaks of the Ily monument as built of
mighty columns of granite and brass. (14) Granite colunms
14) ibid., p. 421.
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and brass were certainly not customary materials for com-
memorative monuments at that time. Most probably the
stele was of marble or limestone and it probably stood,
as customarily,, on a turtle’s back. Above the inscrip-
tion there may well have been another stone featuring
intertwining dragons. The whole was probably housed in
a sheltering pavilion. The imperial account does not
describe the form of the monument.
The account of the reception granted the Kalmuck
chiefs is important. W© have already mentioned that
De Quine ey reports that many Kalmuck princes, especially
Zebek Dorchi, conspired against the Emperor. He adds,
without stating his authority, that the Chinese nobles
had them all assassinated at a great banquet. (15) How-
ever, Article II, p. 12 shows that many of the princes
were highly honored by tlie Emperor. Oubacha ( U Ba Si)
received the title of Khan. Zebek Eorchi received a
somewhat lesser title, that of Ch'ing hang, meaning
’Prince’, The yellow color of the gifts accorded them
probably likewise indicates their acknov/ledged princely
rank according to the sumptuar 7/’ laws of the Chinese.
15) Masson, op. cit,, pp, 419,20,
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Prom reading various historians on the subject
one gathers the impression that if any of the Kalmuck
princes could be considered conspirators the ones most
under suspicion would be the following:- She Ling, Mo-
men Tu and Pa Mu Pa
,
who is probably the Bambar of
Bergraann’s account. However, all these and even the re
bel She Ling who had once killed a Chinese general, re-
ceived high titles and gifts from the -t^mperor.
All the evidence suggests that De Quincey's assass
ination banquet, like the monument inscription he cites
was a product of his own unhis tori cal fancy.
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3) TA-CH»ING KAO-TSUNQ CH » Ull-HUANG-TI SHIH-LU
or
THE TRUE RECORD OF THE E^':P£ROR CH»IEN LUTTG
OF THE GREAT CH'ING DYNASTY.
Note;- This Chinese work represents the v/ri tings
of the ministers in charge of the archives. The com-
piler is not known. Inasmuch as their writings on the
Kalmucks closely resemble the statements in the previous
two accounts we merely give the substance of those pas-
sages that are related to the coming of the Kalmucks.
Volume 886, p, 15. The 36th year of the Reign of
Emperor Ch’ien Lung, This passage points out that the
Emperor ordered Ba Tu Ghi '='r Ke Le to go to Hi to handle
the submission of the Torguts, The sixth month.
16) TA-CH*ING KAO-TSUNG CflTTM-HUANG-TI SHIH-LU ( ie THE
TRUE RECORD OF EMPEROR CHHEN LUNG OF THE GREAT CH’ING
DYNASTY . 1,493 Volimes, Published by the Government
of (Greater Manchukuo, Okura Press, Tokio, Japan, 1937,
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Volume 886, p. 16. THE DAY OF TPIE RABBIT.
( Same year and month)
.
A decree ordering the people to welcome the Tor-
guts and their chiefs to the Summer Palace.
Volume 887, pp. 3-5. The Emperor discusses the
possibility of danger arising from the presence of the
newly arrived Kalmucks ana he orders troops to be on
hand in case of trouble. However, he indicates that the
likelihood of genuine trouble developing from the sit-
uation is small.
Volume 887, pp, 5 and 6, (Some of this material
is not found in the other accounts).
The Emperor states that he has ordered these chiefs
to be brought to Jehol for an interview. The Kalmucks
have been brought from afar and must be assigned place in
which to live. Money must be raised for them and Shu Ho
Teh and others are to discuss the matter. Money at Ily
may be insufficient and therefore more should be sent from
the Province of Kansu. A decree has already been sent
out to have silver sent from the provincial treasury of
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of Shensi Province to be sent to Kansu, V/u Ta Shen
is ordered to withdraw 200,000 taels from the silver
sent to the treasury of An Shi Tao and Pa Li Kun and
Urumchi. If Shu Ho “^eh needs money he is to send someone
to bring back money to Ily for his use. If this imperial
decree gets to Kansu before Vi/u Ta Shan gets there then
the acting governor-general, V/en Shou, is to take charge
of it.
Shu Ho Teh reported that the 200,000 taels did not
come from Shensi yet^so he took 200,000 taels from the
treasury of Su Chou Tao and sent 50,000 taels to An Shi
Tao and 100,000 taels to pa Li Kun and 50,000 taels to
Urumchi, He also reports that the Torgut chiefs have
started from Ily on the 25th of the 6th month and that he
has notified those places where they will pass to provide
them with horses, sheep and food.
Volume 887, pp. 9 - 12,
This part of the compilation speaks of the alloca-
tion of the Kalmuck tribes. In substance it is much the
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same as the account of the same matter contained in
TTJNG HUA LU.
The same passage goes on to state that if the
weather is too hot for the Kalmucks to come to Jehol
this summer for rendering their homage and submission
the Emperor then they may perform that next year.
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CONCLUSIONS ABOUT TA»»CH»ING PLAO-TSUl^G
CH* UN-HUANG-TI SHIH-LU .
The value of this work to the historian lies in
the fact that the statements of highly-placed officials
confirm the statements made by the Emperor in his ov/n
state account.
It was customary at the court to have several min-
isters or national historians to )4eep a record, indepen-
dently of the Emperor and of his record as Emperor, of
everything of importance that transpired at the court.
Further, this more impartial and uninhibitedly written
account was not available for reading to anyone for a
period of many years. Presumably this measure was re-
sorted to to give the historian greater freedom and less
fear in telling the truth as he sav/ it.
•at any rate, Ch’ ien Lung’s actions which might be
doubted as over-ideal if they stood alone, are confirmed
by the writings of his ministers.
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4) HISTORY of Tch’ouenn luen, Mandarinl^'^
^
NOTE:- Tch'ouenn luenn was a Chinese mandarin who
held numerous official posts during the reign of Emper-
or Ch'ien Lung. His account, dated the 19th day of the
12th moon of the 42nd year of the Reign of Emperor Ch’ien
Lung (1778) comes about seven years after that sovereign
began his own account in 1771.
The mandarin stresses the fact that he went to great
pains to achieve the greatest accuracy in his account. He
says he was able to do this through his official positions,
his travel, his investigations and through consultation
with other officials. He also assures us that he made ev-
ery endeavor to provide an Impartial and unprejudiced his-
tory, His work is here called HISTORY thou^ it has no
proper title,
17) Tch’ ouenn-Iuen, the Mandarin^ HISTORY , V/ritten in
the 42nd year of the Reign o"^ Emperor Ch’ien Lung, (Taken
from DESCRIPTION DE LA CHIRE OCCIDENTALE , Par Un Voyageur,
Translation from the Chinese by M. Gueluy, Louvain, Ch,
Peeters, 1887, pp, 121-9. (NOTE:- The roraanisation of
Chinese names is retained as rendered by M. Gueluy),
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Oubacha, the Khan of the Torguts, had for his pa-
ternal ancestor, Ayuki, who was driven away by the
Dzungars. Ayuki had reached Russia with his people.
His nation was small in size and their forces were not
considerable. The Emperor of Russia had given them the
country of Etchil in order to enable them to pasture their
flocks. This country is crossed by a large river with
much water and the two banks form two large and spacious
strips of land which is very good for agriculture and
is covered with the finest pasturage. The Torguts es-
tablished themselves there and lived a tranquil and a-
greeable life. Prom Oiuku to Oubacha there were seven
generations in a little more than one hundred and seven-
ty years. Their herds of camels, horses, cattle and sheep
were innumerable. More than 460,000 families followed
Oubacha to go to live on the southern bank of the River
Cjamar;and the families settled down on t he northern bank
under the rule of Tai-ki d'Ottok were just as numerous.
In the twentieth year of the Reign of Emperor Ch’ien
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Lung, at the time of the conquest of Hi, Ihe rest of
the Torguts, the Houaites, the Hochettes and the Eleuths
under the leadership of Selem simultaneously entered
Russia. The Tchagan K'an (Czar) allocated them in the
territory of Oubacha v/here they took the name of the new
Torguts. In the northern part of Russia and in its con-
fines there is the territory of the Koungars on which
Russia formerly depended. Later on Russia drove away this
nation, A war followed in v^ich the Russians lost many
battles. In a series of battles fought at various times
the Torguts who had been sent to the war lost some 70,000
to 80,000 men. The war of secession threatened to bring
on them fresh levies of troops and the inhabitants of all
the Ngai-man were thrown into consternation. Oubacha did
not know what to do. Those who had recently placed them-
selves under his rule, the Eleuths, the Tourbeths, the
Houaites and the Hochettes, wanted to go to occupy the gra-
zing lands of Hi, of lar, of Khara-char or other places.
They were acquainted with the mountains, the waters and
the fields of these countries and they were also aware of
the fact that the water there is potable and that the graz-
ing lands there are excellent and that the land is easy to
cultivate
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All earnestly wished to live there and establish
themselves there and they urged Oubacha to desert se-
cretly with all his people. Oubacha did not c3d this
without apprehension but he decided with his T'ai-ki and
his lamas to go to join the inhabitants of the northern
bank of the river as soon as it would be frozen. They
planned to re cross the river later and then to proceed to
Ily. The best prepared Torguts were sent to form the van
guard of the army; the Russians again lost two battles in
which ten to fifteen thousand Torguts perished; one or
two out of every ten escaped with difficulty . (hem) .( 13)
The i^leuths and, especially, Selem publicly made
these statements:- "The Tchagan-k ’ an" they said, "is about
to levy fresh troops; all those who have reached the age
of 16 years must enter his armies. The pretext is to com-
bat the K’oungars; but, in reality the aim is to annihilate
us, the Torguts. We have resolved to seek salvation in
flight. At these words the people began to shed tears of
18) This sentence is not found in all editions.
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gratitude. Oubacha, seeing this excellent di sposition
of the people, caused the greater and the he sser nobles
to be gathered and showed them all the advantages which
the flight to Ily would givethem. All were filled with
joy. Everywhere they began to gather the soldiers and
the hordes of the people for the long journey. It was
the thirty fifth year of the Reign of Emperor Ch’ien -^ung
.
It was relatively warm for the season and the river was
not yet frozen with ice. although it was in the middle
of the tenth moon ( tov/ard the end of November), Oubacha
was not able to wait for the inhabitants of the north-
ern bank of the river. After having put to death some
thousands (un milliers) of Russians, artisans, servants
and merchants, he departed with all those vho recognized
his authority, Torguts, Hochettes, Eouaites, lourbeths
and Eleuths which were in all 460,000 families. Ee start-
ed his journey on the twenty third day of the tenth moon
and took prisoner all those vhom he found in his journey
and he devastated four Russian towns. The Tchaga-k’an
was afraid. He sent a general with some tens of thousands
of soldiers to overtake them. But, the forces of Oubacha
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had already passed to the south of Kankertoura, the
post of the Russian customs official, and had reached
the territory of China.
The Tsinalra had to prepare for the journey. In
the meantime, Oubacha had entered China by v/ay of Bal-
khas-tchor Lake. He had traveled ei^^t days journey in
the Gobi Desert and had found the springs of water but
not a bit of vegetation. Great numbers of animals per-
ished of starvation. They reached Tsinkes-tchagan . This
territory is under the Abourbis and the Abourbambi, The
Cossacks were dissatisfied at seeing them occupy their
grazing lands and so, after having first received
the Torguts and their flocks in their midst, they all rose
in arms against them. Pillaging began and attacks v;ere
made daily and many v/ere killed or v/ounded. Nevertheless,
they were not able to stop the immigrants from marching
on. They brought v;ith ti- em Cossack prisoners as hostag-
es. Having arrived at Ketsi-kiutz something else happened.
The inhabitants of that district are very bold . Their
country almost touches that of the Bouroutes and these are
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bred to war. Their Tai ki, Orlinalali, a mandarin
of the second class, was a wise man. Besides, he had
the confidence of all the Cossacks, Having learned of
the reverses of the Torguts at Tsinkes-tchagan he unit-
ed all those that he could from the district, men and
animals, and caused them to wi thdrav; far away; he himself
at the head of 10,000 warriors went to place himself at
the important pass of Ketsikiutz, He ordered the Cos-
sack, Iiihou Alai, to make a frontal attack; he also
ordered five T’ai Ki Ottoks to go and cut the route be-
tv;een the front and the rear guard. But, Aboulai, the
ruler of the Cossacks, had already separated the Rus-
sians from the Torguts who were being led to Ily, The
nev;s of the engagement of Tsinkes Tchagan, transmitted
at a speed of eighty li a day, was not slew in reach-
ing the general at Ily from whom we took orders. The
Torguts were very numerous and so Orlinalali saw that
he could not well engage them, ^ubacha himself, fearing
these warlike troops, did not dare to er^gage them. There
were only a few skirmishes in one place or the other during
some fifteen days. In the meantime, orders came from the
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general. The Cossacks were engaged in protecting
the country and in stopping the Torguts from passing the
steppes and occupying the pasturages and in punishing
with death any violation of this order, Orlinalali
sent nevv's to Oubacha. He had resolved, together v:ith
his Tai-ki and his lamas, to march by Khara-tal v;here
there v/ere numerous animals as well as water and vege-
tation in abundance. They v:ould be able, by pillaging,
to reach Ily easily. There they would be better able to
tell how things vrauld develop. But, Orlinalali remiained
immovable. There was a discussion betv/een the two chiefs
that lasted four or five days. He said that the people
of Khara-tal, having been vrarned, had had time to reunite.
Also, the army was large and well trained and was only
waiting for the arrival of the Torguts to fight them,
Oubacha was not ignorant of the severity of the orders
of the general of Ily and felt that he had to resign him-
self to making his peace v/ith Orlin-alali; then he went to
Khara-bek. But, the inhabitants of Ketsikiutz and of Khara-
tal, under the orders of Orlin-alali, opposed him and tool<
prisoners. The number of the dead among the Torguts was
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considerable. They reached the southern border of
Chara-bek at the place on the right where this country
touches the bouroutes. At this nev/s they leaped for
joy and congratulated each other on the opportunity
Heaven had granted them. Now there v/ere more than 100,
000 cavalry reunited, flying like the stars and gather-
ing like the clouds. Oubacha fled to the desert of Go-
bi, north of Chara-bek; there, throughout a thousand li
of the Gobi desert, one vainly seeks for a drop of water
or a bit of vegetation. It v/as the time of the conjunc-
tion of the third moon and it was very v/arm. The people
quenched their thirst with the blood of horses and cat-
tle, Soon pestilence broke out and many epidemics fol-
lowed, More than 300,000 of them died. Of the animals
only three or four out of every ten survived. In the
course of a dozen days they came out of the desert in a
very miserable condition. The Bouroutes had been wait-
ing for them for a long time at the borders of Gobi,
They attacked them in the front and at the rear, en mass
and individually, "^^hey pursued them v/ithout cessation,
day and night, truly butchering them. The bodby taken.
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men, women, children, and objects, was more consider-
able than it had been among the Cossacks, '-^1167 marched
continually toward Thamga at the right not far from the
customs post of the interior. There the oouroutes with-
drew their troops, having reached Thamga, Oubacha had
in all, of men, women and children some 270,000 persons.
The general sent the commander of the place, Boutsibo,
with Nav/ang, the chief of the Tchagars. Che tom, the
Eleuth mandarin, Kiuen-tien-batou, Mantchou and the com-
went
mander, Hottock, to ask what their intentions were, Ou-
bacha took counsel with his T’ai-hi and his lamas during
six or seven days; after that he decided to submit to the
great emperor of China, Oubacha was presented to the gen-
eral in chief who offerred him precious objects of stone,
clocks, fine porcelains, guns, cups of Racour wood, gold,
and many other things, Re also gave him historical doc-
uments on eight years of the reign of the Mir^g Dynasty,
Likewise, he gave him a seal with ancient Chinese letters
and adorned v;ith precious stones. The general immediately
established the subjects of Oubacha in the territory of Ily
The government of Peking, having been informed, sent
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Chebtera and Bartchour to find the Khan of the Tor-
guts. Oubacha, accompanied by his Tai-Ki and some of the
principle chiefs, presented himself at Jehol in order to
render homage to the Emperor. They were thirteen in num-
ber.
The Emperor , being satisfied, appointed Oubacha to
the rank of Tsiu-ligdo-K’ an of the Pour Tourgoutes; Tor-
ki-Bek (probably Zebek i-'orchi) was named Examiner of Mil-
itary Ranks with the rank of Royal Prince Boyendo; Chelem
(probably She Elng) was named Brigdo of the Pour of the
New Torgutw and the Eleuths. The royal prince, Pambar,
was made King of Bisilerdo; Kounke was made Tosado-Feil
of the Pour Hochettes; Momendo was made Tsirgar-Peil;
Wamtam-Chara, Khokhem, Kekboutem, lermebour, Orkem and
Oubacha were all ennobled with the title of Pei-tze;
Betsigo became a Count of the Empire; Nogaibour and Gach-
ega became Tai-ki of the First Class. All those named
above were Tchassaks; they were now men salaried by the
Empire without the right of succession. The other high-
er chiefs to thie number of thirty all received titles of
Tai-Kl of the first, second or third rank and the general
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of Ily was relieved dsf these. They were able to re-
turn to their own groups where grazing land was assigned
to them
.
In the thirty eighth year of the Reign cf Ch’ien
i^ung, Oubacha and Momendo went to Tchoultous. In the
fortieth year of the reign of the same emperor, Oubacha
abdicated because of ill health in favor of Tcherin-
naraber, his son, who was eight years of age.
In Tchouenn-yuen we read:- ’An empire v;he re justice
reigns can grov; indefinitely. If justice is lacking, fam-
ilies and individuals will succumb and public affairs will
suffer. If the ignorant people work together harmonious-
ly and if they respectfully receive orders from above then,
despite the plans they have conceived in order to attain
their desires more easily, they become more ignorant
in the course of tim.e and are easily deceived. They are
deceived just as one plays with puppets in a theatre.
However, there are always some obstinate people. Although
capable of discerning good from evil they never cease to
seek ingenious ways of gaining their own advantage and they
end by being annihilated without becondng the wiser. They
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are hedgehogs always retiirning to the same hole, hov;
sad this is I The Torguts once wandered without shelter
and the Russians gave them the rich country of Etchil.
They were able to nourish themselves there and live there
and wander about like chicks wandering av/ay from their
shell. They enjoyed this happiness for about two hundred
years up to the time of Oubacha. They were then 100,000
in number and their flocks filled the steppes, ^n case
of need they v/ent to the help of Russia as was their du-
ty, But, they allowed themselves to be drawn by the se-
ditious talk of Chelera and considered the adventurous
project of coming to establish themselves in Chinese ter-
ritory. They then abandoned the territory vihere they
had enjoyed such a long time of prosperity. They lost
themselves in a maize of alliances; they wandered about
through endless sandy deserts where no blade of grass
grows. They traversed countries where men devour each
other like tigers and wolves so that they almost caused
the extinction of their race.
The cause of their disaster was, doubtlessly, that
their plans were discovered; but, it was rather Heaven
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that delivered them to us. Iheir Chelem was a tur-
bulent man and a friend of AmurSana. Perhaps he did
not have personal plans of conquest and he . may have
been ignorant of the things that Amursana planned in
his mind. As for Oubasi, he was young and easy to con-
vince. He was soon taken in and adopted an attitude lack-
ing in understanding tov/ard the designs of others.
Alas’. Is it necessary that those who have charge
of a kingdom, must treat and negotiate with the ignor-
ant’.
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CONCLUSIONS FROM TCH’OUENN lUEN.
It is clear, as Tch’ouerm luen claims, that he
has investigated with some thoroughness the facts of
the history he treats. His account deals with many
questions not touched upon by Emperor tih’ien Lung,
notably the happenings in Russia before and during
the flight.
It is worth noting that, to some extent, he is a
spokesman for the Russian side for, at the end of his
account, he blames the folly of the Kalmucks for leaving
a country he considers tc have been satisfactory and for
having entered upon such a hazardous exodus.
Tch’ouenn luen gives us one very enlightening fact
in stating definitely the losses of the Kalmucks in the
wars of the Russians, He points out that, in a series
of battles of one war before the exodus they lost nearly
80,000 men. This is a very heavy loss in proportion to
the size of the nation. It seems the Kalmucks had to
bear the brunt of the battle for the mandarin says they
were put in the front of the battle. After these losses
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additional and heavier levies of troops were demanded
of the Kalmucks, No wonder they feared their own event-
ual extinction. De Quincey does not mention the Kalmuck
losses in war though he stresses the hardship caused by
the levying of troops. (19)
De Quincey makes Zebek Dorchi the arch- conspirator
of the revolt. (20) Nothing of the kind is mentioned by
Tch*ouenn luen. As we have just read, the various peoples
under Oubacha stated that they wished to to Ily and it
is they who urge him to desert secretly and he then de-
cides upon the step with his chiefs and lamas.
There is no mention of Loosang,the lama, or of Erem-
pel who are presented as most important conspirators by
De Quincey. (21)
Shortly before the departure the Kalmucks lost a-
bout 15,000 additional men in the Russian wars. It was
evidently high time to leave. In these battles only one
or two out of every ten escaped.
Selem, (who is probably She r.ing in Ch'ien Lung’s
19) Masson, op, cit., p, 385.
20) ibid., pp. 372-5.
21) ibid., pp. 376,7,
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account), appears as the chief spokesman for the
exodus and Zebek -^orchi is not mentioned in this con-
nection at all. The people, according to the mandarin,
weep for joy at the thought of departure. Their griev-
ances must have been considerable.
De Quincey leaves us in doubt why the Kalmucks
departed and left behind their brethren on the northern
banks of the river, (22) The mandarin definitely gives
the reason aw the unfrozen condition of the river.
The question of the Kalmuck massacres of Russians
is also touched upon and Tch’ouenn luen says that some
thousands of Russians were put to death by the Kalmucks,
De Quincey speaks of pillaging and of limited massacres
as the Kalmucks feared retribution on those left be-
hind. (23).
The number of Kalmucks departing is set by the
mandarin at 460,000 families. Perhaps the writer meant
persons instead of families for the figure is high,
De Quincey speaks of 600,000 persons leaving. (£4)
22) ibid., p. 389.
23) ibid., p. 390.
24) ibid., p. 414.
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The Russian pursuit force is here set at some
tens of thousands of men. Most accounts do not at-
tempt to estimate it.
Vi(e are also indebted to this Chinese historian
for the number of those M\ho died in the Gobi Desert
of pestilence and other causes, namely a total of three
hundred thousand.
Of the loss of animals after the Gobi Desert had
been passed the mandarin says that only three or four
of every ten animals survived. De Quincey says that
every single animal except the hardy camiels had per-
ished, (25)
The number of the Kalmucks at the time when Ou-
bacha submitted to Chinese officials is set by the man-
darin at approximately 270,000 souls which agrees fairly
well with De Quincey’ s estimate of 260,000. (26)
Tch'ouenn luen is the only historian I know of who
records the meeting of Oubacha with the General in Chief
at the frontiers of China; he also records the gifts
presented to Oubacha by him.
25) ibid,, p. 401.
26) ibid., p. 414.
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The number of Kalmuck chiefs who rendered hom-
age to the Emperor at Jehol is set by the mandarin at
thirteen. It is noteworthy that Zebek i^orchi is not
spoken of with suspicion in the account but that he in-
stead received the title of Hoyal Prince Boyendo, De
Quincey speaks of him as conspiring with others against
the Emperor himself after he failed to receive the title
of Khan from that sovereign, (27) Thirty other Kalmuck
chiefs are mentioned as receiving honors from the Emper-
or at the ceremony,
De Quincey says that ^ebek Dorchi and other chiefs
conspired against the Emperor and, as a result, were
all assassinated by the Chinese nobles at a great ban-
quet, (28) Tch*ouenn luen specifically says of the
chiefs vho came to render homage
They were able to return to their
own groups where pasturage was as-
signed to them. In the thirty
eighth year of the Reign of Ch’ ien
Dung, Oubacha and Momendo went to
Tchoultous
,
The mandarin also reports that Oubacha was still
alive four years later when he abdicated in favor of
his son. 111 health is the reason assigned for his ab-
y
2^) ibid,, p, 419,
28) ibid., p. 419,420.
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dication. However, the fact that his son succeeded
him necessarily v/ith the permission of the Chinese
authorities strongly indicates that he still stood in
the good graces of the Kmperor. V‘/e have already seen ftom
another Chinese account how Zebek Dorchi lived for some
seven years after his arrival in China and was honored in
death by the Emperor,
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III). FRENCH SOURCE MATERIAL ON KE < REVOLT*
1) Father Amiot S. J*, Mis sionary.
(
29 )
»MONUI^IENT ON THE TRANSMIGRATION OF THE TORGUTS
FROM THE BORDERS OF THE CASPIAN SEA TO THE EMPIRE
OF CHINA.
In the thirty sixth year of the reign of Emperor
Ch'ien Lung, that is to say, in the year 1771 of the
Christian era, all the Tartars who make up the nation
of the Torguts came through a thousand dangers to the
territory around the Ily River seeking the favor of be-
ing admitted to the number of the vassals of the vast
Empire of China, If we can take their word for it they
abandoned, without hope of return and without regret,
the arid lands of the Volga and the Jaik Rivers along
which they dwelled, not far from the place where these
29) MEMOIRS CQNCERNANT L’HISTQIRE, LES SCIENCES, LES
ARTS, LES MOEURS, LES USACES ETC. DES CHINOIS. Par
les ivlissionaires de Pekin, ('i'ome Premier) Paris, Chez
nyon, 1776, pp. 401-27. (Translated from the French).
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two meet to discharge into the Caspian Sea, The Rus-
sians had given them permission to establish themselves
there. The Kalmucks say that they left the Russians be-
cause they wished to admire more freely the bright glo-
ry of the heavens and to rejoice at last with so many
others in the happiness of having acquired, as their Mas-
ter, the Greatest Prince of the Universe.
In spite of the various battles which they had to
fight with those through whose lands they passed and at
whose expense they were obliged to live; in spite of the
losses they had to sustain at the hands of vagabond Tar-
tars who frequently attacked and pillaged them along
the route; in spite of the great exhaustion wiiich they
experienced in crossing the interval which was more than
ten thousand li in a courtry most difficult to pass
through; in spite of hunger, thirst, misery and a gener-
al lack of the things necessary for life during the
eight months that their journey lasted they were yet
fifty thousand families in number when they came to
serve me and these might be estimated at 300,000 persons
without much danger of error.
Among the Russians who pursued them on their departure
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and whose rights were taken away there were about a
hundred soldiers at the head of \'\hich was M. Doudin,
Dudin or Toutint according to the manner in v.hich one
pronounces it. This name need not be unknown; in our
country it does not resemble an any v/ay the ordinary
Russian names. Could it be some expatriated Frenchman
to whom the Russians had given employment among them-
selves? Vl/hatever it may have been, if this officer had
lived until the month of August (last) when the Emneror
gave audience to the princes of the Torguts which he had
summoned to Jehol where he took his pleasure in the chase
he would certainly have been sent back with honor to Rus-
sia, His Majesty did not disdain to infom himself per-
sonally about this fact, 'Is it true', he demanded of one
of the chiefs of the nation, 'Is it true that, at your
departure, you pillaged the possessions of the Russians
and took away their officers and about one hundred sol-
diers?' The Torgut prince responded:- 'V^e have not done
anything except that iMiich we were not able to avoid
doing under the circumstances in which we found ourselves.
Regarding this Russian officer and his hundred soldiers,
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it looks as if they had all perished on the Icng
route. I remember that in the group in TAhich I was
I had eight at my side. I will inquire among my peo-
ple if any of these Russians be still alive and where
they are and I will send them to Your Majesty as soon
as I shall have returned from Hi.
This year, 1772, the thirty seventh year of the
reign of Emperor Ch'ien Lung, those among the i^leuths
who had been dispersed throughout the vast regions which
one generally denominates Tartary; some hordes of Pour-
ouths and the rest of the- nation of the Torguts came as
the first ones to submit to the same yoke which' we did
not seek to impose upon them. There v/ere about 30,000
families which were in addition to the 50,000 of the
previous year. This makes a total of 480,000 souls who
joined their voices to those of the other subjects of
the Empire to announce the marvels of one of the greatest
reigns since the beginning of the monarchy.
An event so extraordinary and so little noticed hap-
pened amid circumstances that caused it to be celebrated
with a pomp befitting all the majesty of him who gives
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the laws in the eightieth year of the Empress Dowager.
This was regarded by the Emperor as an infallible mark
of that favor of Supreme Heaven of which he calls him-
self the son and he is proud of this that he has not
ceased receiving, since he ascended the throne, the most
signal benefits. It was thus that he had this written
in the special archives of the nationjwhich archives
would, perhaps, be in contrast in many points some day
with the statements of Chinese historians who would pub-
lish their writings and also with the v/ritings of certain
neighboring nations who would publish the history of the
same events. These nations might erroneously come to
draw conclusions about political designs and maneuvering
that actually never existed; and other nations might con-
clude, one mi^t suppose, that certain designs, despite
appearances, might have been intended to make certain in-
trigues and negotiations seem likely to have been put into
practice in order to promote successfully a concerted
design; and still others would not say anything but the
truth which people might have some difficulty in believ-
ing. (30)
30) An involved sentence of many diplomatic nuances which
is extremely difficult to interpret.
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If the testimony of a contemporary, of a wit-
ness and, so to speak, of an eye witness who is not
prejudiced and who is disinterested were necessary
for recording the fact of which we are going to speak
then this testimony is of tine variety that is truthful
in all circumstances. I shall give it freely and with-
out fearing^any man whatsoever , no matter how learned he
nay be, might accuse me of the error of nartiality.
On the other hand, in waiting for history to instruct
posterity about an event v^ich he regarded as one of the
most glorious that happened during his reign, the Emper-
or had engraved on stone a history and tine tine of it in
four languages which are those v^hich the various peoples
who have submitted, that is to say, the Manchus, Mongols,
Torguts and Chinese, use. This monument is to be set up
at Ily under the eyes of the sane Torguts in order to show
everyone through the eyes of all tine different nations
which I have just named. Having tine occasion to acquire
a copy for myself and one which is taken from the original
itself through a man who was charged v/ith writing it in
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Manchu I believed that I would be able to prepare a
translation of it. Undoubtedly anyone would consider
It with pleasure just as one regards pleasurably a piece
of literature and I wish I ml^t be able to preserve in
our language that noble simplicity and that energy and
precision which the i^raperor has given it in his own tongue.
This is how he expresses himself:-
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"MONTJMSNT ON THii TflANSIw IORATION OP THE TORGUTS
VkHO VOLUNTARILY AND OF THEIR OV/N FREE WILL HA’'/E
COME AS A VfiiOLE NATION TO SUBIIT TO THE EMPEROR
OP CHINA.
Those who, after having rebelled, are troubled about
a crime which one cannot make them expiate just now but
for which crime they perceive clearly that they shall soon-
er or later be punished, request that they be permitted to
return to ttie yoke of obedience are people who submit out
of fear and such subjects are forced to submit. But, those
who are masters and can decide v/hether they will submit or
not submit to the yoke; if these come nevertheless to submit
they are said to submit voluntarily and of their ovt^ full
free v/ill; they come to submit even v/hen one is not think-
ing of imposing a yoke upon them. Such are men v/ho do not
submit except for this that they want to submit themselves
freely to whom whom they have chosen for their ruler.
All those who compose today the nation of the Torguts,
being unafraid of the dangers of a Icrg and painful journey,
full of the single desire of procuring for their posterity
a better way of life and a happier fate, have abandoned the
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places where they dwelled for a long time near our front-
iers. They have -gone with courage through nany trials a
distance of 10,000 11 and have come to place themselves
of their ovm accord among the number of my subjects. Their
submission, in my opinion, is not a submission that fear
has inspired in them; it is rather a voluntary submission
and a free one if there ever v;as one.
After having pacified the western frontiers of my ter-
ritories I have subjugated the countries of my domain which
border on Ily. I have lessened the tribute which the neigh-
boring Mohararriedans were subject to until now. I have ordered
that the Cossacks and the Pourouths should, together, form
the farthest boundaries of the l^mpire on that side and they
shall be governed beneath the feet of the stranger hordes.
Regarding the people of Autchiyen anc. of Eadakchan, since
they are very remote, I have determined to leave them, free
to give or not to give the tribute,
V/e need not blush when v/e know how to be satisfied;
we need not fear when we knov/ hov/ to drop a proposal. These
are the conditions in which I find myself. In all the places
covered by Heaven up to the farthest corners v;hich reach to
the seas there are men v/ho obey as slaves or as subjects.
Shall I convince myself that these have submitted themselves
to me and recognize .themselves as my vassals?
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Par be any such deception from me I V/hat I maintain and
what is quite true is this that the Torguts, wi thout my
having urged or forced them in any v/ay, have come as a
whole nation in order to submit to me of their own free
will and in order to live from now on under my lav/s. Heaven
has certainly inspired them with this design and in carrying
it out they are only obeying Heaven. -It would be iftTong on
my part not to provide a memorial of tBiis event in the form
of an authentic monument,
'•^'he Torguts are a branch of the Eleuts, In former
tim.es, four different branches formed the wiriole nation
of Tchon-kar, It would be difficult to explain their com-
mon origin about which we do not knov/ anything further for
certain. These four branches separated and each formed a
nation apart. That of the Eleuths, the main one of all,
gradually subjected the others and continued, up to the time
of K'ang Hsi, to exercise over them the pre-eminence which
it had usurped.
Tse Wang Raptan ruled over the Eleuts and Ayouki
ruled over the Torguts. These tv;o chiefs v/ere dissatisfied
with each other and had quarreled, Ayouki who was the
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weaker feared that he would at last become the unhap-
py victim. He formed the project of withdrav;ing per-
manently from the domination of the Eleuts. He took
secret measures to assure the flight which he planned
and to save himself along v/ith his people in the lands
which are under the rule of the Russians. Ihey permitted
them to establish themselves in the country of Etchil.
Cheng tson jiiu hoang ty (Wang TI), my ancestor,
wishing to be instructed on the true reasons which had
carried Ayouki to expatriate himself, sent to him the man-
darin, Tou Li Jen and some others to assure him of his
protection in case hw wished to return to the places in
which he had dwelled so far. ‘J-he Russians, to whom Tou
Li Chen had an order to address himself in order to request
permission to travel through their country, gave the per-
mission to pass through -unhampered. But, the Russians,
not having given him any instructions about that which
he sought, he was three years and some months in fulfilling
the object of his commissions. It was not until after his
return that the facts about A77-ouki and his people could
be learned. (31)
31) The footnotes of the French work are omitted.
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Oubacha who isjfcoday the Khan of the Torguts is
the youngest son of Ayouki. The Russians did not desist
from demanding of him that he should furnish them vd th
soldiers for their armies. At last, since they took his
own son as hostage, and since they were also of a differ-
ent religion than he v/as and since they did not profess
the same Lamaistic religion which the Torguts profess, Ou-
bacha and his people at last determined to break av/ay from
a yoke which from day to day became more unsupportable
.
After having deliberated secretly among themselves '
they concluded that they ouj^t to abandon the habitat
where they had had to suffer so much in order that they
might come to live more comfortably in the lands of the
Chinese Empire where the people profess the Buddhistic re-
ligion.
At the beginning of the eleventh month of the last
year they set out on the journey with their women, children
and all their baggage and crossed the lands of the '-^ossacks
passing alongside Lake Palkachenor and the deserts near it.
Toward the end of the sixtfee month of that year after hav-
ing traveled more than ten thousand li in the course of eight
months journeying, they came at last to the frontiers of
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Charapen not far from the borders of Ily.
I knev/ that the Torgruts were then on the narch in
order to submit to me, '-^’he nev/s v/as brought to me a little
while after their departurefrom Etchil, I immediately stopped
to reflect that General Ileton in command of the troops at
Ily was then charged with other very important affairs and
it was to be feared that he might not be able to regulate
all matters which have to do with these people v\^io are
nev;ly submitted with all the attention required. Chouhede,
one of the Councillors of the General, was at Ouche and
charged with the maintenance of order among the Mohamrred-
ands. Since he is in a position to be able to give his
attention to the Torguts I ordered him to go to Ily in
order to work effectively in establishing them better there.
Those who feel that there is danger do not hesitate
to raise objections against me for procedirg thus:"
’Among those who come to submit’ they say in one voice,
’there is the perfidious Chereng. This traitor, after hav-
ing deceived Tangalon had him killed shamefully and he
himself went to Russia, He who has once deceived may de-
ceive again.’ Vie said to ourself:- one must be on one’s
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guard* To receive among ourselves one "wirio comes to
surrender, says an old proverb, is the same as receiving
an enemy.
I ansv/ered these representations boldly and commanded
that some preparations should be made for any eventuality.
I reflected throu^out with all the seriousness which an
affair of this importance required. My repeated reflections
convinced me in the end that that which some wished to have
me fear could not possibly happen.
' Should Chereng be able to persuade the whole nation?
Vi/’ould he be able to start Oubacha and all the Torguts, his
subjects, in motion? How like-ly was it that so many men
would wish to inconvenience themselves in order to follov/
one simple undertaking and to adopt his viev/s and risk per-
ishing of hunger or misery along with him? Besides, the
Russians from whose domination they had detemined to with-
draw themselves, are, like ourselves, masters of a great em-
pire, If the Torguts come with the plan of attacking our
frontiers in order to establish themselves there by force
thencaji they hope that I will leave them there tranquilly?
Have they been able to convince themselves that I v/111 not
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do everythii>g in order to drive them away? And if they
should be repulsed, then whither would they go? Can they
flatter themselves that the Russians whom they have not
paid wi th anything but ingratitude in abandoning them as
they did would receive them again v/ithout punishment?
or that the Russians would allow them to possess again the
same positions they had before?
If in the course of their migration the I’orguts had
had another design than that of coming to submit sincerely
to me then they would have found themselves without support
on either side. They would be between two fires. V<e are
certain, nine out of ten, that their march has not been
treacherous. Among the ten reasons was there one that v/as
able to suggest that they held secret viev/s and ambitions?
The future will tell and then I shall act according to the
circTimstances • That which was to happen when I made these
reflections has finally happened. It has shown the justice
of my reasoning and it has exactly verified what I foresaw.
In the meantime I did not neglect any of the precautions
which I considered necessary. I commanded Chouhede to
raise the fortifications and the redoubts in those places
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which are more important and to cause all the passes tc
be carefully guarded, I commanded him to strive to obtain
all the provisions necessary of every kind inside the for-
tifications, Capable persons shall take care to dispose
everything in order to insure the tranquillity of the future.
The Torguts arrived and they found a piece to live and
food and every commodity which they would find in their own
homes, Ihat is not all, ^'heir leaders vh.o had come person-
ally to render homage to me were rewarded and led with hon-
or along the route of the imperial posts up to the place
where I w as then. I saw them and spoke to them and invit-
ed them to enjoy the chase v/i th me. After the number of the
days destined for this exercise were fulfilled they joined
my entourage up to Ge Ho. There I gave them a ceremonial
banquet. I gave them the ordinary gifts with the same sol-
emnity and with the same apparel which I was accustomed to
use when treating with Tchering and the principle Torguts
of which he is the chief.
This was done at Jehol, that is, at the Summer Palace
of K’ang Hsi, my ancestor; he made himself a resting place
to which he could retire during the season of the great heat;
at the same time he was there well placed for watching over
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the happiness of the peoples who live at the western
frontiers of the empire. This is to say, in those beau-
tiful places where, after having conquered all the co\ir tries
of the Eleuts, I received the sincere homage of '^hereng and
of his Torguts, the only ones among the Eleuts that had
remained faithful. It is not necessary to indicate a long
series of years to reach the end of this epoch. ^Iie memory
of it is still too recent, Vvhat shall I sayl lichen I had
the least time to attend to it and when I v/as not even think-
ing of it those among the branches of the Eleuts who first
separated themselves from the throne, the Torguts, v/ho v/ere
expatriates by choice in order to live under a strange and
distant rule, these same Torguts now came of themselves to
submit to me of their own free will. And, it sc happens that
this again takes place at Jehol not far from the venerable
place where the ashes of ray ancestcr repose. Thus I have
the occasion which I did not seek for of admitting them
solemnly to the n-umber of my subjects.
It is well that at the present time v/e can say with-
out fear of exaggerating the truth that the whole nation of
the Mongols has submitted to our great Dynasty of Tay Tsing
so that, in effect, all the hordes which compose the Mongols
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have today received our laws. My august ancestor has
been informed. He foresaw that this would happen some day.
With what joy must he not have been filled in learning that
this day has at last arrived.
It is under my humble reign that the hopes of this
great prince have been realized and that that which he
foresav/ has attained full realization. V<hat marks of hon-
or can I show him of a gratitude proportioned to what I
owe him'. What profound homage, what respectful sentiments
can I show tov/ard Heaven for the constant protection with
which it has deigned to honor me I I tremble that, in former
times, I may not have sufficiently discharged in my heart
the obligations which must be discharged completely or that
I may not have been attentive enou^ in fulfilling my ob-
ligations entirely. Finally, I do not hesitate to ascribe
to my virtue and to my merits the voluntary submission and
the arrival of the Torguts within my territories. I shall
strive to conduct myself in this matter in the best way I
am able.
The I’orguts had hardly arrived when representations
began to be made, 'These people', one Said to me, 'are of
the rebels withdrav/n from the domination of the Russians.
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It is not permissible for us to receive them. It is
to be feared that if we shov; them a favorable reception
it might occasion animosity and some trouble on our front-
iers .
I answered that this question does not worry me too
much, ^hereng was formerly my subject; he revolted and
went to flee to the Russians and they received him. More
than once I demanded that they should deliver him to me
but they did nothing. Now, admitting his fault, Chereng
has come to deliver him.self to me. \»hat I say now I also
said to the Russians in greater detail and I have brou^t
the Russians to this that they are not able to answer me.
What then, about these matters by v\hich I v/as not re-
ally bound? I could have resolved to leave the Kalmucks
to perish--- so many thousands of men who had arrived already
in the neighborhood of our frontiers, half dead from misery
and huger’, ’But,’ one will say, ’they pillaged along
the route and they seized provisions and animals’. Let it
be so'. How should they have been able to preserve their
lives if they had not done so? VJho would have furnished
them with the goods necessary to sustain life? (Be so
much on your guard, says an old Chinese proverb, that you
will never be taken by surprise. V/atch yourself with so
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much care that complete security may reign even in your,
deserts.
As regards the country of Ily where I g ave them per-
mission to establish themselves, there I somev/hat recent-
ly built myself a city. This place is not yet strong enough
to be able, on that side, to hold in respect the frontiers
and to prevent brigands from assailing them. The inhabi-
tants are occupied only with the cultivation of the soil
and with the raising of cattle. How can tiiey watch over
themselves and how can they keep the deserts protected?
General Ileton, having been instructed about the prox-
imate arrival of the Torguts, did not forget to notify me.
If, through fear of some unexpected event or through mis-
placed considerations in the circumstances I had determined
to safeguard carefully the boundaries and to forbid admis-
sion to the Torguts, then what advantage v/ould I get by
that? If they are driven to despair will they not turn
to the worst excesses? They were treated harshly with jus-
tice, An ordinary man, a simple Individual might see
distress without taking the trouble of helping; he might
see strangers coming from afar, completely exhausted from
fatigue and in extreme misery, ready to die. But, would
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one wish that a great prince vfoose first duty is to
endeavor to imitate Heaven in the manner in which he
governs should let these people perish for lack of as-
.
sistance or let a viiole nation perish which implored his
L mercy? Far be from us a manner of thinking so ignoble as
V- this; and farther still be from us a manner of conduct in
ie conformity with itl No, we shall never accept such harsh
!
conditions. The Torguts have come and I have received
them. They lacked the things most necessary for life and
I
I provided them without restraint, I opened my granaries
and my coffers, my barns and my haras (?), I exhausted my-
self in furnishing them all the things they needed for
their condition, I wd shed that they might procure some-
• thing among others and that they might be able to provide
{ for themselves in the future,
^ I confided the care of this imnortant affair to those
)
of my chiefs whose disinterestedness and ability I already
%
i knew. I hope that all will be done as I wish to the entire
* satisfaction of the Torguts, It is unnecessary for me to
say more here; I have not pretended to give more than a sum-
mary of what happened."
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A FOOTNOTE TO THE PRECEDING BY PR. AMIOT.
We must admit that the Emperor was led on this oc-
casion by all the wisdom and generosity of the greatest
prince of the universe. It must likewise be admitted that
there is nobody in this WDrld like the Emperor of Ohina who
i
was so rich as to be able to furnish by himself and without
taking anything from his people the expenses involved vhich
some considered too great. If we consider the matter in de-
tail we find that his revenues are so fixed and so well econ-
omized that, outside of the ordinary expenses, he is always
able to make improvements on his palaces and to build new
palaces and to help in every manner the various nations
who call themselves his tributaries. Also, he is able to
send each year to the stores of his own country something
that might serve as a reserve in case of unfortunate rever-
ses. I believe that it is improper to suggest to the Emperor
that the Torguts might some day break their yoke and that
this day might not be far off. V/hence is it then that the
Tartars were able to withdraw in order to be better off than
they were before? The Emperor declared that he would conduct
himself in their regard as he did toward the Tourbeths which
is another still-existing branch of the Eleuts, that is to
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say that, far from requiring any contributions from
them the Kmperor would give them rewards if they behaved
well and would give revenues to their chiefs and would
let them live in their own way. If other Tartars would
come to submit themselves to the ^mperor as The Torguts as-
sured him ( they would) I would make it a duty to announce
the time of it with all its circumstances,
Amiot, M,D,L.C ,D,J,, Peking,
November 8, 1771,
( Continuation by Father Amiot
)
The Torguts left the country of ^i^tchil at the begin-
ning of the 11th moon, oftoe 35th year of Ch’ien Lung.
The 16th of December, 1770, was the first day of the 11th
moon of the 35th year of Ch’ien Lung, The Torguts arrived
at Ily at the end of the 6th moon of the 36th year of Ch’ien
L\ing, The last day of the 6th moon was Aug. 9th, 1771,
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E.XTRACT OP A LETTER OP FATHER AMIOT,
CHINA MISSIONARY, TO M. BERTIN,
MINISTER AND SECRETARY OP STATE. (32)
Peking, Oct. 15, 1773.
The isinperor of China, having had engraved on stone
in four different languages the history of the transmigra-
tion of the Torguts into the territory of Chinese rule, a
great prince of the empire named Yu-Min-tchoung, after hav-
ing obtained the permission of his- Majesty, had it printed
in white letters on a black background. This Yu-Min-tchoung
is reputed to be the most able among the lettered men in
China today. It is to letters alone that he owes his ele-
vation and his whole fortune. He has the honor of being al-
lied to the nation’s philosopher by the marriage of his daught-
er with Saint-Corate of today, that is to say, with the head
of the house of Confucius, Yu-Min-tchoung was, before this,
at the head of the Han Lin tribunal and is one of the savants
who continually surrounded the throne to be ready to answer
immediately the various questions on literature, science,
32) There is no omission between this section and the pre-
vious part. The extract is translated in full from the
French source.
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government and other affairs, often very embarassing,
which the sovereign deals with. He also worked in the
Ministry and finally became Minister himself. This sa-
vant reported to the head of the printing department and in-
formed him of the manner in which he had received this doc-
ument which was made public and which, in fact, became a top-
ic of analysis. The following is the manner in which he ex-
plains it:-
•'The Emperor, having finished composing the words that
he wished to leave to posterity as a monument of the spontan-
eous and perfectly free submission of the whole Torgut na-
tion, sent me his manuscript and ordered me to read it with
attention and to prepare it properly in characters suitable
for engraving, I obeyed with respect and I read and re-read
it with all the attention of which I was capable and I was
always most charmed by it. His ^ ajesty has mastered 1he art
of saying many things in a few words, a difficult art, and of
giving to these few words a very profound and broad sense.
He used no character which did not say something essential
and iMilch was not placed where it diould be. He went to the
very principle of things which are important to understand and
he spread, in passing, solid maxims of the soundest doctrine.
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V/hat is most marvelous is that this work did not
cost him more than a qviarter of an hour or two of his
precious time. It flowed from the sublime spring with
the same rapidity that a brook has in flowing from the
height of a mountain and vhich then flows without winding
in the valleys.
In liie words of this monument there will be found
neither comparisons (similes) nor exanples. Ahl ^"hat use
would comparisons and examples be since explanations are not
necessary for perfect comprehensibility. All was said simply
but with dignity and in precise but strong terms. All was
of a clearness which left nothing to be desired. It is like
the sky without clouds which leaves open to the eye all the
stars that embellish it.
In reading this manuscript written by the pen of our
great J^mneror my eyes and ray ears were equally struck by the
most pleasing sensations. "^e beauty of the characters, their
elegance, their arrangment charmed me. The ever-harmonious
succession of sounds vhich dominated this work enchanted me.
My intention was to praise them but I fl.nd no expression
capable of doing it worthily or of expressing what I think,
I have read the books of the Ancients and I have read those
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of the moderns and I am now forced to admit that in neith-
er the one . or the other have I found anything which approach-
es this "brilliant debut by His Majesty by which he has informed
us of the manner in vhi h the Torguts submitted. All the
rest is neither less satisfying nor less clearly said.
The nation of the “^'orguts, one of the branches of that
of Tchoung-kar, separated itself from the main body during
the time when cruel wars laid waste the whole oounti^ of tbe
Eleuths. It left the fatherland and advanced, little by lit-
tle, to Russia and obtained permission from Russia to estab-
lish itself near the territory through which the Etchil flows. *
There they lived for more than seventy years in profou'
d
ignorance of what was talcing place in the neighborhood of
our empire. The bad treatment of the La- te( princes or chiefs)
of the Torguts received formerly from Tchoung-kar forced
them to abandon their own country to go and live in a foreign
land and under foreign rule . The bad treatriient that they re-
ceived from the Russians forced them in the same way to leave
their territory and to break away from a yoke which had become
from day to day more insupportable for them. ^I’hey were
determined to return to their ancient fatherland to live
there peacefully under the rule of our august Emperor.
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The benefits of His Majesty spread to the most dis-
tant regions. He treats strange peoples with the same
kindness that he shows to tiie Chinese themselves, his own
subjects. The Torguts came of their own free will to be
able to live under his laws. He did not repel ther. at all;
he even received them with pleasure and with all the marks
of his most tender affection,
V»hen they arrived on our frontiers (in number many
hundreds of thousands, although extreme fatigue, hunger,
thirst and all the inconveniences inseparable from a very
long and very difficult route had killed almost as many),
they were reduced to the last extremity; they were in need
of everything. The Kmperor provided them v/ith everything.
He had lodgings suitable for their manner of life prepared
for them. He had food distributed to nourish them and also
gave them clothing. He gave them cattle, sheep and uten-
sils to enable them to raise flocks and to cultivate the
soil, at his own cost, Th.is amounted to immense sums
without counting the money wtiich he freely gave to the head
of each family to enable him to work in the future and to
earn his own living and to provide for the maintenance of
his wife and children. Thus the Torguts now had abundance
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of everything. They were able to eat to satiety and
were assured of having suitable clothing against the ri-
gor of the seasons. They were able to cure their ills or
even to prevent them by the use of the salutary remedies
which the care and attention of the Lmperor, which extends
to everything, had provided for them with the most abun-
dant liberality.
.
After the Torguts had recovered somewhat from their
extreme fatigue the hmperor ordered Oubacha, their chief,
to come to court accompanied by the principle chiefs of the
nation. His Majesty had prepared everything along the route
—
-lodging, pack and riding horses, food and everything that
was necessary. prepared for their comfort and ease
and all in a manner proportioned to their rank and conform-
ably to their custom in traveling.
Oubacha and his men obeyed without reply. They went
to Jehol. Our great iiimperor, after having given tJr em cere-
monial clothing, admitted them into his presence in the
palace of Y-Mien-Yu (i.e. the palace of his ordinary resi-
dence) situated in the garden of 10,000 trees( Ouan-Chou-
yuen). He gave them a solemn banquet and heaped on them
presents and honors and elevated them to more or less
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considerable dignities according to the rank that they
occupied among themselves in the coui try which they had
just left.
Treatment so magnificent and, at the same time, so
honorable, caused the princes and lords of the Torguts to
be ravished with admiration and 1h eir hearts v/ere filled with
the most lively gratitude, ^ey were convinced that it suf-
ficed to be a human being to have a part in the benefits of
His Majesty "vdiose heart
,
embraced the whole universe. Also,
they obeyed without murmuring everything which was commanded
them. Persuaded that our great Emperor ordered nothing but
what was for their greater advantage, they submitted them-
selves with pleasure for the partition of the land, for
their union or separation, for the quarters they v/ere to live
in, and, for all the rest, to everything that His Majesty
wished to prescribe for them.
It is thus that they believe themselves able to merit
in s ome way the powerful protection with which he deigned
to honor them. It is by this blind obedience to his wishes
that they believed themselves able to make themselves v/orthy
of enjoying always the honorable and useful protection that
he had accorded them with a kindness which has no comparison.
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And, if the Emperor himself began and finished this great
matter, with such magnanimity and with such great success,
it is because Heaven, v/i sluing to rev/ard, in his person,
the merit of his ancestors whom he imitated so gloriously
doubtlessly inspired him with the details of the conduct
which he manifested.
In fact, when the news spread on our frortiers ttiat
the vtiole nation of the Torguts had set out and was tak-
ing tine road vhich led to China, those of our nobles who
commanded the troops v/hich guard the borders of our empire
on that side gave counsel to His Majesty as on an affair
of the greatest importance and they asked for re-inforce-
ments to enable them to repulse force by force in case
they should be attacked by this multitude of barbarians
whose intentions nobody knew,
'^n this advice the -^mperor assembled his coimicil and
informed the chiefs who composed it of the new's which he
had just received. All minds were in suspense and hobody
dared to say what he thought because there was nobody who
did not believe that the Torguts haa come with the inten-
tion of seizing by open force a country that they regarded
as their ancient fatherland. Seeing that everybody remained d
silent, the Emperor himself spoke and, with that air of
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grandeur which distinguished him and with that firm
and decided tone which he had alv/ays taken in the most dif-
ficult and most complicated affairs he said:- ’V^hatever the
intentions of the Torguts may be I am going to prepare my-
self to receive them well. If they come as suppliants I
will give my hand to them and be generous with help which
I never refused to the unfortunate. If 1iiey come as enemies
or plunderers I shall send armies to combat and exteiminate
them. As for myself, I think and I do not even doubt that
these miserable people have no other aim than that of sub-
mitting themselves to my discretion and of imploring my
mercy to obtain from me by supplicating that which v;e see
they cannot possibly procure by force. However, for safe-
ty’ s sake I shall send some troops in order to strengthen
the garrisons of the frontiers. But, at the same tine,
I shall give my orders so that the Torguts may be given
every opportunity of explaining clearly v;hat they aim at.
It was thus that His Majesty spoke:- He foresaw at
that time all that we have seen happen since. He had also
foreseen all that happened to the Eleuths and to the Mo-
hammedans when these peoples began their wars. His insight
enabled him to untangle all that men had locked up carefully
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in the most secret corners of their hearts and the most
complicated affairs in the same v/ay in which a flaming
torch enables us to discern objects during a dark ni^.t.
He saw clearly in these two great affairs everything v/hich
would hanpen even before the things began. He finished both
of them with an equal glory though in a different manner. and
with the utmost success.
He knew everything that the Torguts were going to do
when he learned that they had abandoned the territory that
they had occupied before this and, although they v;ere still
more than 10,000 li away, yet he understood them as perfectly
as his own subjects, -forgetting every suspicion against
them he assured us that they came only w'ith intentions of
peace and submission; and the event proved that he v/as in
no way mistaken.
The year of the arrival of the '-^'orguts hiappened to be
just the same year when the Emperor celebrated the 80th
birthday of the Emnress Dowager, ^n remembrance of this
happy day His Majesty caused to be built, on the mountain
vhich gives shelter from the heat, ( Pi-chou-chan) , a great
and msignificent Miao-in honor of all the attributes of Buddha
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reunited under the same cult ( Pou-to- tsoung-cheng-fee )
;
it had just been entirely finished when Oubacha and .the
other princes of his nation arrived at Jehol.
In memory of an event which concurred to render this
year famous forever in our records His Majesty v;lshed to
erect in this same Miao a monument y^ich states the time
of this event and which attests the authenticity of it.
He himself composed the words of it and v/rote the charac-
ters in his own hand. How few persons will have the occa-
sion of seeing it and of reading it in the interior of the
I'emple where it was erected’. How many would have remained
completely ignorsint of the event if they had not been in-
.structed about it in the place itself,
I have the honor of being occupied continually near
the great Emperor, My eyes are witness of al 1 that he
does and my ears retain agreeably all that he says, I am,
so to say, completely taken up with our Emperor and men
may believe me when I assure them that, despite ray love of
study and my constant application I have never ceased try-
ing to prcanote useful acquaintance. Yet, I do not perform
one ten thousandth as much as His Majesty. I knov/ the Em-
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Emperor as perfectly as I knov; myself and I declare that
I find myself quite dull when I dare to compare myself
with him,
I was the only one to whom His Majesty deigned to commun-
icate the words of the monument immediately after having
written them. The reading that I made at that time ravished
me with admiration and caused me the most lively joy. It
seems unfair to me that this admiration and joy should rest
and be concentrated in me alone. I asked permission to in-
form the public of my sentiments and this was granted to me.
In reading what I have just written of myself people
will doubtlessly share my views and will think as I do; but,
while reading the very words of the monument composed by ttee
Emneror which I merely transcribed with all respect and with
all the attention of v(hlch I was capable, they v/ill be con-
vinced that in whatever manner this can be, the glory with
which our Emperor covers himself continually in the eyes
of the world is worthy of immortality. Happy me if only one
of the rays of this immortal glory comes to me by simple re-
flection’.
Done by me, Yu-Kin-Tchoijng, Mandarin with the title of
King-yen-kiang-koan ( ie Interpreter of the Sovereign), Lord
of the title of Tay-tsee, Tay-Pao, of the ordinary suite of
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the Emperor, ( Nel-ting-kaoung-foung ) , aid of the first
Minister, ( Si e-pan- ta-hio-che ) , first President of the
Tribunal of the Subsidiaries ( Hou-pou-chang-chou)
,
The 15th day of the 8th moon of the
36th year of the Reign of Klen Long,
(finis)
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Conclusions from Father Amiot S«J»« Mlsslorxary
In the person of Father Amiot we have a Western ob-
server at the Court of the Chinese -timperor and a man well-
versed in the ways of the Chinese and of the Court from long
years of residence. The impressions of a V/esterner are de-
sirable for, The Emperor, in writing his ovai history, mi^t
be inclined to favor the Chinese side of the international
problem of the Kalmuck migration unduly. Further, the ac-
coxint of the Minister, Yu-Min-chung,. is so eulogistic of
the Emperor and so flattering that the impartial historian
might well wish to investigate the matter farther,
Imsmuch as Father Amiot was a minister of religion,
a missionary, we may safely suppose that he v/ould not chron-
icle as true any statement wiriich he perceived, from his ob-
servations, to be untrue. He seems to accept the y/hole
account of Emperor Ch’ien Lung and of Yu Min-chung as re-
liable, If he had not considered them so he could not
have passed them on in good conscience to others as his-
tory without some correction.
Amiot' s writings are, then, an endorsement of two im-
portant accounts to the extent in which he v/as able to
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corroborate them from his limited ability to investigate
them. Foreigners in China at that time v;ere kept under very
close observation and not allowed to come and go at liberty.
In citing the causes of the flight Amiot distinguishes
well saying;- ’if v;e can take their (the Kalmucks’) word
for it’
. He is a cautious historian. He does not mention
in his record the matter of the Russians levying troops from
the Kalmucks, an abuse which Bergraann denies; but, he says
that the Kalmucks left because they wished greater freedom
in their nomadic life. He does not mention that the hostages
demanded numbered three hundred nor does he speak of relig-
ious differences or of Zebek’s conspiracy as causes of the
exodus
.
The number of the arriving Kalmucks he sets at 50,000
families or 300,000 souls. This contrasts with the 260,000
mentioned by De Quincey.(33) Most probably the missionary
had little opportunity to inquire and here bases his estimate
on that of the Emperor. He also speaks of a second group
of Kalmucks coming who numbered about 30,000 families. The
total of the two groups he places at 480,000 souls.
33) Masson, op. cit., p, 414
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Father Amiot must have gotten his copy of the im-
perial record early for he signs it with the date of
Nov. 8th, 1771, the very year of the arrival of the Kal-
mucks. No other Western historian was able to write so
soon after the event.
Professor Masson points out that the passages from
Emperor Ch'ien Lung and from his minister, Yu-Min-chung,
as used by De Quincey, are taken from the French transla-
tor of Bergmann and that they are inexact. (34)
De Quincey’ s account of the Kalmiicks ai'ter their ar-
rival in China receives practically no confirmation from
Amiot' s writings and transcripts except in the matter of
gifts and supplies and land given them by the Emperor. (35)
The relief of the Kalmucks through Chir.ese troops; the
fight at Lsike Tengis; the eventual routing of the Bash-
kirs and Kirghiz; the continued (?) conspiracies of Ze-
bek Dorchi and of the other chiefs who, De Quincey claims,
were now directed against the Emperor himself; and the
supposed assassination of the Kalmuck chiefs at a great
banquet are not spoken of by Amiot or the other Chinese
34) op. cit., pp. 417,8.
35) op. cit., pp. 410-21.
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The question of the Kalmuck memorial monuments at Je-
hol and at Ily is presented as in the account of Emper-
or Oh’ien Lung himself and does not corroborate the ac-
count of De isiuincey. (36)
The record of Yu-Min-chung presented by Amiot repeats
the imperial sentiments in slightly different words but
does not expand their thought greatly. As v/e have seen,
the latter part of hiswriting assures us of the great con-
tentment of the Kalmucks with all the arran^ents of the
Emperor in their behalf. He also Sells us that the Kal-
mucks came just at the time the new temple at Jehol was
to be dedicated. Clearly, the temple was not built just
to honor the Torguts; it merely harbored the monument com-
memorating their coming.
As the conclusion indicates, Yu-Min-chung writes in
the very year of the Kalmuck arrival and he dates his ac-
count the 15th day of the 8th moon of the 36th year of the
reign of Amperor Ch'ien Lung.
36) Masson, op. cit., p. 421
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2) Father De Mailla S. J., Misaionary
•
(
37 )
The Torguts, one of the four branches of the hleuths
^o obeyed Tchong-kar, had a king or a special Khan named
Ayouki who, displeased with Tseouang-rabdan, wished to break
away from his tyrannical yoke. He formed the project of de-
parting forever from the domination of the t-leuths. He fled
with all his goods to the Empire of the Russians. The Rus-
sians permitted them to establish themselves in the country
of Etchil between the Volga and the Jaik, a short distance
from the Caspian Sea. Kang-lii, v/ishing to know from this
prince for what reason he had abandoned his native coun-
try, sent to him the mandarin, Toulichen, with the order of
assuring his protection if he should have the intention of
returning.
A long time afterward, Oubache, the grandson of Ayouki
and, like him, Khan of the Torguts, took the secret reeol-
ution of returning to the land of his ancestors. He was diS'
pleased with the Russians viio did not cease to demarid that
he furnish them with soldiers to incorporate in their army;
37) HISTOIRE GEI^ILRALE DE LA CHIKE ou ANTIALLS DE CETTE
E^-IPIRE TRADUITES DU TONG KIEN KANC MQU. par Le Feu Pere
Joseph Anne Marie de Moyriac de Mailla, Paris, Pierres,
1780, Vol. XI, pp. 581-7. (footnotes omitted in this trans-
lation) .
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besides, the religion of the lamas of which he made pro-
fession, was detested by the Russians; but, what determined
him still more WaS that they came to take from hin his son
to serve as a hostage. All these reasons led him to break
the yoke which was becoming more insupportable each day in
order to go to live more at his ease in the territories of
Chinese domination vhere the cult of Buddha was in honor.
At the beginning of the eleventh moon of the year 1*770
Oubache and all the Torguts, his subjects, their wives and
their children, bag and baggage, left the banlvs of the Vol-
ga, crossed the country of the Hasaks, and, skirting the Pal-
kache Nor or the Lake Palkache, as well as the deserts which
surround it, they arrived after having travelled more than
ten thousand li. After eight months they arrived at the
frontiers of Charapen not far from the banlcs of the Ily.
Kien Long was informed of their march a little after their
departure from Etchil and his first idea was to send his
orders to Ileton, a general of the troops at Ily, in order
that he might arrange everything that concerned these people.
However, reflecting that this general was occupied entirely
with other very important affairs, he cast his eyes on Chou-
hede, one of the advisers of this general and then living at
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Ouchei to maintain order among the Mohammedans. He or-
dered him to proceed to Ily in order to give hie attention
to the establishment of the Torguts
.
^hese people came of their ov/n free will with the in-
tention of submitting in good faith to the Chinese govern-
ment, llie li*mperor was completely persuaded of this but the
politicians caused him to be suspicious about this march and
so the Emperor did not neglect any precautions which appeared
necessary to him. He ordered Chouhede to raise fortifica-
tions and redoubts in the most important places and to guard
carefully all these places and the passes, Chouhede, on his
part, provided all things which the Torguts might have need
of. They arrived at the end of the sixth moon, (that is to
say, towards the beginning of the month of August) number-
ing many himdreds of thousands. They had been harassed by
a march which was very long and very difficult and they were
lacking in all things. They were given material with which
to dress themselves; grain in sufficient quantity to nour-
ish themselves during one year; lodgings comformable to
their manner of living; instruments for farming and even
utensils necessary for the requirements and commodities of
life. Lands were divided among them and to each family v/as
assigned a portion Yhich could furnish each a livelihood
by farming. Pasturage was assigned for the feeding of their
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cattle, ^^inally, cattle were furnished, sheep to those who
cared for thmm and also many ouNces of silver to supply their
other needs,
When they had recovered from their fatigue, Oubache,
their chief, received the order to come to the imperial court
accompanied by the principal chiefs of the nation. All a-
long the route lodgings were prepared for them and pack hor-
ses and riding horses, as well as refreshments necessary to
make the trip agreeable. Everything was proportioned to their
rank and was conformable to the manner in which these people
were accustomed to travel, Oubache and his men came to Je-
hol where Kien Long, after he had distributed ceremonial
clothing to them, received them in the Palace of Y-Men-Yu
situated in the garden of the Ten Thousand Trees, that is
to say, Ouan-Chou-Yuen, He gave them a solemn feast and
heaped honors and gifts on them which filled them with the
deepest appreciation. He elevated them to dignities more or
less considerable arranging them in the rank vrip.ich they had
held before their migration.
During the journey that they made from the banks of
the Volga and the Jaik into thecountry that the Ily waters
the Torguts had had to sustain various combats against those
whose lands they traversed and at the expense of whom they
had to live. Nevertheless, despite these combats and the
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pillaging that they had to suffer from vagabond Tartars by
whom they were frequently attacked; despite hunger, thirst
and an almost general lack of the things necessary for life
they were still, when they arrived at Ily, fifty thousand
families in number. They were estimated at three huddred
thousand mouths. The Emperor who Was told that, at their de-
parture, these peoples had kidnapped an officer and a hundred
Russian soldiers, informed himself of this deed in the audi-
ence which he gave the Torguts:- 'Is it true', demanded this
monarch, ' that before your departure you pillaged the pos-
sessions of the Russians and kidnaped one of their officers
and almost a hundred soldiers?' '¥/e did not do', replied one
of the Torguts, 'anything that we v/ere able to avoid in the
circuimstanues in which we found ourselves. As for the Rus-
sian officer and the hundred odd soldiers that he commanded,
it appears that they ail perished in the course of the jour-
ney, I remember that in my own group there were eight,
I .will find out from my people if any of these Russians are
still alive and if there are any I shall send them to Your
Majesty as soon as I shall have returned to Ily.'
In the year 1772 those of the Eleuths who were dispersed
in the vast regions of Tartary, a few hordes of Pourouts
and the rest of the nation of the Torguts, came, after the
example of the first ones to Hubmit freely to a yoke that
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we had not desired to put upon them, ^‘hey were 30,000
families in number which, added to the 50,000 of the pre-
ceding year, made a total of about 480,000 mouths.
This event T«hich brought so much honor to the reign
of Ch'ien Lung caused him the greatest joy. The Torguts who
first came to ask as a favor to be admitted to the number of
his vassals arrived precisely at the time vhen the people
were celebrating the birthday of the impress, his mother,
who was in her 80th year. To preserve t he memory of this
the monarch had erected on the mountain, Pi-Chou-Chan, (the
mountain which gives shelter from heat) a great and magnif-
icent Miao in honor of all the attributes of Buddha, reunited
under the same cult; and this edifice came to completion when
Oubache and the other Torgut princes came to Jehol to render
him their homage. This circumstance gave him the idea of
consecrating, in this same Miao, a monument which states
the time of their arrival. He composed the words of it him-
self and wrote them with his own hand and they were engrav-
in stone in four languages which spoke of the various peoples
under his domination:- Manchu, Mongolian, Tangouth and Chinese.
This monument was likewise placed at Ily under the eyes of
the Torguts in order that ib-Be known to the various nations.
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Conclusions from Father De Mallla,
The account of Father De Mall la of the Kalmuck ex-
odus represents another European document coming from the
Chinese scene. The author Is a skilled historian and his
voluminous writings are generally recognized as reliable.
The eleventh volume which we quote appeared in print in
1780 or only nine years after the Kalmuck arrival. A foot-
note tells us that he follows Father Amiot considerably;
and his words suggest that he may also have been acquainted
with the imperial records on the exodus. (38)
He probably had more freedom to investigate the facts
personally than Father Amiot had for the latter seems to
have been bound more closely to the court. If the facts
of the exodus had not been in accord with the Chinese trane-
scripts supplied him by Father Amiot he would certainly
have pointed out the discrepancy. Inasmuch as he does not
do so, the Chinese accounts are, to some extent, corroborat-
ed by his use of them.
The reasons be Mailla assigns for the departure of the
Kalmucks from Russia are;- the levying of troops on the Kal-
mucks; the detestation of the Lamaistic relgion by the Russians;
38) De Mailla, op, cit., p 581.
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the taking away of the son of the khan as a hostage j and
the greater freedom to be expected under Chinese rule. (39)
It is not unlikely that De Mallla found opportunity for ascer-
taining the causes of the exodus from the Kalmucks them-
selves.
It is noteworthy that he makes no mention of Zebek
horchi or of iirempel or of Loosang, the lama, as causes of
the revolt by their conspiracy in the manner indicated by
De Quixicey. (40)
The number of Kalmucks arriving at Ily he places at 50,
QOO families which were estimated at 300,000 souls; and,
shortly after, he speaks of the arrival of a second group
of Kalmucks v/ho numbered 30,000 families; these, together
with the first group he estimates at 480,000 souls. (41)
In speaking of the monuments commemorating the event
he says that the same text v/as used for the monument at Ily
as for the one at Jehol. Probably, by the time De Mai 11a
wrote his account, the imperial order of erecting a mon-
ument had been carried out also at Ily. Since he says the
same monument was raised there as at Jehol the text of
39) Mailla, op. cit.. PP-. 581, 2.
40) Masson, op. cit.
,
P- 376.
41) Mailla, op. cit
.
pp. 585-7.
42) op. cit P . 587.
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D© Quincey forth© monument cannot b© accepted. (43)
D© Mailla has no word of confirmation of the as-
sassination-banquet referred to by D© Quincey, (44)
In fact, the latter stands alone among all the v^riters
on the Kalmuck exodus in mentioning this point.
43) Masson, op. cit., p. 421,
44) op. cit., pp, 419, 20.
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3) JEAN CASTERA, FRENCH AMBASSADOR,
(inW. Tooke, ) (45).
Thus, in the year 1771, an emigration took place,
by which a very considerable number of subjects were lost
to the empire. Of the Kalmucks, or Oeloeots, brethren of
like race with the Mongoles, several branches are in subjec-
tion to the Russian empire, '^heir original abode, if we may
use such an expression in speaking of Nomadic hordes, is the
Kalmuckia: lying westv^ard tov/ard the proper Mongolia, and
in the north and east of the lesser Bukharia. At the latter
end of the last century, two tribes of them, the Torgot and
Derbet, drew up in the steppe, on the Volga, above Astrak-
han. Till very modern tirries, they remained, however, only as
protected neighbors, and were tolerably independent 'f tie
governxiient
. But in 1757, the vice-khan Dondudidaschi, con-
trary to the established custom of all the khans, c)f receiv-
ing their appointment from the dalailama, in Tibet, thought
fit, though they are of the Lama religion, to apply to Russia
for the nomination of his sun as his successor. At. St.
7
'
45) W. Tooke, P. R. S. (Jean Castera) THE LIFE OF CATiTARINE
II, EMPRESS OF ALL THE RUSSIAS, First American Edition, Phila-
delphia, V/ra. Fry, 1802, Vol, I,, pp. 431-7,
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Petersburg, the request v/as granted v/ith great satisfac-
tion> which perhaps would not have been the casfe on an ap~
plication to Tibet: the father was constituted actual khan;
and the son, only thirteen years old, without hesitation de-
clared successor, with an allowance of five hundred rubles
per annum, and installed v/ith the usual solemnities. Cn the
death of the father, in 1761, Kussia thought she had a right
to meddle in the affairs of the young sovereign; instead of
the accustomed council of eight saissans, it w'as made to con-
sist of a larger number, vd:iom the court easily retained, by
paying of the members a salary of one hm.dred rubles. The
friendly protection v/as thus (as has happened in various
other cases) changed into an actual sovereignty. In conse-
quence of fresh regulations, the khan lost his former unlim-
ited authority, and became nothing more than the president
of his council; nor had he any longer the right to dismiss
this council: he could only complain to the imperial collie
of Russia; and he was taught to esteem it advantage enough,
that the sovereign tribunal stood open to his appeal. In
all other respects, these Kalmulcs retained their religion
and their manners; they roamed about the steppe, had an aver-
sion to permanent dwellings, and lived on the produce of their
flocks and herds. These consisted in sheep, camels, and prin-
cipally in horses; the whole nation was armed and mounted;
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and their favorite drink, like that of all these Tartar
tribes, was a spiritous extract of niare’s milk, called in
their language kumiss, (note omitted) The pasture of these
horses requires this roving life; as a father of a family
may possess from one hundred to one thousand, and some of them
even four thousand heads. Many of them were in gcod circum-
stances, and very respectable peop5.e; kind, generous, and hos-
pitable: this last quality they possess in an eminent degree,
and shev/ it to everyone who peaceably enters their tents.
But they are quite the reverse to such as attack them as foes,
especially to nations, whom they acknowledge not as brothers.
Accordingly, Russia employed them in hosts in the Prussian
war; sind Germany still recollects with horror, the Asiatic
savages that were let loose upon her, without regard to mor-
als and the rights of humanity. In the Turkish v/ar they like-
v.'ise fought for Russia, in the district of the Pluban, <iuch
Was the situation of them till the year 1770.
In the meantime, great heart-burnings had long sub-
sisted among the most considerable of them, on account of
the Innovations introduced by the Russians, The circum-
scription of their primitive liberty; the reducing their khan
to a state of dependence; the intermeddling of a foreign nation
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in their constitution and lav/s, which caused dissensions
and disobedience in the horde; the injuries (real or imag-
inary) which some princes had received from ^ussianoofficers
;
all this av/akened in irresistible hankering after their for-
mer condition; and as it was not to be hoped for where they
were, no choice was left, but they must seek it in their an-
cient plains, where their ancestors knew of no Europeans,
Just at this time, the governor of Astrakhan appointed a lieu
tenant named Kischinskoi, as inspector of these peaceful
Kalmuks. Kischenskoi, a man of insatiable rapacity, by in-
sensible degrees got possession of a great part of their
cattle, and sold them to his own benefit. His exactions
soon procured him an immense fortune, but his avarice, far
from diminishing, seemed rather to increase with the means of
its gratification.
One of their princes (-^-His name v/as Ubache), a venerable
old man, who had shed his blood in the service of Russia, in
recompense for v/hich, the empress had given him her minia-
ture portrait set round with brilliants, and which he wore
suspended to his neck, was one day applied to by Kischenskoi
for some presents, in addition to those which he had already
given him. The old man, irritated at his insolence, could
not refrain from breaking outinto reproaches on his injustice
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and the vexations he employed to the ruin of the unhappy
Kalmuks. Kischenskoi, offended at the truth of these re-
proaches, had the teinsrity to strike hini on the face, and
having at the same time ordered one of the saissans, the min-
ister of the khan, v.'ho interposed in his behalf, to be seized
by his soldiers, ordered him the punishment of the battogues.
The Kalmuks had, if not patiently, at least quietly,
suffered the rapacity and the peculations of the Russian of-
ficer; but they could not endure the insult that had been
put upon this venerable old man, who stood in great respect
among them. Tj^e priests, and the elders of the horde, hav-
ing held a consultation, resolved to abandon the territory
of the ^Sissian empire, and retire to the foot of the moun-
tains of Tibet, the couNtry of their progenitors. The com-
mon people v;ere easily persuaded; especially as they were told,
that the Russian regulations were introduced for no other
purp 6 e than to compel them to the three things v/hich they
most abhorred; Christianity, agriculture, and the raising <>j-
recruits. A little priestcraft v/as also had recourse to on
this occasion. The noyons, or princes, set up a lama, whom
they raised in a moment to be the immortal high-priest, or
dalai-lama, in the following manner; It was propagated abroad,
that a famous Kalmuk priest, who had died t^ree years before.
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had now appeared again alive, and had issued a proclam-
ation to the people, that he was risen from llie dead at Tibet,
in the residence of the great dalailama; of all which, a v-Tit-
ten testimony was brought from the immortal pontiff; in whihh
it was declared, that, as he was nov/ become a being of super-
ior order, he foreknew the fates and fortunes of the nation,
and required them, in the name of their gods, to return, and
again take possession of their ancient territory, '^'his hap-
pened toward the close of the year 1770, just when they thought
it the proper moment for the grand rupture; otherv/ise, they
would have suffered the lama to have slept quietly in his
grave for a longer or shorter time.
It was an unpardonable neglect in the commaiiding officer
in those parts not to put a stop to the proceedings of the
horde, so as to prevent the eraign^ttion, as their intention
was publicly known. He even suffered himself to be duped
by the Kalmuks, to whom, on their forging some pretext of
apprehension from the ^'irghises, their neighbours, he gave
two pieces of cannon, with ammunition, and some engineers.
Accordingly, in the autumn, they began their march: a pro-
digious troop, with wives, children, and servants, having
their droves, horses, flocks, goods, huts and tents, "^'he cap-
tain, under the command of the khan, was forced to migrate
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with them at the head of his Kozaks. The march was conducted
regularly enough, in three troops, vho coimtantly kept in
sight; the flanks of each were particularly covered, and
besides this, they had a van and a rear guard. At the be-
ginning they plundered the fisheries arid the trading houses,
on the borders of the Volga and the Caspian l but, on their
progress into the southern Siberia, they came upon the Kozaks
of the Yaik, who stopped and pursued the flying horde, cut
thousands of them to pieces, and forced thousands to return.
In the spring, 1771, they were attacked by the •‘^^irghises,
their inveterate enemies, and, after a bloody engagement,
took many of thewvpr isoners . in the summer they proceeded
through the ancient Mongolia to the Chinese borders; vhere
an army of the Mandshu received them, and afforded them
protection.
The secret of their fli^t was so well kept that it was
not known to the Russians till two days after their departure.
Three regiments were sent in pursuit of them to no purpose.
The Kalmuks were more in haste than they; and besides, thyy
were two days before them. These regiments v/andered a long
time in the deserts, and a considerable part of the soldiers
perished.
^'hen the news of the emigration was brought to £t. Pe-
tersburg, a corps of troops v/as ordered by the court to go
in quest of them. But, if the former pursuits were too late,
it was not likely that these should come up with them: The
lamentable particulars of this expedition are related in
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captain Rytschkof's journal; where it may be seen v/hat dif-
ficulties and hardships these indefatigable pursuers of the
fugitive horde encountered, in their devious marches on this
unavailing expedition, and what variety of distresses they
suffered in the dreary, iniiospitable regions and waterless
deserts, throu^ which they passed. At length, nothing far-
ther was to be done but make application, by a written memor-
ial, to <^hina, to demand the restitution of the runav/ays .
But the supreme tribunal of Pekin ansv/ered the rescript of
the Russian senate abruptly, in a scornful and derisory man-
ner; and concluded by saying, that "their sovereign was not
a prince "so unjust as to deliver up his subjects to for-
eigners, nor so cruel a father as to drive away children who
returned to the bosom of their family. That he had no in-
timation of the design of 1iie Kalmuks till the moment of their
arrival; and that then, v/ithout delay, he caused to be restored
to them the habitations that had belonged to them, from time
immemorial. That, in short, the empress had no reason to
complain of the Kalmulcs, but certainly of the officer who
had dared to lift his hand against a servant of the khans,
and to order their ministers to undergo the battogues."
The letter was thus subscribed: "-^n the thirty sixth year,
the seventh month, and the thirteenth day of the reign of
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IIKien Long," On various occasions Catharine frequently
received from these, her neighbours, answers in a s tyle
which must have struck her the more sensibly, as she was
accustomed to hear from all the other monarchs in the world
a very different language. On her applying for a fresh treaty
for the renewal of the commerce with China by the caravans,
which for several years had been interrupted, on account of
some differences that had arisen betv/een the subjects of the
two potentates, the answer given to her envoy was: "Let your
mistress learn to keep old treaties, and then it will be time
enou^ to apply for new ones," Accordingly v/e see, from her
private commimications, how sensible she was upon this subject;
and she could scarcely endure to hear any praise, even jest-
ingly, bestowed on the emperor of China, yho was otherwise
known aw an author and poet.
Concerning the number cf persons lost to Russia by this
emigration, accounts do not agree. Some state it at a hundred
and thirty thousand families; which is certainly exaggerated.
More accurate statements say, that the horde in general con-
sisted of not more than seventy thousand tents, or hearths
or families. Those "who voluntarily returned (for doubtless
many of them, on the fatiguing and painful expedition over
the deserts, panted after the more quiet abode on the Volga,
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and turned back), ana those who were brought in by the Koa
zaksk are reckoned together at twelve thousand, three hundred
and forty tw'o tents. Those that escaped, therefore, estim-
ating them at the highest, were sixty thousand hearths.
But, how great the number of individuals that died upon the
road, and of those who were carried into captivity by the
Kirghises, can never be knov.Ti.
A council of war was held to examine into the conduct
of lieutenant-colonel Kischenskoi, and to pronounce upon it.
But the business was conducted with negligence, and every pos-
sible delay. Kischenskoi, employed a part of the fruit of his
rapine in procuring himself friends at court, or in corrupting
his judges: and to the great scandal of tine majority of the
Russians, this man, who had occasionea the loss of such a
number of subjects to the country, was recompensed by tine
title of colonel."
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CONCLUSIONS from JhlAlI CASTLRA.
J^an Castera v/as the French ambassador at tb.e Rus-
sian court at the time of the Kalmuck flight. He repre-
sents another Luropean interpretation of the happenings in
the Orient and his position in RusvSia is rather parallel
to that of i'^ather Amiot at the Chinese court though, of-
course, the latter did not have ambassadorial rank.
fhe account presented is from a translation and am-
plification by W. Tooke, i*'. R. S., who describes his in-
debtedness in a Preface or ’Advertisement'. (46)
From De Quincey' s account one concludes that some time
of Oubacha’s rule had already passed before Lebek borchi
persuaded the Russian government to limit the pov/ers of the
Khan through the council of the saissangs. (47) However,
accordin-g to Castera, this change Y/as made immediately af-
ter the death of Oubacha's father in 1761;and, after that,
the councillors became salaried 'men; in this manner what
was formerly protection of the Kalmucks on the part of the
Russians became sovereignty. (48) Tooke adds ttiat fresh
46) Tooke, op. cit,, pp . 3-5.
47) Masson, op. cit., np. 372,3.
48) Tooke, pp. 431, 2.
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limitations on the power of the IJian were forthcoming
shortly after. (49)
Ihe condition of the Kalmucks, from the standpoint of
wealth, is represented as very favorable in the writings of
our conimentator • (50)
Regarding the use of the Kalmucks in the Russian v/ars
he says that they were employed in the Prussian ard Turk-
ish wars. (51) Hov/ever, he does not go on to add that ^hey
were forced to fight or that very heavy demands of troops
were made on them.
The causes for the revolt mentioned by Castera are:-
Russian innovations; circumscribed liberties of the Kal-
mucks; the lessening of the pov/er of the khan; Russian med-
ling in their laws which led to dissensions among the Kal-
mucks; and, injuries, real or imagined, received from Russian
officers. (52)
Nev; light is shed on the character of the pristaw,
Kischenskoi, who is represented as an extremely avaricious
man, exploiting the v/ealth of the Kalmucks unjustly and pre-
cipitating, by his insolence, the flight of the Kalmucks .( 53
)
No mention is made of the conspiracy of Zebek Dorchi
in promoting the revolt; but, instead, we hear that the ptiests
49) Tooke, op.ft cit., 432.
50) Tooke, op,ft cit,, ]p. 433.
51) op. cit
.
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p , 4 33
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52) op. cit. p , 4 33
,
53) op. cit, p . 433
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and elders decided in consiiltation to leave after Rus-
sian insolence had become unbearable. (54)
The number of Russians immediately sent in pursuit
of the fleeing Kalmucks is set at three regiments and he
adds that another force was sent after them later on; but,
this was all to no avail. (55)
Castera admits that it is difficult to estimate the
number of Kalmucks departing; but, he sets the mimber of
those that left Russia at 60,000 families at the highest. (56)
De Quincey says that the erring pristaw v/as imprisoned
and that he soon expired there of grief ar d mor tification. ( 57
)
The French commentator says that, by using his ill-gotten
wealth to bribe his judges, Kischenskoi, v/ho had caused Rus-
sia to lose so many subjects, was eventually revrarded with
the title of Colonel. ( 58)
.
54) op. cit., p. 434.
55) ibid,, p. 436.
56) ibid., p. 437V
57) Mawson, op. cit., p, 388.
58) Tooke, op, cit., p, 437.
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IV) GERMAN SOURCE MATERIAL on the » REVOLT <
Benjamin Bergmann, Traveller
.( 54^
»AN ATTEMPT AT THE HISTORY OF THE FLIGHT
OF THE KAD.nJCKS FROM TBE VOLGA.’* ( * )
Since the time of the centuries marked by the Mi-
gration of Nations none of the ''overflowing" hordes re-
turned to their ancient fatherland:- the Kalmucks are the
only exception*
*) Sammlung von Nachrichten ueber die mongol-
ischen Voelkerschaften. In this collection of
reports about the Mongol tribes (Vol. I) the
city councillor, Pallas, has treated this sub-
ject in a few pages because the brief narration
of the other Kalmuck events did not permit a
more extended exposition. Captain Rytschkow,
who accompanied General Traubenberg, sent out
in pursuit of the Kalmucks, after his return
published a special day byaday report about
the march of -the Russian troops (1772). Buesch-
ing incorporated the translation of the diary
made by Haas, into the seventh volume of his
"MAGAZIN FUER DIE NEUE HISTORIE UND GEOGRAPKIE
(4, 1773). The author, however, occupies him-
self more with the Steppes of the Kirghizes
and the march of the Russians, than v/lth the
54^ Benjamin Bergmann, NOMADISCHE STREIFEREIN WTER DEN
KALMUEITN IN DEN JAHREN 1802 und 180 5~.^^ Erster Theil,
Riga, bey C , J, G, Hartmann, 1804. 141-246.
(Translated from the German).
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Kalmucks of whose flight he mentions
only a fev/ incidents. In the weekly re-
ports of Buesching, ^ol» I,, 1773, part
IR, p, 137-140, superficial mention is made
of the flight; otherwise, as far as I know,
no written reports about it are available.
Their flight from the Volga is known well enough
but the causes that brought it about, the motives that
activated it and the manner in which it succeeded, the
consequences that accompanied it have either been set in
the wrong light through unnecessary fear of the truth or
misstated out of ignorance of the events. Hence, it will
not seem superfluous if I, from certain oral reports, more
carefully expose the motives and the facts as far as our
knowledge and my strength permit, (*»•)
M-) Of the incorrect reports which a re spread a-
bout this flight I will cite only a fev/ ex-
amples, One of my friends was informed by
the esteemed son of one of the commanders v;)jo,
during the flight of the Kalmucks had lived
near than, that Ubascha had knocked dovm his
son before the assembled Kalmuck nobility
merely because he had favored the Russian par-
ty, But, when Ubascha undertook the flight
he was only 27 and his oldest son was barely
nine years old. How could the nine year old
boy be a traitor or be punished as a traitor?
- Kischinskoy is reported to have sent a
Kalmuck who brought him the news that Ubascha
was preparing to flee, back to the Kalmuck
prince in chains and Ubascha is said to have
had the man blinded. Kischinskol possessed
s
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too much Intelligence and Ubascha possessed
too much humanity to be capable of such action.
Only unreliable people spread such rumors.
But, before I describe the course of this event from
its inception, I shall cast back a few brief glances at
the earlier and later conditions of the Kalmuck people.
Of the four chief tribes of the Kalmuck or rather
Oeloelic people (Kleuts), which in their native history
books have received the names of Choschotes, Darbates,
Soongars and Torgotes, already in the beginning of the
sixteenth century the most considerable portion of the
last-named, pushed by the Soongars, settled betv/een the
shores of the Jaik and the Jamba where their b ader ( Oert-
luck) whose great grandfather, by the secret assassination
of seven sons-in-law had founded the power and Ihe wealth
of his successors) a fev/ years later (1616) swore alleg-
iance to the ruler of Russia, His three sons, Daitsching,
Jaldang and Loosang, later marched across the Jaik and
spread to the Volga, Ajul-ca, Daitsching' s grandson, who
like his predecessors had repeatedly sworn fealty, main-
tained himself during war and treason in a rule that
lasted more than fifty years (1672-1724), and left behind
an uncertain successor of his disputed dignity. Thi-ee
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rivals, all of the clan of Ajuka, were striving for the
Khan’s crown. The right of prirnogeni trure was for the
grandson Dassang to whom Tschakdurdschap, the eldest son
of AjuKa, on his deathbed delivered the existing seal
of the Khan. Ajuka’ s choice decided for his own unworthy-
son, Tscharan Dond-uk, The wiles of jUarambala, Aj-uka's
widow, supported the nomination of her step-grandson,
Donduk Ombo . Tscharan Donduk, proclaimed Vice Khan by the
governor of Astrachan, and placed in the dignity of Khan
by the Russian Grovernment, succumbed to the ams of Don-
duk Ombo, who, however, himself fled before the superior
forces of the Russians, with the greater part of the Kal-
muck people to the Cuban and left a title v/ithout dignity
to his fellow competitor. In vain had Tscharan Dond-uk al-
lowed himself to be baptized; in vain had he turned back
to Lamaism, His first apostasy embittered the people and
his second provoked the ire of the Russian G-overnm.ent which
now declared itself for Dond-ul: Ombo and appointed him Khan
in place of the most incapable prince, -^ondnk Ombo, in 1758,
returned from the Cuban and, by the order in which he kept
the Kalmucks and thro-ugh the campaigns against the Cubans
and Nagai proved himself worthy of his crov/n. But, he died
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in 1741, too early for the children of the Kabardin-
ian wife
.
The origin of this princess, her talents, her wild spir-
it, forced the Russian monarch to reject the election of
b>onduk Ombo and, since Dassang, Ajuka’s grandson had died
in the meantime, to proclaim Dassang’ s younger brother,
Donduk Daschi as vipe Khan. Donduk Das chi had maintained
himself in this dignity for fifteen years, when, as a re-
ward for his devotion to Russia, the rank of Khan was be-
to
stowed upon him and upon his fourteen year old sen, Ubascha,
the title of Vice Khan was given. Four years later the
youthful Ubascha, as Vice Khan, followed him in the ruler-
ship of the Kalmuck people.
Ubascha, (Jan, 21, 1761) through the death of his fath-
er inherited the rulership over 100,000 huts, Which, from
the Jaik to the Don, between the Terek, the Samara and the
Choper, covered a rich grassy stretch of from three to
four hundred thousand square miles (wersts). The numerous
flocks which accompanied the nomadic dwellings, did not
have to fear want. If the main Russian cities had consid-
erable advantage from the flocks of the Kalmucks, the
Kalmucks on their part shared with them, since they, through
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mutual exchange of products, were provided with supplies
which they could not proc\ire for themselves. If the Kal-
mucks in time of war were forced to augment the Russian ar-
my, this served to occupy the idle youth and gave them an
opportunity to train their powers and to push back with
greater success the Kirghiz, the Nogai, the Truchmen and
the inhabitants of the Caucasus and the Crimea. If these
nomads were despised as barbarians by their civilized neigh
bors they themselves had too exalted an opinion of their
descent and religion to feel offended by such a mode of
thinking since contempt presupposes a consciousness of
guilt if it is not to miss its effect. In short, Ubascha
reigned over a people that did not have to pay any tribute
to the Russian ruler of the land wnd was treated more like,
an ally than a vassal.
Russia's influence secured for the new prince a crov/n
which, out of respect for Dondul: Daschl, had been granted
to him during his life time although one of his relatives
had well-founded claims to it. This relative was Zebek
Dorschi, grandson of Donduk Ombo, son of the unfortunate
Galdan Norbo, who had ended his days as a victim of his
fiery temperament and the vicious disposition of his
father in a Kazan jail, Ubascha had all the virtues of an
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honest man without making them effective throu^ the
virtues of a ruling prince. His youth, his gentle in-
clinations, v\^ich were unsupported by resoluteness, made
him the objective of ambitious councillors. His weak bodily
frame caused him to lack an essential prerogative ^nhich the
people usually value more highly than faculties of the mind.
In short, Ubascha was like his father, who owed his advarc-
ment only to the circumstance that, outside of the descen-
dants of Donduk, no more worthy heir to the throne could
be found. Zebek Dorchi had inherited the spirit. of his
grandfather, and, trained in the school of adversities, the
latter's fates had affected him more than ordinary people,
by suppressing in him virtues and allov/ing the vices of re-
venge and vindictiveness and ambitious to reach full ripe-
ness. Zebek I^orchi,who did not possess any advantages of
mind or body except those vhich Ubascha lacked, darkened
their luster by cunning deception, giving his intrigues the
mark of honesty while continuing to work with rare tenacity,
not hastily or precipitously but slowly and perseveringly
to carry out all the measures which, though tardy yet very
surely, seemed to promise that he v/ould reach his goal in
the future. Such were Ubascha and Zebek Dorchi and, knowing
both characters, it is not difficult to foresee what course
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Kalmuck affairs would take. Here guilelessness and there
cunning; here disinterestedness, there intrigues vhich
stir the depths of the soul. In the one, careless confi-
dence and irresoluteness; in the other a deceptive appear-
ance of honesty and a strange tenacity to carry out the
plan he had once conceived to the very end. '-i-liat the former
must fall into the trap of the latter was inescapable.
But Ubascha and Zebek Dorchi must have considered their
claims on the rulership over the Kalmucks equally well founded.
If Ubascha supported his claim on his descent from Ajuka’s
eldest son who before his untimely death appointed his son
successor, Zebek Dorchi could say that Ajuka himself had
not paid any attention to this appointment by transferrirg,
after Tschakdurdschop ' s death, ih.e rulership to his young-
est son, vhose incapacity had brought the crovm to another
line; that the splendid reign of his grandfather gave more
hope for his grandson than the imimportant reign of Ischar-
durdschop’s son could promise for the grandson of the first
line; that, if Ubascha possessed the affection, his rival
possessed the esteem of the people. To all that Zebek
Dorchi could add, if the lav/ of inheritance had been vio-
lated against the descendants of Donduk Ombo, this w as not
a proof against their capacity to rule; in fact, an
undeniable proof for it because the Hussian 'Government,
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fearing that the recognition of the rightful line might
separate Kalmuck interest too much from the Russian, had
deliberately appointed another successor who could serve
as an instrument to further the influence of a foreign
power in Kalmuck affairs, which had revealed itself only
too plainly as much in the small talents of b*aschi as in the
twenty years of decreasing rights of the Khan.
No matter how well founded Zebek Dorchi ’ s claims might
be, Ubaseha was in possession of the supreme pcv/er and was
supported in the rights given him by a hand urd.er v/hich
all the Kalmuck hordes had to bow. Ubaseha did not have to
fear any rival who could not assert his rights by force of
arms, Zebek Korchi had nothing to hope for since his op-
ponent Was protected against all attacks, '-^'oo proud to sub-
mit to him as long as he had not i^sorted to the use of
the cabal, he decided first to make an attempt to draw the
Russian Government away from its vassal and then, if his
plan should fail, to talce revenge on both.
iiither to hhow the new prince to the Russian Govern-
ment in a hateful light or to make his complaints more ef-
fective, Zebek l^orchi spread the riimor that several Saissang
had plotted to do away v/ith him, M' and left the horde; he
fled with sixty five huts to Tscherkask,
•M-The Kalmuck nobles are called Saiss’ang.
This name corresponds to the French gentil-
homme, for the word saissaughtaj signifies
gentil
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Prom there he importuned the court v/ith his pretended
danger and his claims on the rulership over the Kalmuck
oeople. The former, partly because Ubascha was incap-
able of such an unnecessary attempt, partly also because
the claims seemed to contain the probable reason for the
complaint, was taken for what it really v/as, namely, a mere
trick to make the nev; prince hated; the latter had to be de-
clined, if for no other reason than that Elizabeth Petrovna
could not destroy her own work. Zebek borchi, who, to furth-
er his plans more directly, had gone to th.e capital, received
from the Russian side, as a compensation for his disappointed
hope, a position of honor at the court of his rival v/hich
made the intriguipg relative the ruler of his master.
Up to this time the Kalmuck chief had given unrestrained
orders in his sarga or council, because the eight sargatchi
or councillors depended on their rulers, Hov/ever, not
only under Ajul^a but also under ^onduk Ombo this had many
evil consequences which, in|a far-extended empire, espec-
ially during war, could easily be repeated. Now the time
seemed to have come in which Russia could utilize the youth
and gratitude of Ubascha to establish a sort of equilibrium
between prlr ce and sarga by withdrawing, as it v;ere, the
latter from the dependence on the former. Therefore, prince
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and sargatschi v/ere placed under the orders of an imperial
college. The prince had the right to complain only n one
of the sargatschi violated his duty as a vassal. Grievance
and defense were then examined and decided as a court matter.
The guilty sargatschi was then deposed and the one found in-
nocent defended against accusations. Besides, it was deem.ed
wise to bind the sargatschi to Russian interests b^’- the pay-
ment of 100 rubles. Though this new arraugment did not sat-
isfy all expectations, it w as thought at least to be a pro-
tection against ambitious intentions of Ubascha. Zebek Dor-
chi was appointed as first sargatschi. Instead of taking
the sting out of the snake it was rather given opportunity
and means to prepare more effective poison for the future.
Although Zebek saw himself disappointed in his expec-
>
tat ions the new dignity at least gave him a new sphere of
action. Not enough of a criminal to leave the decision to
an assassin, his am.bition was flattered by the power that
surrounded him; but, his authority meant nothing to him
until Russia had experienced his revenge for the crown with-
held; his passions had now received another impetus and, to
satisfy his desire for revenge seemed more important to him
than the loss of dignity on which he thought he had claims.
But, how could he satisfy his desire for revenge on an opponent
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who was armed against all attacks? How could he dare to
assault a giant compared with whom he v/as less than a dwarf?
Ihe only means offered to him was, with the aid of the ca-
bal, to bring about this that the Kalmuck prince himself
should give his consent to flee from the Russian empire
with his entire people. The land-rich Russia then vjould
lose more than 300^000 men; the ^'ussian armies would lose
the greater part of tiieir light cavalry; and. the loss of the
Kalmuck flocks would be equally harmful to the armies and
the big cities. His desire for revenge would have been com-
pletely satisfied if the execution had corresponded with the
intention, Hov/ever, there were so many difficulties in the
execution that they would have deterred anybody but Zebek
Dorchi, ’-^116 prince of the Kalmucks who enjoyed tie benefo-
lence of the Russian Government had to be drawn away from
a regent to whom he was entirely devoted out of gratitude.
The Kalmuck nobles whose wealth consisted in their flecks
would oppose a march which might cost them, if not all,
at least a considerable part of their wealth. The Kalmuck
people would have to be induced to leave its quiet dwelling
place and undertake a dangerous journey through the Kirghiz
steppes until it could fi nd a second homeland v/ithin the
boundaries of ^hina without knowing whether it would fare
better or worse there. And, even if the entire people.
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nobility and prince, were won over to 1iie removal from
Russia, vfno could guarantee that the intention would remain
a secret \mtil it was to be carried out? V(ho would guar-
antee, that ^^ussian troops would not overtake the slow-moving
Kalmuck hordes and then the overtaken refugees would be treated
like rebels? Who could i;now that the fleeing hordes, plagued
by want and misery, could stand up against the attacks of
the predatory Kirghiz? -^ll these difficulties made Hie ex-
ecution of Zebek’s plan a gigantic undertaking in which
nothing might be gained and very much might be lost. Zebek
Dorchi, who pondered all these obstacles, could figure on
the Kalmuck levity in the common people and on the effective-
ness of his wiles with the nobility and the prince and leave
the rest to chance.
^'ull of his new plans he returned to the hordes of
the Vice Khan. Ubascha received him like a relative who was
bourjd to him with double ties of blood (both v/ere grand-
sons of Ajuka, both had a common father in law), and seemed
to see in him only the talented minister on whose intelli-
gence he could rely more than on his owm. Zebek Dorchi, on
his part, seemed to desire nothing more urgently than to
blot out the memory of the injuries he had inflicted on
Ubascha; to ingratiate himself with the prince by means of
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artful hypocrisy and to win the nobility and the entire
people by adopted friendliness, solicitude and zeA. in his
affairs, i''irst, all must feel his indispensability and ac-
custom themselves to regard all his statements as trust-
worthy and to accept his propositions without contradic-
tion before he could surprise them with his bold plan.
But, while he worked to grow more and more in the general
esteem he looked for helpers of the same dispositions
through whose aid his intentions might be brought to matur-
ity earlier and more easily. The grand lama, Loosang Dschalt-
zan (*) and his father in law, the Choschot prince, Aerempell,
appeared to him as the most suitable instruments in the ex-
ecution of this plan and he was not mistaken.
i<-) This name has been formed as in the Mongol-
ian reports and exactly in pronunciation, in
complete accordance with the letters of the
Kalmucks - Rytschkov/ spells incorrectly
Laussgin Lautschin.
tJoosang Dschaltzan was the craftiest priest that ever
wore the tiara of a lama. His r ecent promotion he ov;ed to
calumnious wiles through which he had dethroned his pre-
decessor, Dalak Dschanzo, to whom he imputed devilish art,
spoiling of pictures, falsification of the weather, thunder
and lightning; and, finally, the death of bondui: Daschi,
despite the fact that this high priest was held to be a
saint, a man in whom, according to the Mongolian belief in
the migration of souls, a divine being dwelled. Loesang
also tried to cover his low birth by pretended descent from
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the gods by which, despite his youth and worldly way of
thinking, he acquired the reputation of holiness among the
hordes, a priest who had proven himself master in the arts
of intrigue and yet was revered by the entire people as a
saint, seemed to be made for crafty plans, Loosang Dschalt-
zan, who, by his removal from Russia, through his wealth
and by the reputation he possessed among the Kalmucks,
hoped to become still more powerful at the court of the
Dalai Lama, was won over all the more easily by Zebek Dor-
chi since his co-operation promised him a splendid future.
And Zebek Dorchi could consider himself all the more for-
tunate in drawing this cunning priest to his side since
Loosang’ s influence on the wife of the Khan who saw in him
more than a coni*essor, was undisputed.
Aerampal, a prince of the strictest principles and of
a wild spirit was won all the more easily to the strange
plan because he showed great predilection for his son in
law, Zebek Dorchi, who seemed to deserve the preference,
either because the other’s way of thinking accorded more
with his own or because his virile spirit so much surpassed
the weak Ubascha. Perhaps this prince allowed himself to
be fooled by the dazzling accounts of glorious success by
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his son-in-law. Perhaps he also calculated that he might
secure the crown of Khan for his favorite. Though Zebek
Dorchl did not rely on the talents of his father-in-law,
at least his power which embraced several thousand Choschotic
huts and the zeal with which the father of his wife furthered
the new undertaking, appeared most important.
Viie do not know how long these three crafty heads oc-
cupied themselves alone with Zebek’ s plan. The time that
passed between the conception and the execution of the plan
would cause us to surmise that they sought to reach their
goal with c^tttious steps and that they met with difficulties
on the part of the prince if oral tradition had not informed
us that this delay was caused by a religious reason of which
we shall hear more later. Perhaps Zebek ^orchi allowed a
.
longer period to pass because of this religious regard so
that irbascha would not notice the ambitious intentions he
had and take such measures against a dangerous rival as
would forever make it impossible for him to carry out his de-
sires. Ubascha himself could for the same reason delay his
consent in order to avoid putting arms through too great
credulity into the hands of his ambitious relative,
V*e may easily surmise that the th^-^ee allies prepared
for their scheme with the prince by complaints about
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injustices which either really existed or were deliber-
ately placed in a stronger light. An evil will knows how
to paint insignificant circumstances in black colors and
to draw important conclusions from unimportant things. The
title of Khan which Russia had denied to a descendant of A-
juka and the decrease of the princely dignity, principally
by the independence of the sargatschi, was, however, one
of the most plausible pretexts that would impress the
youthful mind of Ubascha.
'Have we', they might say to the prince, 'freed ourselves
from the yoke of our eastern enemies to fall into the shackles
of foreign servitude here on the VolgaJ Do the deeds of our
forefathers deserve that their descendants have become an
object of contempt? Our warriors have helped to win the
victories of the Russians, have kept Turks, Tartars, Kirghiz
away from the frontiers of the empire and filled the Prus-
sians with the terror of our name. Our hordes have covered
these waste prairies with countless herds. Our wandering
wealth has been spread out in the Russian cities. In return
the most prominent men of the nation, even our heads are
insulted by the pride of European commanders, Verluck,
Daltsching and Ajulca did not swear an oath that would
deliver them and their descendants to eternal servitude;
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that would subject their dignity to the arbitrariness
of a foreign people and lower their lights to the level
of tools for the advantage of strangers.’
These and similar conversations, calculated to incite
the ambition of the Vice Khan, were mere deceptive appearanc
v/hich mature thinking men would have reduced to nothing if
roused passion had been capable of that. If the Russian
commanders, out of greed and other motives committed acts
of injustice and if the Kalmucks resented them more deeply
because they were committed by strangers, then similar ac-
tions of their own superiors, it was in their power to bring
their charges to the ears of the Russian head to minimize
abuses that no laws can completely eliminate. If the title
of Khan had suffered a curtailment the government of the
country itself had been provoked by civilian discord which
had broken out among the hordes after Ajuka's death, to con-
cern itself with Kalmuck affairs,^ and in order to prevent
future disorders, to subject the dignity of the Kalmuck
head to the imperial sceptre. The son and grandson of
Tschakdurdschap could not help seeing in their elevation a
benefaction of the Russian (Government and, if the govern-
ment had appointed them first as Vice Khan, the later ap-
pointment of the former as Khan, it could give the latter
similar hopes, as soon as he had shown himself worthy.
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How little weight the pretext used h^d is plain from the
fact that the Kalmucks themselves alv/a^/’S honored the son of
DonduJc Dorschi with the appellation of a ?har , If the of-
fice of a sargatschi would not directly be bestowed and
handled by the Kalmuck prince, he was at least allowed to
propose those he wished to become members of his council
and the application was important enough to get his request.
Besides, the prince did not have much to fear from the sar-
gatschi because they were bound to his interest by a thou-
sand considerations vhile they were drawn to the Russian
interest only by one consideration, the payment of one
hundred rubles,
Zebek borchi and his adherents considered removal from
the Russian Kmpire the only means of liberation from the
supposed slavery which, to judge from previous experience
(as they thought), would in the future suppress all their
rights. and would rob them of ever thatr last shadow of
freedom, '^e return to their former fatherland seemed all
that remained for them if they wished to make their polit-
ical and religious constitution secure. The pov;er of the
European peoples prevented them from marching westward.
The ra tred of Mohammedanism and the necessity to build
permanent dwellings did not permit them to settle among
their Tartar neighbors. The predatory Kirghiz and buchars
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would not have let them possess a quiet dwelling place*
The Chinese steppe alone offer-red them a refuge where
they could continue their nomadic way of living and xxn-
disturbedly practice their religion which the proximity
of Thibet and the religious kinship of the ruler of China
made secure against all persecution. But, what confirmed
them most in their plan was the favorable manner in v.hich
the Thibetan oracle ansv/ered to a secret inquirj’’ v;hich
some time before had been made by 1h e Kalmucks of the Da-
lai Lama:- ’Vv'ould they have success if the Kalmucks returned
to their old habitat? ' The consent of this religious despot
was limited to the years of the tiger and the hare. {^)
The Kalmucks do not onl^’- name their days and
months but also their years after 12 definite
animals. These tv;elve names are: mouse, heifer,
tiger, hare, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, monkey,
rooster, ^og and pig. The ordinary Mongolian cy-
cle of 60 years contains these twelve names five
times, the years themselves being distinguished
besides by the Mongolian elements (wood, fire,
earth, iron, water) and ti: ese element names
doubled and divided into male and female. The
last cycle which ends v;ith the year *1804 began
with the year 1744. The name of this first
year was : male wood mouse year, -^'he follow-
iSg 11 years are named; female v;ood heifer year;
male fire tiger year; female fire hare year;
male earth dragon year; female earth snake year;
male earth dragon year; female earth snake year;
male iron horse year; female iron sheep year;
male v/ater monkey year; female v/ater rooster
year; male v/ood dog year; female v/ood pig year.
The thirteenth begins again with the mouse year,
but id distinguished from the first by the
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appellation male fire year. It is easy to
see that in this v;ay in a cycle of sixty
years no collision could occur of the names.
As to thje Thibetan prophecy, the year 1770 was
named after the tiger and 1771 after the
rooster. The oracle had deliberately chosen
this year because of the anirrials after which
these years v/ere named the one is marked by
courage and the other by speed; both qualities
were apt to further the flight from Russia.
This year would not return till after the course of
a twelve year cycle. These two years v/ere approaching and,
if the execution were delayed still longer, the undertak-
ing v/ould run the risk of finding its grave before it was
born
.
These tv/o felicitous years determined by the Dalai
Lania were without a doubt, the chief cause which slov/ed up
the activity of Zebek DorcShi so long. A war v/i th the Turks
which occupied the Russian arms in the meanv/hile, caused
Ubascha (either to hide his secret intentions all the bet-
ter, or to lead the Kalmuck people, vho had not seen an en-
emy for a long time to a scene where they would have to give
a proof of their bravery) to take active part in it, Ubaschia
himself led an army of more than 30,000 cavalr^^ into the
Cuban mountains and Momatubascha, the greatest hero whom Hie
Kalmucks had had in recent times, re-enforced the Russian
troops with 5,000 cavalry v/ho were used especially before
Otschakow. The army of Ubascha v/on a glorious victory
which cost the Cubans 5,000 soldiers while Momatubascha
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forced superior Turkish forces to flee. That Uhascha
even at that time, despite the victory had intentions of
leaving the Russian hmpire is revealed by his conduct right
after the battle when he permitted free departure to forty •
three enemy commanders who during the battle had lost their
horses (»<•) although it was in his pov/er either to strike
down this handful of desperate men or to make them prison-
ers. The destruction of these 43 warriors would have been
as hurtful to the Cubans as useful to the Russians because
among them was the Cuban Commander in Cjiief,
*) This according to oral reports. Accord-
ing to written reports the horses vieve only
fatigued.
But Ubascha who had accomplished his purpose by directing
the distrust of the Russian government from himself, test-
ing the courage of his men, did not care to risk the lives
of many warriors v^ho would succumb to the desperate resis-
tance of the Cubans.
Crowned with glory Ubascha returned from his campaign.
Catherine II delayed her reward for the Kalmuck victory
either because she had been informed of some movements
among the Kalmucks or because ^.e wished to surprise them
by the granting of the crown of the Khan vhich v/as no longer
expected, Thgpugh the apparent indifference of the Russian
government to the defeat of the Cubans would have been
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sufficient to strengthen the resolution of the Kalmuck
prince the conduct of the nev/ chief Pristav.' who at that time
was installed among the Kalmuck hordes, partly to keep a
watchful eye on the actions of the prince, partly also to
protect the Russians doing business with the Kalmucks,
could not fail to have this effect.
Colonel Kischinskoi-— this was the name of the nev/ com-
mander--- showed such arrogant haughtiness which must have
appeared all the more unbearable to the Kalmuck prince be-
cause they are not in the habit of practicing this vice a-
gainst persons whom they recognize as their superiors.
Kischinskoi did not know hov/ to veneer his haughtiness.
Instead, with the rude bluntness of a common man, he let
not only the nobles but also the prince himself feel the
force of his ways. Zebek Lorchi and his adherents did not
fail to call the prince’s attention to this conduct in or-
der to incite him to stronger resolutions with the stirgof
ambition
.
The chief pristaw was warned by the Governor of Astrach-
an, Eeketoff, of the Kalmuck plans of which he had been inform-
ed by the sargatschi Samjan, but this warning which would
have made the flight of the Kalmucks ijnpossible if t he proud
colonel had heeded it, only caused him to indulge in new in-
solence which inflamed the fire instead of putting it out.
Kischinskoi, yiho denied the flight of t he Kalmucks only be-
cause he had not heard of it first, thought he was deterring
the Vice Khan, He went to Ubascha and, because he did not
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understand Kalmuck (through an interpreter which increased
the offensiveness of his conduct) held up to him in the
hardest expressions his Intention to flee from Russia to
China. He condlu^^ded with these words;- ’You flatter your-
self that you will have happy success but, remember that
you are a bear in chains who cannot go where he pleases but
where he is dragged,’ The Vice Khan only turned with silent
contempt. However, he is said to have remembered the ’bear
in chains’ when he was beyond the Russian frontier.
The talk of the colonel after the prince’s departiire
was underscored by the lowest words of vituperation which
naturally were repeated by t he adherents of Zebek Dor chi
in order to put the prince in a mood vhich brought the con-
templated plan closer to its goal.
Zebek Dorchi knew the Vice Khan too well not to fear
unfavorable consequences for himself from the irresolute-
ness of the prince’s character. To make himself secure
he had the prince swear a solemn oath under no pretext
to give up the contemplated flight. After this was done he
made new efforts to overcome the resistance which the ex-
ecution of the plan would experience from the people.
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Zebek Dorchi’s ambition, according to the testimony
of a well-informed man, was the only thing which removed
the greater part of Hi e Kalmuck hordes from Russia. Re-
spected writers find this occasion in the scheming charac-
ter of the chief lama who proved his crafty mind by dislodg-
ing his predecessor sind v/ho for some reason or other had
tried to persuade the Khan to flee. Hew ever, no matter how-
much this lama favored the flight of his countrymffin, it is
not likely that he was tb e instigator of the flight. Zebek
Dor chi thought himself offended by Russia by the withholding
of the crown. Loesang Dschaltzan owed his position as chief
lama to the Russian government which had favored him to the
disadvantage of the previous lama. Ihe offense by which the
one felt hurt was the natural motive to take revenge on Rus-
sia and this, all the more, because he had more hope of sat-
isfying his ambition in a foreign counti*^'-. but, gratitude
prevented the other from hatching a plan which made him the
enemy of his benefactor. The benefactions of Russia in an
ambitious man might gradually lose their value; but that he
should forget them completely so as to repay them without
external incitement, that would of necessity presuppose a
mind which must be justified by other reasons than mere sus-
picion. Loosang Dschaltzan h^d permitted him.se If tc be
drawTi into the interest of Zebek Dorchi and supported his
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motive for the flight with all the craftiness of his char-
acter; but, only as a friend of the real instigator and
not as t he instigator himself.
Others, and this is still more unlikely, make the Choit
prince, Tscharan, who at that time (1758) with the most dis-
tinguished nobles lived at the court of Ubascha, the author
of the plan. Tscharan’ s blood relative, Umursanan, had
dared to maintain himself vl thout Chinese support as ruler
of the Soongars; had beaten Chinese armies and, later, over-
whelmed by superior forces, he escaped revenge by going to
Siberia where he was protected against the influence of the
Chinese government although it had repeatedly demanded his
extradition and though it could hardly be prevented from
inflicting on his corpse after his death which fo llowed sroon
after the punishment which it had intended for the c rirrinal
.
The relative and helper of the hated Umursanan had more
to fear than to hope from a return to China; hence he could
not even counsel the flight of the Kalmucks, much less cause
it. Besdies, we know from oral reports which come from the
same source that Tscharan opposed the plan of Zebek Dorchi
with all his power and only consented to it vhen the opposi-
tion of one individual no longer had any weight, (*)
M-) In confirmation of this report I quote the
Chinese missionary reports according to the
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German translation ( Abhandl, sineslscher Jesu-
Iten ueber die Geschlchte, V/lssenschaften, Kuenste,
Sltten imd Gebraeuche der alnesen, I Band, Leipzig,
1778). Page 611 a. s. o. The Ghines e empe ror him-
self says in a manifesto concerning the rebellion
of Amnrsanan:- ’In the meanyhile irate Heaven hast-
ened to exercise its revenge on the rebels. It
visited the criminal (Amursanan) vwho had roused
its wrath with a terrible disease (smallpox).
Just heaven found him when he believed that he
was out of all danger from m.en and tore off the
black thread of his shameful life at a tir.e when
he thought to spend his days very pleasantly, at
least in freedom. - Thus died, in the flov/er of
his years, the criminal who, in his life, had
caused so much misery and soiled the battlefields
with so much innocent blood. All his people left
him out of fear of being infected vdth his disease.
And, hardly anyone was found in the land to bury
his body." (According to his Lieut principles, A-
mursanan must have been very contented that this
did not happen). ’Although the Nordic nations are
removed from us by almost immeasurable distances
they are nevertheless very closely united wit us
through the bonds of treaties (Traktate) and good
relations have always existed between us and them.
Blit, it was impossible to them to surrender Amursan-
an alive into our hands and according to the laws
of their religion they v/ere not allowed to send him
out of the country after he was dead. But, I sent
out people who knew him, so that they might ii’form
me of the certainty of his death and they were shown
first his corpse and later also his mere bones."
Not much more favorably does Kien Long judge of
Tscharan on the monument which he had erected at Ily
in memory of the migration of the Torguts from Rus-
sia. See ARHATOLUNG SINESISCHER JESUITEN 674 S. ff
.
’But, many of my timid subjects did not fail to make
all kinds of representations to me regarding the re-
ception to be given this nation. Theysaid vdth a
common voice:- 'Among tar,ese people viio are now coming
there is also the traitor, Tscharan (Chereng). He who
has deceived once inay deceive again. Let no one trust
him. One cannot be on guard enough, - Ihese repre-
sentations did arouse some distrust in me and I made
such dispositions as v/ould fit any unsuspected case.
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But, after I had considered the matter from
all angles, I found that these representations
were unfounded and had arisen from fear that
had no real basis. - For, it was not possible
that Tscharan alone could rouse a v\fhole nation
and how could he inspire Ubascha { Cwbache ) and
all his subjects, the Torgots, v/ith inimical
ideas? Was it probable that a vh ole nation,
for the sake of one man, v/ould expose itself
to the danger of starving to death? Besides,
the Russians, from vijriose authority the Tor-
gots have withdravm themselves, are like our-
selves, rulers of a very large empire. But,
suppose that this nation of Torguts had enter-
ed my territories to take my possessions by
force. Could they then reasonably imagine
that I would calmly, let them remain there?
Would they not have to fear that they would be
chased away again at once? And if I had driven
them away, where would they go? ^-^’hey could
not take refuge vhth the Russians for they
must have realized that th^ would not go un-
punished and that they would not regain, since
they had conducted themselves so ungratefully
toward the Russians, their former possessions.
fhough Tscharan, whose courage and bravery cannot be de
nied, and Loosang Tschaltzan, whose artfulness arid intrigues
are known, wou!l.d have been able to conceive the plan of
the flight, yet the genius of Zebek borchi alone was capable
of direct measures which secured the consent of the prince,
lulled the attention of the Russian government to sleep and
won the voice of the people for a proposal whose execution
was fraught with so many dangers and vhich would necessarily
encounter the most stubborn resistance on the part of the
people,
M-) It is easily understandable that the Chinese
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data regarding the cause of the Kalmuck flight
would be very different from ours. Kien Long
mentions a fev/ of the motives of this flight
in the inscription which cannot be denied force-
fulness of expression although now and then we
shall miss historical truth in the facts them-
selves. (See ABHATTDLUMGEN p. 676) "Ubasha is a
great grandson ( in the ABEANDLUT^GEIT it says
Grandson) of Ajul-:a ( A juky) , i^ince the Russians
increasingly demanded recruits from him for their
army and at last took his own son with them as a
.hostage; since they also despised the religion of
the lamas and consequently, in matters of relig-
ion were of totally different opinions than the
Torgots, Ubascha finally decided with his people
to shake off this yoke vAilch was becoming more un-
bearable from day to day." Three reasons are men-
tioned here. The furnishing of recruits was a false
pretext of the Kalmuck prince, - As to the son being
taken as a hostage, we shall see, that this circum-
stance appears among the fictions by which the Tor-
guts were made to favor the flight. According to
this Chinese report, Russia is supposed to have
really taken the son of Ubasha as a hostage. This
may perhaps be a mistake of the French translation,
- That the contempt for the laraaistic religion is
mentioned as a motive causes us to ask:- Who de-
spised them? the government or the people? The
Russian rulers have always acted according to the
principles of strictest tolerance. The contempt
of the people could not have any weight for, no
matter in what land the Torguts might live, differ-
ing religious opinions v/ere bound to produce con-
tempt for the lamaistic religion.
Zebek Dorchi, who, strengthened by the haughtiness of
the Russian colonel, had guided the will of the prince accord-
ing to his own intentions, v/iahed through a sudden r evelati on
of the secret, to leave no time for reflection and give no
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opportunity for treason and v/anted to surprise the people
shortly before the flight with his plan. So, fortiie time
being, he set only "those plans in motion which were to pro-
duced the expected effect. His purpose was to keep the Rus-
sian commanders in a state betv/een doubt and uncertainty
in order to prevent liiem from taking serious measures a-
gainst the contemplated plan; or, if the plan should fail
through counter measures before its birth, to have another
opportunity ready for its execution.
The blindness of the chief pristav>f is something so
extraordinary that those v\ho only argue from effects to their
cause without looking at the character of this man could
readily soil his memory with the charge of treason. But,
hischinskoi was far from deserving such blame. The conse-
quences which treasonable thoughts v/ere bound to have for
him, since he was not thinking of leaving the Russian hmpire,
and the hatred which the Kalmucks carried with then against
a man vhom they would have tom to pieces if he had ever
fallen into their hands on the other side of the Jaik,
guaranteed his fidelity, -^^ischinskoi, who reckoned too much
on the effect of his threats, ignored the repeated warnings
of Beketoff, Too deeply convinced that the Kalmucks could not
entertain a plan of this kind he erred so completely that he,
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upon the allegation of tlie Kalmuck prince tha.t movements
among the Mrghiz made the gathering of a Kalmuck army on
the Jaik necessary, sent hventy Cossacks with two field
guns under the command of Captain Dudyn to the support of
the Kalmucks.
T/Vhile the Kalmuck prince waited only for the coming
of winter to combine viith 20,000 nomad huts on the other
side of the Volga and then hasten toward 1h e Chinese front-
iers, Beketoff informed the empress of Ubascha's undertaking
which the chief pristaw stubbornly declared imaginary. The
monarch asked for the opinion of t he imperial college to
whose direction all Kalmuck affairs are left. Count Parnin
who had asked for information from Kischinskoi reported that
Beketoff* s renorts were unreliable. Beketoff stuck to his
assertions and maintained that the flight of the Kalmucks
was inescapable unless the speediest measures were taken,
Catharine, who naturally paid more attention to the assertions
of a commander in chief who in his position was bound to keep
a vigilant eye on all Kalmuck movements than tc the assertions
of a general who was less directly occupied with the Kalmucks
and possibly might be deceived by a false rumor, paid as
little attention to the testimony of the latter as that of
Kischinskoi, Beketoff journeyed to St. Petersburg, sub-
stantiated his assertion, but v/ithout getting a hearing.
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He was still in the capital when a courier brought him
the first report that the Kalmucks had suddenly fled.
Beketoff justified his assertions with the monarch who left
punishment of Kischinskoi to him. (->)
*) Kischinskoi was put in jail. Frustrated
ambition and offended pride hastened his
death three years later while still there.
But, we must turn from Kischinskoi and Beketoff to learn
of the measures which the party of Zebek l>orchi took to in-
cline the Kalmuck people to favor the contemplated ludertak-
ing.
'ihe
-pretext of the Vice Khan, to assemble a Kalmuck
army against the Mrghiz had served the purpose of gathering
the most prominent Kalmucks in the sandy steppe, Nryn, about
one hundred wersts beyond the Volga in order to explain to
>
them there the necessity of the flight. 'Ihe Nojons and the
Saissangs of the Kalmuck people gathered at the appointed
place where the party of Zebek Dorchi supported the plan
with such fervor that success was sure, ’'Prom all sides,”
said Zebek Dorchi, and also his followers, ”their rights v
were restricted by the Russians.” The commanders of the people
did not only treat the Kalmucks with hostility but the governs
ment itself seemed to have t he intention of changing these
independent inhabitants of the steppes to landbqui d peasants.
The shores of the Jaik were already covered with Cossack
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fortresses; already the northern boundaries were occu-
pied by emigrant Germans and soon, through other settle-
ments, the Don and Terek, the Kurma and the Volga v/ould
be taken away from them to limit their roaming life to wa-
terless regions and thus destroy their herds. Already the
son of the prince had been demanded as a hostage. Already
300 of the strongest youths of the most prominent families
had bean selected to give up their present costume and mode
of living in order, under the'pre tense of serving as a guard
6f honor for f^emonaich
,
to be kept in the distant capital
so that their relatives could not make any decisions worthy
of their former fame. The prospect of the future did not
leave them any other choice than either bowing their necks
under the yoke of slavery or entering upon a speedy flight
from the Russian Empire to it event th eir ruin. The deeision
they would make now would determine their fu. ture fate. The
Dalai Lama himself had previously counselled the flight of
the Kalmucks to their former fatherland. "^Vie two lucky years
had come. Now they had perhaps their last chance to choose
between their present dwelling place ard the eastern dwell-
ing place of their forebears. Therefore, they should not
neglect it this time and give more thou^t to their well-being
than to any other consideration.
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If these unexpected talks had impressed the Kalmuck
nobility who, bound by training and custom, would rather
give up their lives tiian their mode of living, thdr dress
and their habits, the impression was deepened, when, as a
confirmation of the words spoken, a document was handed around
and specially drawn up for this purpose, in which Zebek
Dorchi was appointed as leader of the 300 saissang youths.
Apprehension and indignation so plainly nmrked the faces
of the astonished Kalmucks that one could foresee their answer.
In the spirit of their oriental way of thinking all shouted
with one voice:- ’Our children diall not become hostages
forever'. Let us rather march thither where the sun rises,"
After this decision had been made by the entire crowd
the Vice Khan appointed the day of the flight, the conduct
of the leaders and the order and manner of the march, De-
5
termined to flee, the assembly dispersed and everyone went
to his horde to make the necessary preparations.
The winter months had already come but, for tunately, win-
ter delayed for the Kalmuck hordes on this side who v;ere sep-
arated from the other hordes by the strong waves of the Volga,
They could achieve their union only by crossing the. frozen
river. On the fifth of January {^) which, according to our
*4 According to written reports, the date of the
flight has been set back to the last days of De-
cember, 1770 blit wrongly. In the treatises of
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the Chinese Jesuits (p. 688 in Amiot’s note);
'The Torguts left the Volga (Etchil) at the be-
ginning of the 11th month in fee 35th year of
Kien Long i.e. the 16th of December 1770 and ar-
rived at Ily in the last days of the 6th moon in
the 36th year of Kien Long. (The last day of this
month was the 9th of August 1771) The arriving
Torguts either did not correctly define the day of
their departure and the difference of the Mongol-
ian and Chinese calendars had produced a differ-
ence in tlie reports. Regarding fee real day of
the flight, I am backed up by a large number of
trustworthy persons, Russians as well as Ge:»'-mans."
calendar was set for the day of the flight arrived without
a possibility of getting the hordes onto the ofeer side and
across the river. Sadly the hordes left behind watched the
preparations for the flight wi thout knowing that this flight
would bring unspeakable misery to the Kalmucks v/ho wandered
away.
The commanders shortly before v/ere forced to deceive
the people with the same reasons with which they hed been
fooled by Zebek Dorch i and his followers and enhanced their
impression by another main point in the false document;-
namely, that in future the Kalmuck people would b-ave to fur-
nish recruits for fee Russian army. However, to keep the
Kalmucks from refractoriness, they had received orders, on
the one hand to make the common crowd believe that the pres-
ent march would extend only to the Jemba from v/here the princ
would bring his poraplaints to the attention of the Russian
court in order to protect, the Kalmucks by means of a ‘threat-
ened’ flight against pernicious encroachments; on the other
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hand, they had orders to offer to the Kalmucks the hope
of booty in the \inrestricted plundering of Russian estates.
Incited by this prospect the Torguts waited for the signal
to march and to plunder.
What prevented the western hordes from crossing saved
the Russian cities on the same side of the Volga. I'heir de-
struction would have been uravoidable if the Kalmucks on eith
er side had been able to join hands. As it was, the fear of
Russian reprisals vh-ich mi^t be hastened by betrayal, forced
them to be satisfied with the goods wt ici they could take
from the warehouses of Russian, Armenian and Tatar mer-
chants fourd among the hordes.
The shoutings of the storming plunderers acquainted
the foreigners in the hordes with the intention of the Kal-
mucks and .with their own danger earlier than they could re-
ceive the news as a warning. The warehouses were destroyed
and the wares found were stolen and forcefully divided among
the robbers. Those Russians who, during the tumult, could
not save themselves were mistreated and made prisoners,
A sixteen year old ^ossack, who answered the mistreatment
with blows of his fists, and did not do enough if he v/ished
to take revenge on his attackers, and did too much if he
wished to remove the ignominy from himself, was one of the
few in the main horde vho, during the tumult, had to pay
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with his life for his temerity since the embittered people
rushed upon him, opened his abdomen with several thrusts
of a knife and tore out his heart, Itie Russian commissar
stationed in the Khan’s horde, had to follow the wandering
crowd on foot as a captive.
'fhe horde of the Khan had left 1heir camp on the appoint-
ed day, 40 or 50 v/ersts from the fortress of Jenatajewsk on
the other side of the ^olga. The other hordes did so at the
same time and hastened to join their prince who, under the
pretext of fitting the Kirghiz had left before ,
Opposite the city of Sarepta stood to mighty Bambar
with several thousancl huts that belonged to him. Bambar, as
heroic as he was wild and crafty, the terror of the Kirghiz,
t
Truchmen and Karalcalpak, whom he fought incessantly, too proud
to recognize the Vice Khan as his superior and too ambitious
to allow himself to be used as a tool of ^ebek -i^orchi, either
without knowing it himself or, incited by imaginary hopes,
had become one of the chief promoters of Zebek’ s plans. But,
beside his wild moods a deeper understanding had taken root
in him which did not make him indifferent to the arts of peace.
Acquainted v/ith the inhabitants of Sarepta he had to admit the
industrial crafts of some and to admire the comprehensive
Imowledge in others. However, nobody appeared so important
to his own person as the skilled German physician, Bambsr,
who may have been hoping for the freezing over of the Volga
thought of taking this physician and the greater part of the
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community of Sarepta with him to the Chinese steppes. But,
none of the Kalmucks could leave the banks of the Volga with
greater discontent than Bambar and no city on th e Volga re-
joiced more over the frustrated hopes of the Kalmucks than
Barepta
.
"^'he disorders whichaccompanied the flight cf the Kal-
mucks were usually limited to plundering either because their
leaders were too humane or because tley did not wish to in-
crease the burden of their guilt unnecessarily. I^everthe-
less, cruelties occurred now and then which migjit justify
the charge which foreigners have made against the Kalmuck
character, Ubascha himself soiled his name by a revolting
deed, which the cavalry captain, Dudyn, liad to experience.
A number of dragoons and Cossacks under the command of the
cavalry captain were made prisoners. Bloody thongs from a
freshly skinned ox were fastened around his head and both
hands, ‘fhe tortures of the unfortunate man, increased by
a weak constitution, increased every minute as the drying
skin shrunk more and more and the vermin, so common among the
Kalmucks, betv/een his skull and cap of torture accumulated
more and more. One of his Cossacks, a native Persian (who
later escaped from Kalmuck captivity in tite Kirghiz steppe,
only to fall into the hands of the Kirgjiiz who sold hi” to
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China v/here he, luckier than at the first tine, escaped)
from whose own mouth I have heard this feature of crnielty,
saw his caotain again two months later, v/ith the strips of
hide around head and hands, in a most terrible condition
and expecting death at any time though it seemed to flee from
him. VJhere the poor man found the end of his sufferings is
unknown to us, ('»•)
«•) Of the cavalry captain, Dudyn, and his Cos-
sacks it says in the Chinese treiitise, p,666:
'When the 'I'orgots left their old habitat they
are said to have taken a company of Russian
soldiers v/ith them whce e captain was named Du-
Din, Dudins or Toulint, according to the pro-
nunciation there. Hov/ever, this name does not
seem to be Russian at all but liather French and
perhaps this captain was 'a real Frenchman in
Russian service' . hut, be that as it may, it is
certain that the Emperor would surely have sent
him to Russia if he had lived to see the month
of August when the emperor gave audience to the
Torgot princes whom he had called to he Ho where
he was enjoying the hunt. The Emperor informed
himself personally of this matter. He asked one
of the chiefs of the Torguts:- 'Is it true which
has been laid to your charge that you, before
your departure from yo\ir native land plunciered
the Russian possessions and forcefully led av;ay
a Russian officer v/i th about a hundred Russian
soldiers?' The prince replied:- 'Vv‘e have done
nothing but that v/hich, under the circumstances
was unavoidable. As to the Russian officer v;ith
the hundred soldiers, he died with most of his
men during the long journey. When v/e divided
them among ourselves I received eight. That
much I remember. I shall inquire whether any of
them are still alive. If some are foimd alive
I shall send them to Your Majesty as soon as I
shall have returned to the banks ofthe Ily.'
Because the Kalmuck prince considered it less dangerous to
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have the Russian trotps follcv/ hiru than to see them mxarch-
ing up from the Oremburg side, the fleeing hordes received
orders to hasten across the Jaik, The camels bad tc be
packed lightly. Of the huts, the trellis pieces with the
heavy lower felt covers v/ere left behind. Superfluous ket-
tles and wooden vessels had to be left behind and only the
things most necessary for life were taken along, *^116 prince
himself set an example for his people by having his larger
dwellings destroyed and the long roof beams changed to spears.
Thus, the fugitives succeeded by such measures in covering
the 400 wersts between the Volga and the Jaik ir eight days
The march itself extended over an immense area because the
numerous herds especially in that season of the year needed
larger pasturages. Carefree, the v;omen and children trav-
elled with the light-packed camels while the men able to
bear arms tried to protect the flanks and the front and
rear of the expedition, '^'he princw with about 15,000
Kalmucks had moved up the Jaik to watch from there the move-
ments that might be m.ade from Orenburg and Orsk
,
The Jaik Cossacks had not figured on a Kalmuck visit
since the greater portion of them occupied themselves with
fishing in the Caspian Sea which, since they had given up
piracy, was their only occupation. The fev; hundreds who
had been left in the fortresses owed their rescue as much
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to Kalmuck irexperlence in the art of fortifications and
the lack of war machines as to tb.e speed v/i th vh ich their
opponents had to cross the Jaik to egade the i^ussian troops.
TJbascha himself demanded the surrender of 1he fortress of Ku-
lagina and upon the negative answer of th e commandant he had
the two field pieces set up which he had received from Kisch-
til
inskol. he fortress, like all other Jaik fortresses, v'as
made only of plaited bushes but the gun of the garrison cost
the lives of several Kalmucks while they used their own guns
without success.
The crossing of the frozen Jaik caused the Kalmucks no
trouble. On the other side of th' e Jaik they hoped to be
close to the goal of their journey, i^very day they expected
to see the end of their hardship but their shrev.^d leaders,
used the nearness of the Orenb-'U’g frontiers to urge them to
advance more quickly through the snow-covered Kirghiz sfeeppes,
‘’he Kalmucks had hardly crossed the Jaik when the neigh-
boring ^ossacks gathered their forces and, with about 2,000
cavalry under the leadership of Starschin Mitraessow, hurried
after the fugitives. On the Inder mountains they cut down
almost to the last man a small group because of their desperate
defense. The Ulusses (*) Jika Zechorr and Aerkatunn which,
together, numbered several thousand huts, surrendered without
a stroke of the sv/ord.
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•«•) Uluss signifies a large group of people
under the command of a Khan, Taischi (su-
preme prince), Nojon (sub prince) or reigning
saissang. Strange that the Latin term pnpu-
lus has a similar meaning, ‘^very uluss is di-
vided into smaller groups or aimaks led by
nobles
.
The former were under the command of the chiefs Assarcho and
Maschi who frequently liad indicated to the Governor of Astrach-
an that they wished to remain in Kussia, "^hey had hardly seen
the Cossacks approach when they voluntarily v;ent over to them
with their groups. The uluss of the Aerkatunn which belonged
to the Kalmuck chief and was under the supervision of 20 sai-
sangs, out of devotion to Ubascha, mindful of his fame and
of his cruelties perpetrated on the flight, had prepared them-
selves for defense but the defection of the tv;o mighty prince® s
caused them to prefer a voluntary surrender to fruitless de-
fense, The ulusses re tunned to their abandoned dwelling
place, Assarcho and Maschi could confidently figure on the
rewards of the empress but Ihe 20 salssangs, restless heads
of the most unruly ulusses, had committed .many extravagances
during the flight, "^’o evade punishment they conceived a
plan as impudent as it was barbaric. •‘hey had captured 30
Russians who were witnesses of their crimes and they killed
them and their bodies were thrown into tb.e steppes. This
deed wgs too horrible to be suppressed. The anpress was
informed and condemned the guilty saissangs to the knout;
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the less guilty lost their princely dignity. '-The goods of
the criminals were publicly sold and the money realized
was divided among the fam.ilies of the unliappy victims.
'Xi*hile the other Kalmucks advanced in strong daily jour-
neys the Orenburg 'Governor received orders to send Major
General von fraubenberg tc stop the Vice Khan in his flight
if possible. At once five thousand regular troops, m.ostly
Cossacks, were assembled who, as soon as the season permitted,
were to be joined by large groups of Bashkirs and Kirghiz for
the pursuit of the Kalmucks.
^he Kirghiz stenpes lie along the Caspian and Oral Lakes
along the lands of the Truchmen, Buchans and Chinese and are
bounded by the Kolywan, Tobolsk and Ufim governments and
limited by the course of the Jaik and the Ural.
^he soil consists only of vroodless plains embraced by
the extended aimis of the Ural mountains. Marble quarries and
mines of the Urals would furnish the inhabitants a secure
living if their nomadic laziness permitted them to appreciate
the arts of an active life. There is a superfluity of salt
lakes, ‘‘‘'hree of the miost important rivers, the Irgitsch,
the Ulkjak and the Torgia v/hose waves are increased by several
small rivers of the same name, have their source in the
northern regions of the steppe and empty at moderate distance
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from one another in the smaller Akasakal Lake, (Irassy
plains give the herds which make up the chief wealth of
the Kirghiz, sufficient pastures, barter v/ith the Rus-
sians and Buchar and their penchant for robbery supplies these
nomads with all necessary things. l^eir mode of livimg re-
sembles that of the Kalmucks, Like the Kalmucks they remove
their huts to other regions when they need new pastures and
the arrival of the colder season draws their hordes to south-
ern regions, '^Yiey are divided into three hordes, the small,
the medium and the large. The first moves along the northern-
part of the Kirghiz land; the latter along the boundaries
of the Buchari, Truchmen and Chinese, Two hordes, the small
and the medium horde, are ruled by Khans subject to the Rus-
sian government, but the large horde, which either has noth-
ing to fear from its neighbors and lies too far away to get
wupport from the same power by v/hich the others are protected
belonged to an entirely independent Khan. ^»hen the Kalmuck
hordes arrived in the middle region of the Kirghiz steppes,
Abulmamet reigned over the large group; Abtai over the medi-
um and Nurali over the small horde.
iipring, which in this southern steppe usually comes
early, opened to the fleeing Kalmucks a pleasant season,
but muddy roads, sparse pastures, lack of water, combined
with the hardships of the march and robbed them, of some of
their strength every day they journeyed closer to the Irgitsch,
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‘‘•'his unpleasant situation was aggravated by frequent attacks
of the Kirghiz, ‘^'he beasts of burden succumbed to the un-
ceasing journeys and the horses decreased in number. The
poor followed the others half naked being able to maintain
their miserable life only from fallen cattle wilh nothing in
store for them but Kirgiz captivity or an indigent fu.ture.
Heaped with adversities, without hone of being freed of
their misery, one could hear nothing but complaints and indig-
nation from those v/ho, in the general need, had to suffer the
most* These complaints soon spread also among the rich of the
people to TAhiOm the daily decrease of their herds prophesied
future misery* Also, the saissangs and the nojons, either
moved by the misfortune of the masses or brought to reflection
by the consequences of this misfortune which must fall back
on them, shared the discontent of the others and began to de-
vise means to bring the fleeing hordes back to the Russian
frontier
.
Because Ubascha either thou^t it beneath his dignity
to give up the plan or because he f eared the punishment of
Russia, or because the injury inflicted by Fischinskoi had
seared his soul too much and he hence speeded up the flight
with unexpected fortitude, the malcontents did not wish to
make a futile attempt to cause the prince himself to return
to the Russian frontier, ^o, they turned to the secret
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instigator of the flight, who, with the craftiness worthy
of his character, had arranged everything without appearing
to hpve had any important part in it, for 1he purpose, that,
if the u''dertaking failed he could harvest advantages for
himself from the pimishment of Ubascha. 'The moment has
come', they said to Zehek Dorchi, 'when he with some hope
could stretch out his hand for the crown if he would only
lead the exhausted hordes hack to their former dv/elling pla-
ces. '^e Russian monarch v;as no longer bound by benevolence
to the Kalmuck prince ;he would not deny to gratitude v;hat he
had refused to merit. “^ince the happy success of the flight
could be bought only v/ith the ruin of the people he slould
rather ignore the v/elfare of a relative than sacrifice the
welfare of several hundred thousand souls. His mere com-
mand VO uld be sufficient to frustrate Ubascha’ s hopes and
change the flight to tJhina into a r eturn to Russia.'
'^'hough this argument seemed specious enough, Zebek
Dorchi did not allow himself to be blinded by it. The ad-
vantage of the flight to him far outweighed the advantages
of a return. In China he could figure more on the gratitude
of a ruler who owed to his efforts the arrival of Ubascha
N
with the greater part of his pov;er, than in Russia on the
gratitude of a ruler whose empire he had left as a discontented
vassal to return as a crh. inal . In ^hina he had nothing to do
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but to refuse a crovm that never belonged to him but in
Russia he had to fear the loss of his princely rank and
tremble for his honor and liberty. His intrigues perhaps
were no longer a secret or could be drawn out of their night
of darkness to make him atone for Hie double betrayal as he
deserved. Vifhen passions get into conflict vl th one another
fear is hidden under a plausible pretext:- 'Conscience', said
Zebek borchi, 'forbade hir to take a step that was contrary
to the oath he had sworn.'
•‘•hough the Kalmucks are accustomed to obey the orders
of their chiefs the Kalmuck nojons at this time were not eas-
ily moved to desist from their plan.
After a march of two months the fatigued hordes arrived
at the banks of the Irgitsch which empties like the more dis-
tant Torgai river into the great Aksakal bake* The di star;ce
from the fortress of Orsk, some 300 wersta away, and the
Bouthern course of the Irgitsch, whose eastern shore miJit
protect them against a sudden assault, excited in them the
hope that the region had been chosen to open negotiations
with Russia; but, unexpectedly they received orders to march
on toward on toward the Torgai and their hope of a return was
speedily ended. Their adversities, unilluminated by a cheerful
prospect, caused them to dwell on the total misery of their
situation. Up to nov their complaints had been in a subdued
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voice, but now they broke out in loud curses against their
prince and the instigator of the flight. T/Vith hands outstretched
to heaven they prayed for the appearance of the Russian troops
which v/ould compel their princes by force of arms to return.
Vyith the eloquence of despair they directed their instant pe-
titions to the monarch whose realm they had just left:- ’Send
us only a single Russian’, they said, ’and we shall return
if you command it,’
The rather short distance between the Irgitsch and the
Torgai which the Kalmucks would have marched through quietly
and ^vi thout loss if the march had been made with renev/ed
strength, now made all the more trouble for them because they
had to march through regi in which swollen rivers impeded
their progress. Their herds could cross without difficulty
since most of the rivers are not very broad; but, not all
the Kalmucks could swim and the implements must not get wet.
Bridges were needed to get men and goods across. The manner
in which the Kalmucks who carried no bridge material with
them tried to solve the problem in the woodless region must
excite our curiosity. Of the long dense reeds v;hich cover
the shores of the Irgitsch, the TJliak and the Torgai Rivers
immense bundles were made and fastened together. These no-
madic reed bridges could not support great loads but they
were good enough for the purpose of the Kalmucks.
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Between the Irgltsch and the Torgai rivers the Kalmucks
lost a great portion of their herds and the number of unfor-
tunates who had to follow the others v/ithout horses and cam-
els grew steadily larger, bith other unnecessary things they
now began to rid themselves of copper money to which the greed
of certain possessors had attached a value as long as possible.
VnTiole piles of it were later found by the pursuing Russians
and Kirghiz and were eagerly picked up by the former but
left behind as useless by the latter vho picked up every
scrap of iron as a precious find. Thus custom and mode of liv-
ing determine the value or lack of value in things. The tv/o
guns vhich they had drggged along 2,000 worsts were now pafeked
on camels because the wood work on them was worn out and, on
the other side of the Torgai River- they threw them away as
totally superfluous.
Vihile the Kalmucks approached the Torgai river the Rus-
sian troops under the leadership of Major General von Trau-
benberg had started from the fortress of Orsk and were ap-
proaching the Irgitsch river where they thou^t to join Ku-
rali, the Khan of the small Kirghiz horde, I follow the re-
port of another author who accompanied the troops in describ-
ing Traubenberg’ s corps as marcliing from the Ort River to the
Torgai, a stretch of almost 800 worsts, filling die lacunae
of his diary from an oral source.
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The Russian corps, according to Rytschkow’s reports,
left the fortress of Orsk on April 12th; they moved up the
Ort for two days and were drawn to the south \ipon the news
coming which Nurali sent to Traubenberg, that the Kalmucks,
after two skirmishes which they had had vith the Kirghiz on
the Uschim and the Mugaldschar mountains, were moving on,
A few days later the Russians reached the Irgitsch which was
185 worsts from their frontier. Nurali, who already v^as in
the vicinity of the Torgai river, never ceased urging the
Russian general to faster advance. On May 4th the Russians
joined the Kirghiz 540 worsts from the frontier and they now
left their baggage behind and, between May 6th and May 13th,
speeded up their march to the farther Torgai River whose
banizs were the goal of their march.
The march of the Russians had lasted a mont>^ and they
had not advanced 800 wersts. V/e may say that this march
was both fast and slow; the form.er if compared vdth the usual
daily march of European regiments and the ]a tter inasmuch
as the Russians had been sent to pursue the fleeing Kalmucks,
Ihe Kalmucks had traveled from the Volga to the uttermost
Untschiman Torgai, almost without stopping and at first, up
to the Jaik had daily made 40 to 50 wersts and later 25 - 30,
The Russian general who would have had to start his march only
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a few days earlier to cut off the Kalmucks at the Irgitsch
had not succeeded in cutting them off and so he should at
least have pursued them with longer marches. How could he
expect to overtake the speeding Kalmucks with slower marches?
How could he hope to reach the fugitives who with every day
placed themselves at a greater distance from him? Trauben-
berg who, only at the last, when the troops were already ex-
hausted began to make longer marches along with the Kirghiz.
He had in the meanwhile made a daily average of less than
25 wersts. The general's fear of overtaxing his ti-’oops was
responsible for the fact that the Kalmucks had gained a start
of 300 wersts when the Russians reached the Torgai, The Rus-
sian general had also neglected to provide himself with such
'supplies which, to the Russians because of force of habit,
had become indispensable. The Russian soldier, unlike the
Kirghiz and the Kalmuck, could not maintain himself on milk
and meat dishes. The consumption of these nomadic foods was
bound to have deleterious effects on an otherwise strong con-
stitution and this impeded the speed of the march.
According to Rytschkow's reports, not far from the
Torgai river Traubenberg sent out 200 oossacks to gather
information about the distance of the Kalmucks. They re-
turned after a three ciay journey with the assertion that the
Kalmucks were a ten day journey ahead since they had found
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a Kalmuck corpse and several fallen animals that must have
been lying there at least as long.
According to an oral report Traubenberg sent from one
of his last enaampraents a Kirghiz and a Kalmuck to the camp
of the Vice IChan in order to hand him a letter from the Gov-
ernor of Astrachan, Beketoff. For reasons \mknov;n Rytschkow
has ignored this latter but the reliability of the report
is beyond doubt.
If the Russian general wished to frighten the Kalmucks
by the news of his approach or encourage them to return to
Russia by the contents of Beketoff’ s letter we must confess
that the manner in vhich he tried to accomplish it was very
inconsiderate. For, the Kalmucks were 300 wersts away from
the Russian camp in a grassy region where they expected to
rest a few months. Lured by their levity they did not dream
of danger and therefore made no preparation to meet it. If
Traubenberg, instead of entering upon negotiations, had
started with his v,hole force, reinforced by a group ofBash-
kirs and 10,000 Kirghiz, it would have cost him only six
days journey to bring back to the k-Qssian empire a consider-
able mass of people and his name would have become famous.
The negotiations had to be supported by fear and danger if
the fleeing nomads were to be impressed. Fear, which this
time caused the danger to be far av/ay, could only hasten the
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flight* Ihe sight of Russian cannon would have made a
greater impression than representations and threats. And,
if the enfeebled condition of the Russian troops (which in
Rytschkow’s reports seems to be exaggerated) * had not per-
mitted the attempt of a five or six day march the general
should at least have sent intelligent men as negotiators.
Of the two negotiators one gave himself over to the joy of
finding his fleeing countrymen again and the other did not
possess enough intelligence and shrewdness to incline the
minds of the Kalmucks by lessened fear to a return; by in-
creasing their fear it did not keep them from flight.
*)There is no balance in Rytschkow's report
between the condition of the enfeebled
troops and the consequences of their hard-
ships, Before the real misery began the ar-
my is supposed to have suffered very much;
so that, of six squadrons of dragoons, 110
men were in the hospital and four times as
many could barely perform their duties,
buring the trouble itself a number of soldiers
had scarcely been able to satisfy their hunger
twice on crows and on horsemeat. At their ar-
rival at the fortress of Uisk they all looked
like mere shadows, closer to death than to life,
bho does not suppose that in similar conditions
this is always the case. A large portion of
the sufferers became victims ofv/ant and sudden
abundance. But, the author anticipates these
thoughts by adding:- ’In all this it cannot
be Said that our losses in men were too large,
since the vihole march cost only 40 men includ-
ing those v^io died from the consequences of a
disease they brought with them.'
Of course, it would not have been easy to make men of in-
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intelligence willing to step into the midst of enemy masses
who, full of hatred for the Russian name, had left the Volga
and had marked their removal with cruelty; but, the thotight
of securing an advantage for his country, should have called
up men among the commanders of th e 50(^ Cos sacks and Russians
who would have been ready to give their lives and even their
liberty for such a cause. If enthusiasm had slumbered avarice
would have been been effective.
The two emissaries aroused general astonishment in the
Kalmuck camp by the unexpected report that the Russians were
in the very midst of the Kirghiz steppe. The Klian at once
assembled the most prominent men and acquainted them with the
contents of Beketoff's letter. At the frontiers of the Rus-
sian Empire the opinions would have been divided; but, at
this distance from the Volga the decision was quickly made.
The heads of the assembly made these representations:- "They
had as much of the road ahead of them as behind, "^hey had
withstood the greater portion of harddaips; the march to China
would not be harder than the return to Russia, '-^hey were
protected against the Russian pursuers by a ten day’s march,
by the hardship of life in the steppes and by sickness and
fatigue. If the Russians had started their pursuit with
slow daily marches, it was not to be expected that they could
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endure a greater exertion in their weakened condition. If
the Russian general hoped to make an impression on the Kal-
muck princes through written representations it was a clear
proof that he was not contemplating any other meas\ires and
would return if this last attempt failed. The attack of the
Kirghiz would be forestalled by the numbers and the courage
of the Kalmucks who were battling for their possessions and
their freedom. The continuing of the march would not expose
them to any danger which would not be compensated by the re-
sults of their voluntary submission in ^-^hina and the bene-
volence of its monarch. bn the other hand, return to Russia
exposed them, if not to punishment, then at least to th e dis-
trust of the Russian government.'
The light-minded desire for change added to the above-
mentioned reasons is another consideration. The assembly un-
animously decided to continue the flight and the Kojons and
Saissangs were ordered to announce this to thepeople. The
Kalmuck sent by Traubenberg remained with his countrymen;
the Kirghiz returned, llius the people who thought the mo-
ment of deliverance so close were robbed of their hopes. Full
of fury at the instigators of their despair they broke into
loud curses against them but, used to obey the orders of their
chiefs, they prepared, though murmuring, to continue the flight
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Traubenberg seemed to be v/aiting only for the decision
of the Kalmucks. He had hardly been inform.ed that the Kal-
mucks had set themselves in motion again when he, too, started
with his column for the nearest boundary place, the fortress
of Uisk on the Tobal river. He reached this place after a
forty day march. Ihe reception which the troops, weakened
by hunger and disease, got from the inhabitants had been made
necessary by their six week campaign. { «•)
*) According to Kytschkow, Traubenberg reached
Uisk on June 1st, having left Orsk on April 12th,
The oral reports I have received of the flight of
the Kalmucks contradict this completely. Mr. von
Weseloff who, after his flight from the Kalmucks,
arrived at the Volga on May 4th and vh o traveled
from the Ural with cart horses remained for some
days at the Ural, spent some time at Orenburg,
was on the v;ay from Orsk to Orenbijj'g, and, in 11
days rushed from the Torgai to Orsk, sets the day
of his departure as March 22nd, The report which
I have received from the Persian V/assilly ^ ichailow,
who accompanied the Kalmucks beyond the Kangar-
bejn desert and a f ew days after the battle v/hich
was fought beyond this desert betv/een Kirghiz and
Kalmucks, escaped and sets the day of his flight
at ^pril 7th. The tv/o last data agree. How was
it possible that Traubenberg could leave Orsk only
on April 13th since V/eseloff net him on the second
day of his escape near the Torgai? bho is right?
Vvho is v/rong? I dare not decide.
Opinions are divided on Traubenberg' s conduct. Those who
excuse him say "that the Russians thought themselves on the
verge of disaster when making only ordinary marches in the
\mknown steppes region and would have encountered far more
dangers if the general had advanced with the speed of the
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Kirghiz; that sickness 'wflh.ich kept a large number of Russians
in the hospital, v/ould have made the consequences v/orse if
the pursuit had continued; that the intention of the Kalmucks
to remain for a time on the Torgai was either unknown to him
or, if he knew about it, the information, reporting the niunber
of the Kalmucks would not have availed him anything because
of the weakening condition of the Russians," Those who accuse
the Russian commander of a cautiousness that borders on fear
seek to give their assertion v/eight by saying:- "that adver-
sities endured on the march according to the reports of Rytsch-
kow were not true because the later consequences decreased
the previous causes and a greater speed of the general, on
the one hand minimized distance and hardships; and, on the
other, it would have made a further pursuit superfluous; that
the intention of the Kalmucks to rest at least a fev; days
near the Torgai river was not a secret since the condition
of the Kalmucks and the near terrible desert v/hich would have
no water for them for three days journey could be traversed
only with renewed strength if the march was not to lead the
people to ruin; and the Kalmucks might remain there all the
more gladly since they did not suspect the enemy to be near
or at least did not fear any enemy; that, besides, if the
general knew of the intention of the Kalmucks, the number
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of the Kalmucks v/ould not have given him any trouble; that
the Russians had only to show themselves to cause the fu-
gitives to return,
V/hatever one might think of the general's conduct we
see ourselves bound to admit that the Kalmucks, once informed
of the approach of the Russians, a further pursuit, though
not frustrated by the speed of the fugitives might be frustrat-
ed by the horrible steppe, Kanz Arbejan Scharra Us sunn.
This steppe v/here the Kalmucks had built their camp
when they learned of the approach of the Russians had nothing
in it for a distance of 150 worsts but undrinkable v^ater which
had received it s name from its yellow color. The v/eary fugi-
tives had to make a long thee day march through this region
v;ithout supplying themselves v;i-th the necessary drinking wa-
ter since all except the rich lacked both sufficient vessels
and also the beasts of burden to carry them. All previous
hardships were like nothing compared to this new one. Fa-
tigue, heat, thirst, forced them to take this harmful water
whose consumption was accompanied by hemorrhages. Many hund-
reds who could no longer move died at this terrible place.
The horrors of this condition destroyed in the rest the
sentiments of humanity; children left their parents behind
and otherwise tender mothers separated themselves forever
from those whom they had giver birth to. More dead, than alive
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the remnant reached the region beyond the steppes. "^hey
had hardly escaped this misery when they had to defend their
flight and their freedom with weapons in their hands.
Nurali Khan seems to have left the Russian general even
before his retreat because he had not been able to persuade
him to speed up his march. By quick journeys he reached the
Kalmucks. In the meanwhile, Ablai Khan had advanced from an-
other side and, both joining their march, they fell on the
Kalmucks as they had just, in a miserab?.e condition, passed
the waterless regions. ’-^o increase the effects of their at-
tack by the tortures of thirst the i^irghiz tried to cut off
their opponents from the next v/ater places. Despair gave
stre'igth to the Kalmucks and greed urged the Kirghiz on. Vic-
tory seemed already to favor the former when Zebek Dorchi
and Bambar v/ith the hordes under their command v;ere separated
from the battle tumult. Ihe capture of the Kalmuck prince
would have been unavoidable if Tscharan, who had been informed
of the trouble, had not brought relief to the hard-pressed
fighters after a stubborn battle. Kye v/itnesses af this bat-
tle assert that the Kalmucks had defended themselves for two
succeeding days against the Kirghiz. Hov/ large the loss of
the Kalm.ucks was during this tv/o day battle cannot be determined
enough, the battlefield was covered v;ith corpses and the losses
were great.
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The Kirghiz whom the success of this battle had not
deterred from nev/ attempts never ceased to harass the fleeing
kalmucks up to the Chinese borders. After many laborious
journeys through the v/aterless regions the fugitives reached
Lake T'engis ( Bolgaschnur) as it is called by the Mongol tribes.
In heaps they rushed tov/ard the lal'e with their animals,
pushed in as far as the v/aves permitted without throv;ing off
their clothes in order to quench at last their torturing thirst,
Many here became victims of their intemperance but a greater
number were destroyed by the Kirghiz in a second battle.
Without means of defense only the speediest Kalmucks could
cross the Ily river and escape the pursuers. Loaded with
booty and accompanied by many prisoners the Kirghiz returned
to their native land, '^he Kalmucks had to battle their way
through the rapacious Burats before they could reach the dear-
ly bought goal after a seven months sojourn.
According to Russian and German accounts the number of
emigrated Kalmucks has been set too low and according to
Chinese accounts the number of new arrivals is too high.
The latter has 50,000 families arrl vin- in China; the former
has less than 40,000 leaving Russia. As I learned from oral
reports, TTbascha had a census taken on the shores of the Jaik
by requesting from the saissangs an accurate report on the
number of the huts in their aimaks. According to the reports
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of the saissangs it contained more than 70,000 huts; but,
according to some of these only a third, a ccording to others
only one half reached Ohina. According to a census list
which Ubascha handed in in 1767, all hordes together con-
tained only 41,643 huts; but, since the Kalmucks, in order
not to have to increase the number of soldiers demanded of
them by a true report, gave a smaller number than it really
was. I'he indicated number has been arbitrarily set at a
fourth higher and accordingly assumed that the real number
Was from 55,000 to 60,000. After subtraction of the ulusses
that remained behind, therefore, about 40,000 huts may have
fled. But, the numerous herds of the Kalmucks, the ±mmense
size of their steppe, the impossibility of verifying the
truth of their accounts, all this permitted them to report
themselves more than half smaller, fhus v;e may easily assume
that, instead of 30,000 to 40,000 huts v/hich are supposed to
have left Russia, 70,000 to 75,000 actually left v;hich accords
with the census on the Jaik,
If the loss which the Kalmuck hordes had suffered in
population during the flight was so considerable that two
thirds were lost, one may guess in Mhiat condition they must
have been when they reached their nev; dwelling places, (*)
*) In the ABHATTLLUKGEN SIKESISCHER JESUITEN , p.686,
Kien Long describes the misery of the Torgots and
the things done upon his orders to relieve the misery.
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"When the Torgot nation e.rrived in the region
of Ily, the people had neither food nor clcthir.g.
This I could foresee before they really arrived.
Therefore, I had already given orders to get a-
bundant provisions and other necessities ready
for them to help this nation. My orders were
carried out to my greatest satisfaction. Land
was distributed among th.is nation and every fam-
ily given its portion which they might either
cultivate or use for cattle raising and on which
they thus could find abundant sustenance. Be-
sides, every person was given a piece- of goods
for clothes. They v;ere supplied with grain for
two years. They were also given all kinds of
furnTture, and other necessary things. Finally,
every person was given several pieces of money so
that they might buy that whi h perhaps had been
forgotten. At the distribution of the land great
care was taken not to assign to them barren re-
gions; they were given the most fertile and fat-
test lands, •t’inally, they were also given for
the start of their farming, oxen, sheep, goats etc.
in order that they might in the course of time
be able to make their own living all the more
easily." In the Song of Praise of Yu-Min-Tchung
(See ABHANDLUMGL
N
p. 692) the misery of the Tor-
guts and the liberality of the em^peror are em-
phasized even more strongl37-:- "When they arrived
at our borders they v;ere many ( I ) hundred thousand
strong, althoi.igh on their long and dangerous
journey almost as many (
’. ) had perished from hui ger
and thirst and other hardships, <^t their arrival
they v/ere inextreme want, "^hey had neither food
nor other necessaries of human life; but, the
Emperor at once supplied them with all things nec-
essary, ^e had dwe llings built fc rthem that were
adapted to their way of living; he had food and
clothes distributed among them; he gave tham cat-
tle, sheep and implements for agricultuj’e . All
these gifts were at the emperor’s own expense.
T'he expended sums were immeasurable. Besides,
every elder (head) of a family received a piece
of money to enable him to secure necessar^^ sus-
tenance himself,"
The richest Kalmucks had been placed in the middle class.
Those who had owned only 100 horses became paupers. The poor
sank into misery. Of the numerous herds, almost nothing but
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camels remained. To the endurance of these animals along the
route the Kalmucks owed their salvation up to the Ily River
for, four or five fugitives could sit on one camel or be
fastened to its sides with ropes and that made the flight pos-
sible. ^ince the condition of the herds robbed most of the
Kalmucks of the means to make their living as nomads it v/as
perhaps more the result of necessity than compulsion that
the Chinese monarch offerred the rev/ arrivals fields for cul-
tivation on the banks of the Ily river, («•)
*) According to J^-uropean reports the Kalmucks
were transferred far on the other side of the
Ily river in the desert of Gobi, close to the
Chinese border but, according to ABHANDLbTJG-
E'^T SI^TESISCI^R .^SUITEN
,
they received per’^a-
nent dwellings on the Ily wh^ich empties into
i'ake Balgaschnur to the east. This report nat-
urally is more trustworthy. The i^Viiperor of
China confirms this in the inscription which
he had engraved on (the monument) at Ily, See
Abhandlurgen, p. 693,
The fugitives had hardly arrived vh en the real intention of
Zebek Dorchi manifested Itself, He insisted on his supposed
right to the rulership over the Kalmucks and when the Chinese
court opposed his claims by pointing out the ten year reign
of Ubascha, he thought he could acquire by disobedience what
he had not succeeded in getting by his representations, U-
bascha swore allegiance to the Chinese Emperor; Eebek Lorchi,
Bambar and the adherents of the opposition party resisted
at first but later, to avoid the threatened punishment.
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submitted to the Chinese emperor v^io, the following year,
in the country seat of Dschascha permitted them to take
the oath of fealty,
») We may assume that this is the Mongolian
name of the imperial country seat, Zhe-holl
(as it is spelled by Macartney). At least,
this assumption is confirmed by the SlhES -
ISCHE A3HAM ULUMGEN . On page 578 the Emperor
himself speaks of the reception vhich the delegate
of the Kalmucks had from him and of the oath of al
legiance which they swore to him:- "When the Tor-
guts arrived at the border of my states ( the Ily
river) they found at once provisions, necessaries
and conveniences in the dwellings appointed for
them. But this was not enough. Also their dele-
gates who were to pay homage to me personally,
were paid all the expenses of the entire journey
and carried with all honors over the imperial
highway to the place of my sojourn at that time,
I saw them, spoke with them and requested them
to enjoy the pleasure of hunting v;ith us . Af-
ter the time of my sojourn there was over ’and
our recreation ended theycame with my suite to
Geho (in other places Giho and still others Ge-
holl). Here I gave them a great feast and hand-
ed them the usual presents with all the pomp I
observe when I have gifts handed to the noblest
of the Darbats (Turbets). - Geho was the notable
spot where they swore allegiance to me and the
act of homage was given not far from tk.e sacred
spot which holds the ashes of my grandfather,"
Regarding the final fate of the Kalmuck princes no re-
ports have been received whose reliability is not shrouded
in doubt on the one hand because of the distance from the
Chinese border and on the otlier on account of the meagre
political relation betv/een Russia and China. But, all
reports agree in this that neither Zebek Eorchi nor Bambar
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nor Tscharan survived their arrival in China very long.
The cause of their death is attributed by some to the wise
political measures of the Chinese hniperor who, by slov/ly
working poison given the most prominent Kalmucks during the
festive banquet wished to prevent their ambitious plans.
Rarely does the human mind, v/hen surprised by extraordinary
events, see their causes in ordinary things; it needs only
a suspicion to give its biack thoughts the appearance of
certainty.
Here the question might be raised whether Russia, thrnugh
the flight of the Kalmucks, gained more than it lost. If we
consider the number of Russian people who are in no relation
to the size of the l^mpire, Russia would lose, by having 400,
000 persons removed; but, if we consider the conditions then
prevailing we must confess that there would have been no bal-
ance between gain and loss, \\0nile Russia, two years after the
Kalmuck flight, was involved in .a hard war with the Turks there
sprang up on the southeastern border the rebellion of Pugat-
scheff. Destruction and murder marked the path of the rebels
who, it is true, consisted only of scraped up rabble, but,
nevertheless, they began to grow stronger every day. The
Kalmuck prince would have used the arrogated title as a pre-
text to re-enforce the other’s pov/er by his ovm. "Ilie Cossacks,
excited by dreams of their former independence, . v^rould then have
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followed the Kalmuck example all the more readily because
their own brothers formed the strength of the Pugatscheff
group. The evils which would have resulted from the union of
such uncouth bands led by their enterprising chiefs, are man-
ifest, Kalraucks and Cossacks would have joined the Crimea
Tartars and the Russian armies, occupied with the Turks in
front and harassed by countless cavalry in the rear, would
have had to win a bloody victory at the risk of being annihil-
ated. All of southern Russia would have been in flames and
the gigantic work of Peter tiie Great would have had to be
newly created again. There is no doubt that the Russian arms
would have overcome these dangers ; but , the devastation of so
many villages and towns, the many thousands of citizens who
would have fallen victims of the rebellion, could in no way
have been compensated by the staying of die Kalmucks.
By the flight of the Volga Torgots the Darbats profited
especially. They had remained (and had always been kept in
a sort of dependence by the Torgot princes) and now a balance
of power was established between the twro states and the Russian
government favored the latter because they would not take
part in the flight, -^-niong the Torgot princes, Assarcho and
Maschi remained the most powerful because their number was
small and the close kinship could not cause any disunion.
Already at the time of Ajuka, the Darbats., under the
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l0a.ci6Psiiip of Soloni ZaPan Baa,tup Taidschi (^) had cxdhi© to
Russia (1673) where they were ruled for more than tv/enty
years by this prince and his descendants.
•«•) In the Kalmuck language a distinction is
made between Taidschi and Taischi; the former
means a name, the latter a title, which was
surpassed only by that of Khan and Vice Khan.
Galdan Zaran, a great grandson of Zaran, was the last prince
of this line. His death and the disturbances incited by his
mother caused the monarch to put the Darbats under a side
line which at that time was dominated by three princes,
Lschall, Tundut and Zandann. Solom horschi, the father of
these three princes, who derived his origin from a brother of
Solom Zaran, with 30 Kalmucks had escaped from a persecution
in his native land and also settled on the Volga. Zandann,
though the youngest, was the most worthy of his sons and,
after Galdan' s death, he was named chief of the Darbats. Later
Tschutschei, lundut’s son, received & e rulershin over the
Darbats, (•»(•)
Tsciiutschei died in the middle of May 1803.
Luck seemed to favor this prince greatly since
six sons of Zandann died one after the other
and thus frustrated the hopes of their father.
The new prince, vho, as an unimportant ijojonhad had only 70 huts, as Taischi, within 20
years united the pov/er of his uncle Zandann,
the possessions of his brother Oerdogo, with
the ulusses of his cousins who descended from
the weak-minded Dschall,
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After llie fli^t of the Torgots, for thirty years,
neither Khan nor Vice Khan ruled the hordes of the Dar-
bats, Torgots or Choschots, who had remained on the Volga.
But, for the first 15 years after the flight the hordes were
still under a regular Kalmuck college (council) which had
the nomination of the Kalmuck sarga and which consisted of
three prominent Kalmucks (one Darbat, one Torgot, and one
Choschot). Betv/een 1786 - 1788, the Kalmucks were admin-
istered first at Jenata jaresk, then in Astrachan by a Kal-
muck chancery which v/as composed of tv/o t^ussianaand several
Kalmuck members under the direction of the governor. During
the reign of Paul I, the Kalmucks at first v;ere under the
orders of an Astrachan Kalmuck court in which only two Rus-
sian judges had the decision. But, vhen at the tire of the
end of the last reign, Tschutschei was appointed Vice Khan
the Kalmuck court ceased to exist and Tschutschei v;ith the
title of Ubascha, also inherited his influence on the hordes
of the Darbat, Torgots and Choschots.
To this history of the Kalmuck flight I wish to add as
an appendix the story of a man who in the very midst of the
Kirghiz steppe dared to attempt flight from the Kalmucks
and successfully carried out the attempt. Misfortune
arouses our sympathy if the one concerned has enough courage
and determination to work himself out of it.
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Michailo Ssavitsch Weseloff, drawn by the example
of his father and his own inclination to the direction of
Kalmuck affairs, held the post of a college commissar in the
horde of the Khan when the Kalmucks were preparing to flee.
By accident he had become acquainted vyith theiintention of
Ubascha just a few minutes before; but, liie open Volga and
the speed of the Kalmucks prevented his escape.
On the day of tiie flight, the IQran’s wife, who, in the
absence of her husband, who supposedly had marched against
the Kirghiz, was in supreme command over the horde, sent a
prominent Saissang, Ortschir by name, to Mr. V/eseloff to
inform hii he was under arr*est. The Saissang, at first more
through his mien than through words, indicated that he was
a messenger of unpleasant news. He had not yet said any-
thing of the order received, when tumultuous noise caused by
the looting of the market confirmed Mr. V/eseloff’s suspicion.
Weseloff inquired of the Saissang what the tumult meant and
since the Saissang pretended not to know, Weseloff wanted to
go to the wife of the I-Qian to get the needed information.
'
'ihe wife of the Khan* said the Saissang, ’will not admit
you now. Better come with me,’ There was nothing to be
done but to a ccept the invitation and to go to the Saissang,
The latter still hesitated, but, liie desire to diare in the
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plundering of the market fought a strong battle with the
fear of grieving a friend. In the end the Saissang confessed
to his friend that the Kalmucks planned to flee from Russia
and that the wife of the Khan had ordered him to be ’Put in
irons ’
.
An iron neck-collar held in readiness was brought out at
once and put on him. Otherwise Weseloff had no complaint
to make about his meeting with the Saissang. He was treated
with courtesy and even served tea. A drunken Kalmuck who
rushed on him with a knife was ejected from the hut.
After the booths had been plundered, the huts taken a-
part and the camels packed, Weseloff was chained to a Tar-
tar wagon and had. to accompany the speeding fugitives on foot.
The Kalmucks, excited to all sorts of mischief by strong drink,
made the captive feel their enthusiasm. Drunkards hastening
by heaped curses on him and accompanied them vd.th blows. One
more drunk than the others said to his companion:- ’What will
you wager that with three tiny blows this fellow falls to the
ground?’ The other accepted the wager, A bottle of whiskey
was to be the prize against loss of the beast. He could be
all the more sure of success because, he boasted, he had felled
more than one wolf with one stroke, H© stepped up to the un-
fortunate, first pulled the cap off his head, tore his fur
off and with the finger-thick thong of his vh ip aimed at him
so accurately that anybody whom youth had endov/ed with less
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strength, certainly would have fallen to the gro-und at
the first stroke. At the third blow, Weseloff was close
to collapse but, to defy the barbarian, he stamped the earth,
clanking with his chains, and, without a sound, followed the
march. However, he had already been so embittered by the
previous mistreatments that he wished for nothing but a knife
to kill some 'f his attackers and then himself. But, the
other Kalmuck raised a loud shout of victory at his unex-
pected firmness and the prospect of the hoped for drinks.
The speedy march and the wintry cold which set in sud-
denly increased the sufferings vhich V/eseloff had to endure
on the march. His persecutors had not only taken his cap
and furs and replaced them with miserable rags but also
exchanged his boots for thin felt covers. Besides, he saw
himself .forced to have his hair cut off completely to escape
the vermin which the strange garments, the filthy underwear,
the march and the bedfellows with whom he was forced to sleep
in the narrow hut, made unavoidable. The strain and the cold
caused him to develop pleurisy after a warch of four weeks
and this made walking impossible for him. Toved by his sorry
condition the Kalmucks finally gave him a horse. But, Ihe
compassion of the Kalmucks did not help much because wind
and snow flurries increased his suffering every moment.
Almost unconscious he dismounted and threw himself into a
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corner of a freshly set up hut in order, as he hoped
to await the end of his hardships, '•‘•'he Kalmucks with
whom he was were good-natured enough to lament the condi-
tion of the unfortunate man; one of them put a pillow un-
•der his head and another covered him with a felt blanket.
They hoped thus to ease his death and thus, without their
foreseeing it, became the means of his rescue. The torpid
spirits of life, through the warn covering and through a
dream which, in a religious phantasy makes a strange im-
pression, stronger than in cold reason, resumed their or-
dinary activity. In short, Weseloff, strengthened by the
rest and filled with new hope by the nightly dream, to the
astonishment of all the Kalmucks, was able to continue the
journey with alacrity.
He Was with the division of the horde led by Ubascha
himself which stormed the fortress of Kulagina. Althou^
the resistance of the beleaguered cost the Kalmucks only
a few of their men one of Vi/eseloff’s hut companions v/as
killed by a cannon ball. The death of his nephew caused
the uncle to take unfair revenge on his captive; he bound
his upper arms back with ropes fastening the head to the
trellis work by means of a rope slung to a pole outside
the hut, and, extending the roped feet to the other side
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of the hut. In this torturing position Weseloff had to
spend the whole night. When he, after a sleepless night,
was to follow the march of the horde next morning, the
ropes were imtied. However, the arms were terribly swollen.
Some time passed before he regained the use of them. Even
now, 32 years after the flight of the Kalmucks, the traces
of the Kalmuck barbarism are preserved by finger thick de-
pressions.
Up to the Jemba river, Weseloff had to follovr the fu-
gitives in chains. The Vice Khan, either because he thought
it impossible that the prisoner could devise a plan for
flight outside of the Russian border, or, because he remembered
his former friendship with him, now had his shackles rem.oved,
Ubascha even wished to restore him to complete freedom but
his advisers prevented it. For, it was ITbascha’ s intehfciion,
with the 90 Truchmen, whom he had taken along originally
under the pretext that they were to be used against the Kir-
ghiz and now were voluntarily returned, to let also the
captured Weseloff return, (•»)
^Ar) A famous writer has it that the
Truchmen forced their return.
The leader of the Truchmen already congratulated him on
his coming freedom but, the chief lama, Loosang Dschaltzan,
frustrated this by saying it would be better to take the
Russian commander along because, perhaps, one of their nobles
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might fall into Russian captivity and then could be ex-
changed for Weseloff^ ^his advice was effective. Ihe
Truchmen marched back and V/eseloff accompanied the Kal-
mucks beyond the Irgitsch, the Ulkjah and the Torgai Rivers.
He had marched 2,000 wersts with the Kalmucks without
an opportunity or means for flight having offered itself to
him. Though his present condition as a prisoner had become
tolerable his mind was too much occupied with the thought
of his native land to think highly of the Vice Khar’s prom-
ise to send him back from the Chinese border. The prospect
of gaining freedom by a daring venture vanished more and more
when a chance hannening came to his aid and he could carry
out hii: most ardent wish.
As we have heard, Traubenberg had sent a Kalmuck and
a Kirghiz with Beketoff * s letter to Ubascha, Some Kalmucks
informed their captive friend of this, V/eseloff wished to
speak with the Kalmuck himself to get nev/s from his native
land and about the pursuing Russians and so he moui ted his
horse and rode over to the headquarters of Ubascha,. On the
way he heard somebody call his name; he looked around and
noticed a Kalmuck known to him, '^‘hey approached and Lanssan
- that was the Kalmuck’s name - stealthily gave Vjeseloff
to understand that he had been looking for him for a month
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to flee with him and that he had joined with several
Kalmucks and that they could start at once* V/eseloff
seized the opportunity with great joy and decided to take
it at once. However, large company seemed disadvantageous
to him because it might impede the speed of the flight and
lead to discord regarding the route to be ta]':en. So he gave
the Kalmuck to understand that he deemed it wiser to start
at once without waiting for the others, Lanssan admitted
the soundness of Weseloff's reasons. They parted without
losing sight of each other, and they roamed about for a
while so as not to rouse any suspicion and only toward even-
ing did they hasten on their flight.
The approached several huts in v/hich friends of Lanssan
were preparing their supper, Tlie good-natured Kalmucks
urged them to share their meal. The Kalmucks Vvere keen-witted
enougli to guess the road which the two horsemen wished to
take and, far from putting any obstacles in their way, they
offered to facilitate their flight with their own supply
of copper money and a splendid rifle which Ubascha himself
had given into their custody. Because V/eseloff considered
it risky to take such a precious gun vdth him he contented
himself, like his companion, with a handful of copper coins.
Each received 80 kopeks and, with this money which most likely
was of no use to them in the steppes they started on their
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way, a journey of 1100 v/ersts.
Night was close at hand when they tried to steal some
fresh horses at the last Aimak, Self preservation made
this theft necessary. Their horses m5.ght collapse and tir: ey
would either fall into the hands of the i.irghiz or perish
in the horrible steppe. The attempt to get tie horses v/ould,
perhaps, have cost Weseloff dearly had not the darkness saved
him. He had just sneaked up to unfasten a horse when two Kal-
mucks in familiar conversation came out of the hut. One of
them walked over to the horse and, to support himself, put
his arm around the neck of the animal. But, then the Kalmuck
turned away, Weseloff who, lying dovm for several minutes,
had been v/aiting for the development of his fate, hastened
to gather the horses he liad found and then, quick as light-
ning he left the Kalmuck hut behind.
Weseloff and Lanssan with eight horses continued their
journey with such speed that, the next morning, vhen the sun
had completed a third of its course, they reached the banks
of the big Torgai River. They had made at least 200 worsts
and had passed 10 Kalmuck camping places. Such a speed would
seem unbelievable to us if the veracity of -him from viiom I
have the report were not above questioning.
The fugitives got their horses across the Torgai river
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whose v/a Iters still shov/ed the erfects of the cold season.
They went back to get their clothes hut fatigue and cold
affected them so much that they were unable to recross the
river. They v/rapped themselves in a felt blanket v/hich
the Kalmucks had left and recovered from their laborious
ride by a good sleep.
They awoke v/hen the sun had passed noon, gathered their
horses and pursued their way with moderate speed. Toward ev-
ening they saw the Kussian tents but, fearing they might fall
into the hands of roaming Kirghiz, they turned sideways
and made straight for the fortress of Orsk which they reached
on the 11th day of their flight, V/eseloff had reasons to
consider himself lucky that he could ride as fast as any Kal-
muck and that he, while vd th them for three years, had ac-
quired the faculty of follov^ing a straight course by eyesight
and, in this art, he excelled even his companion. 1'hey had
been obliged to slaughter one of their stolen horses, ('J*-)
Mr. Von Weseloff could be satisfied vith
this food because, on his first involurtary
flight, he had sustained himself with the
flesh of fallen cattle.
The others v;ere sold in the fortress of Orsk, '^'he money
thi''s realized was used to pay the expenses of their further
travel, For a few days they remained at Orenburg, a v/eek at
the foot of the Ural in the house of one of V/eseloff ’ s rela-
tives, and then, by means of cart horses, made the rest of
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the way to Jenatajewsk, Weseloff had sent a messenger ahead
to announce his coming but, the joy of his mother was greater
than her previous sorrow had been. The joy of seeing him a-
gain ended her life v;ithin three months.
Now V^eseloff was appointed pristaw of the Darbat horde.
The movements which began there before long gave him the
certainty that this di\rision of the Darbats intended to fol-
low the emigrated Torguts , He tried to prevent this by a
report, upon which Zebek XJbaBchi, a son of Galdan 2iaran and
grandson of the revengeful princess Abu, under a plausible
pretext, was sent to St. Petersburg as a hostage. By the
death of this young prince vhich took place shortly after,
the vindictiveness of the grandmother v/as roused against
Mr. Von Weseloff. She invited him, overwhelmed him with ex-
aggerated flatteries and then reached him a cup of milk-
brandy which he could not decline since the princess herself
had offered it. He emptied the cup. A few moments later
the princess offered him a second cup but, a sudden attack
of nausea forced hiru to return to his hut. The P-almuok v/ho
had accompanied him and, either knew of the intention of
the princess or, from his knov/ledge of her character, figured
on the possibility of poisoning, took a certain kind of Thi-
betan nuts v/hich his countrymen use v/i th great success in a
of poisoning, ground them to powder and kept urging hiscase
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master until he took the medicine. The pain in his abdomen
diminished but the poison caused a high fever v/hich was ban-
ished only after a long time by a skilful physician, Vveseloff
is convinced that they had intended to poison him. All the
Kalmucks think the same but proof was lacking in order to pro-
ceed against the poisoner.
In the year 1774 the rebellion of Pugatscheff approached
the Kalmucks, The Darbat prince, Zandan, stood in treasonable
relation with the chief of the rebels and v/as about to seize
V*eseloff and surrender him to Pugatscheff v/hen VJeseloff, a few
moments before, was informed of this by a v/ell-pjeaning Kalmuck
and he saved his life by flight. His hut and all it contained
he left to be plundered. He took along only his arms.
Lanssan, Weseloff’s companion from the Kirghiz steppe, was
luckier than V/eseloff. Vveseloff had secured his freedom and
supplied him with a hut and cattle. Lanssan is dead nov; but
his family to this day, not far from the dwelling of their be-
nefactor, enjoy the happiness of peace and independence. The
empress heard nothing of Weseloff's fate. The College of For-
eign Affairs, after several years, sent him a humiliating com-
pensation of 300 rubles. A wait of ten years got him the title
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of a college translptor. Nine years later he re-
ceived the rank of a college assessor.
The whip cracks of the Kalmucks have weakened his
eyes; lawsuits, cares and grief weakened his constitu-
tion and delivered him prematurely to an infirm old
age.
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CONCLUSIONS PROM BERGMANN'S ACCOUNT.
Benjamin Bergmann's account of the Kalmuck exodus is
one of the most important of all the writings on the sub-
ject. It appears in print fairly early, in the year 1804.
In his introduction Bergmann tells us that he used three
sources in composing his account;- the writings of Pallas
and Rytschkow and, most of all, the account given him or-
ally by the Russian official, Weseloff, v/ho v.’as forced to
accompany the Kalmucks on their flight. (55)
Bergmann was a German; but, it does not follow that he
was a historian impartial to Russians, Kalmucks and Chinese.
His work is dedicated to the Russian, Nikolai Nikolai tsch Ro-
waszilzoff, the President of the Imperial Academy of Scien-
ces at St. Petersburg. (56) No source known to me is so
favorable to the ^^ssian side of the Kalmuck problem as he.
Viftien De Quincey first published his essay in 1837 he
made no acknowledgment of indebtedness for his matter to any
writer. (57) Yet, long passages of De Quincey follow Berg-
mann very closely as we shall see. It was only years later
55) Bergmann, op. cit., p. 23. (NOTE;- all r eferences in
this conclusion are to the German text cited).
56) Bergmann, op. cit.. Dedication.
57) BLACKWOOD » S MAGAZINE , V/m. Black and Sons, 45 George
Street, Edinburgh, July, 1837., pp. 89-115.
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that De Qiiincey very casually acknowledged his source stating
that the account was chiefly dravm from Bergmann. (58) It is
hard to account for the many changes and even contradictions
between De Quincey and Bergmann. On this question. Professor
Masson, discussing the possibility of De Quincey' s use of
other sources states that he does not think that De Quincey
used other sources:-
My impression, however, is, that he did noth-
ing of the sort, but deputed any necessary in-
crement of his Bergmann materials to his own
lively imagination. (59)
Professor Baldwin presents some theories on De Quincey' s ab-
errations from his source and he inclines to Masson's view. (60)
This same author presents a limited analysis of the points
of discrepancy between De Quincey and his source. (61)
The theory that Bergmann takes a pro-Russian viewpoint where-
as De Quincey takes a pro-Kalmuck stand might help to explain
the discrepancy between the two writers.
The detailed analysis of De Quincey' s historical points
as compared with those of Bergmann follows.
58) Masson, David. TKB GOLLKCTLD ^i/RITDiGS OF THCMJ^S DL QUIK-
CKY, Adam and Oharles Black, Edinburgh, 1890. Vol. VI,,
H0^lBR AND THK HOMERIDAB
.
pp. 88,9.
59) Masson, op. cit p. 426.
60) Baldwin, Gh. S., DE QUIKCEY'S REVOLT OF TRU TARTARS,
New York, Longmans, Breen, and ^o.
,
1898.
61) Baldwin, op. cit., pp, 90-6,
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CORRELATION OP DE QUIT’CEY ANL HIS SOURCE MATERIAL
De Quincey launches directly into the heart of his mat-
ter, the tale of one of the world’s greatest and most pathet-
ic migrations, and, in three pulsating, delineatory para-
graphs he introduces us to the essentials of what is coming. (b2)
However, since there is so little similarity Detv;een the
introductions of the tv;o writers, very little comparison
can be made on them. It may be v/ell though to point out
already at this time those reflections of Le Quincey’ s intro-
duction that conflict with the source material in Bergmann
as given later on, Viie merely note ttiem at this stage but
they will be dealt with at greater length later on in the
proper place. Thus, De Quincey speaks of the
gloomy vengeance of Russia and her vast ar-
tillery which hung upon the rear and the skirts
of the fugitive vassals. (63)
He compares the artillery with the volleying thunders vhich
overtook the fallen angels who thought themselves secure.
One gets the impression that Russian artillery really over
took the Tartars. Actually, it never came near to the fugi-
tives who were ten days journey ahead of the Russians when
the latter gave up the pursuit, (64)
Our author speaks of the incomparable complexity of sep-
62) Masson, op. cit,, pp. 368-70.
63) op. cit., pp. 368,9,
64) Bergmann, op. cit,, p. 207,
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separate interests in the conspiracy of the flight. It had
as close a -unity in the incidents, and as much
of a personal interest in -the moving characters,
with fine dramatic contrasts, as belongs to VEI'ICB
PRESERVED or to the FIESCO of Schiller .( 65
)
This refers to the rivalry supposed to have existed between
the khan and Zebek Dorchi and is not at all found in De
Quincey’s source in the lattei's way.
In his third paragraph, De Quincey discusses the fit-
ness of the Kalmuck exodus for stage production. (66) This
fitness he bases partly upon the variety and strength of "the
personal agencies concerned and partly upon the succession
of scenical situations. The follov/ing scenes, however, which
67he proposes are not historically authisntic:- 1) Hie general
conflagration on the Volga which did not take place histor-
ically. 2 ) The Tartar sie^ o£ Koulagina. This siege, as
a matter of fact was rather prosaic save for the purely im-
aginative elaborations of De Quincey which cannot be fo-und
in the source. 3) The bloody engagement with the Cossacks
in the mountain passes of Ouchim. The account is attractive
but cannot be found in the source. 4) The Private conspir-
acy at the Torgau River against the Khan, bergmann and oth-
er -writers do not have it, 5) The ifcragical retribution to
Zebek Dorchi at the hunting lodge of the Chinese Emperor.
65)
, Iwasson, op. clt., p. 369.
66)
. op. cit., pp. 369,70.
67)
. op. cit., p. 370.
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De Quincey' s rsoupce pays thet we do not Imow what really
happened to Zebek Dorchi. (68)
A final interesting remark occurs in the introduction
in which i-'e Q,uincey speaks of 1h e disastrous fliglit he
describes as ’authentic his tory '
.
( 69 ) Evidently Ee Quircey
does not consider his work a mere romeince. Yet, his unsup-
ported and contradicted statements are hard to explain.
De Quincey has now finished his introductory remarks and
settles down to follow Bergmann's account in its essential
points and in its general arrangment though v;ith numerous
changes. (70)
A striking point not easily overlooked in comparing De
Quincey’ s account with that of Bergraann is the formei*’s con-
siderable disregard of details vdiich are often of importar.ee
to the essay. Such omissions frequently distort a report.
Thus, while he takes his first sentence of this part almost
literally from Bergmann he yet omits to give us Bergmann’s
data on liie extent of the population over which Oubacha Staled,
namely 100,000 huts, (71) He also omits the earlier history
of the Kalmucks which Bergmann gives. (72) Bergmann gives
the geographical boundaries of the Kalmuck lands; our author
omits them, (.73) In Bergraann we find it specifically stated
68) Bergraann, op, cit,, pp, 225,6.
69) Masson, op. cit., p, 370.
70) op, cit,, (ibid).,p. 370; Bergmann, op. cit., p, 141
71) Bergraann, op. cit., p, 146.
72) ibid., p. 142-6.
73) ibid., p. 146.
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that the Kalmucks did not pay tribute to Russia and that
they were treated like an ally and not like vassals. (74)
De Ouincey departs, quite arbitrarily, from his source here
and states that Oubacha was a
living monument of national independence
ignominiously surrendered, (75)
The qualities of mind and body of Oubacha and Zebek are
represented by De Quincey with fair fidelity to his source eg
the gentleness of Oubacha and his honesty r;hich are countered
by the cruelty and hypocritical craftiness of Zebek. (76)
De Quincey states that tine Hussian surveillance was hard, (77)
This is not borne out by Bergmann who, as mentioned above,
says that the Kalmucks were treated like allies and not as
Vassals. (78) De Quincey presents a fine flourish of rhetoric
in stating the ’dilemma’ of the khan:- If the Czar did not
support Oubficha he would not be able to secure the obedience
of his vassals; and, on the other hand, if the Czar did support
him, then Oubacha would be hated by tine Kalmucks as a trai tor .( 5^9
)
This dilemma is a creation of De Quincey’ s fancy and is not
mentioned by Bergmann who makes it quite clear that, whatever
Oubacha' s relations to the Russian court, he v/as nevertheless
loved by his own people, (80) In stating the inadvisability
74)ibid., pp. 146,7,
75)
Masson, op, cit,, p, 371.
76) Bergmann, op, cit
, ,pp. 147-9 ;Masson, op. cit,, pp. 371,2.
77) Masson, op. cit., p. 371.
78) Bergmann, op, cit., p. 147.
79) Masson, op. cit., p. 371,
80) Bergmann, op. cit., p. 150,
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of Zebek borchi's resorting to violence to accomplish his
ends De Quincey echoes the reflections of Rergmann whom he
naraphrases in this part, (81) In dealing vdth Zebek' s plot
he does not state, as does the source, that Zebek was reporting
the planned assassination partly to make the Khan odious in
the sight of Russia, (82) According to De Quincey it does not
appear that the Khan himself is involved in the supposed at-
tempt, (83) ?According to Bergmann, one of the most import-
ant points of negotiation brougtit up already at Tcherkask was
the question ofroyal succession. (84) This point De Quincey
omits. He rather stresses the conspiracy of the saissangs
against Zebek. (85)
Bergmann gives the reaction of the Russian court, observ-
ing that it readily saw through the clever ruse of Zebek and
he gives the reason for the court's perception of Zebek' s dis-
simulation:- such assassination v/as not necessary for the khan;
and also, the Russians knev; of Zebek' s ambitions, ( 86
)
This is
omitted by ^^e Quincey who here observes that Zebek
found no difficulty in winning over the Rus-
sian counsels to a concurrence with some of
his political vler/s. (86)
The Russians, in fact, are made to look rather stupid by
De Quincey and, in the following paragraph, he begins :-
Having thus completely blindfolded the Cab-
inet of Russia, Zebek Dorchi proceeded (87)
81) Bergmann, cit., pp. 151,2; Masson, op.cit.pp370-2.
82) bergmann, op, cit,, p. 151.
83) Masson, op. cit,, p. 372,3.
84 jriergmann, op. cit., pp, 151,2,
85) Masson, op. cit., p. o72.
86) ibid., p. 373.
87) ibid., p. 374.
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De Quincey speaks here of Zebek as
introducing the point of that wedge which
was finally to accomplish his purposes. (88)
The one real purpose of i^ebek Dor chi, hov/ever, was to become
Khan, either under or independently of the Russians, '-Lliis he
never accomplished.
A particularly serious deviation from th-e source occurs
in De Quincey' s representation ibf the manner in v/hich the de-
bilitating change in the Kalmuck government was brought about.
He says of Zebek -^orchi:-
In particular he persuaded the Russian govern-
ment to make a very important alteration in
the constitution, (89)
Bergmann states that the change was made but does not at
all say that Zebek proposed or urged it, Bergmann says that
the change was made by Russia because of the difficulties that
the previous form of government had encountered. ( 90) De Quin-
cey' s account leads one to think that, through this new form
of government, Oubacha is being punished or curbed. (91)
Bergmann states it thus:-
Jetzt schlen der Zeitpunkt gekommen zu seir
in welchem Russland die Jugend und Dankbarkeit
des TJbascha benutzen durfte, urn eine Art von
Gleichgev/icht Bwischen I^ierst und Sarga ein-
zufuehren, indera es den letzten gev/issermassen
der Abhaenglgkeit des ersten entzog,(92)
88) ibid, p. 373.
89) ibid., p. 373.
90) Bergmann, op. cit., p. 152.
91) Masson, op. cit., p. 373.
92) Bergmann, op, cit., pp, 152,3.
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In the new government, according to De Quincey, the
sargatchi
were placed in a nev/ attitude of direct duty
and accountability, by the creation in their
favor of small pensions (300 roubles a year) (93)
Also, the Khan now begins to look rather helpless in the
hands of the (Council, according to De Quincey. (94) Bergmanr',
hov/ever, states that both prince and sargatchi were placed
under the orders of an imperial college. (95) '^'hus, the depen-
dence of the sargatchi is not stated to be essentially by
virtue of the pension. Further, the amount of Ihe pension
was one hui dred roubles and not 300 as Bergnann states it. (9$)
Bergmann also assures us that the sargatchi remained vassals
of the prince and that provision was made for the Khan to com-
plain against them if he chose in order to have any of them
removed if they did wrong. (97) De Quincey represents Zebek
Dor chi as President and Controller of the sargatchi in such
a manner as to suggest he had the power of veto over the
khan. (98) On this point Bergmann merelysays:-
so dachte man sich doch wenigstens ge-
gen ehrgeizige Absichten des Ubascha
zu sichern, indem man den ZaebaecP: Dor-
schi zum ersten Sargatschi desselben
ernannte, (99)
Our essayist observes of Zebek that for the
further development of his plots, this
very dependence on ^Sissia would be the
most serious obstacle in his way. (100)
On this same point Bergmann writes:-
Statt der Schlange ihren Stachel zu nehmen,
93) Masson, op. cit., p. 373.
94) ibid,, p. 373.
95) Bergmann, op, cit,, p. 153.
96) ibid., p. 153; Masson, op. cit,, p. 373.
97) ibid'., p. 153. 98) Masson, op. cit. p. 373.
99) Bergmann, op.cit .,p.l53. 100)Masson, op. cit. p.373.
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gab man ihr vielmehr G-elegenheit und Mittel
wirksamer Gifte fuer die ZiUcunft zu bereiten. ( 101
)
Zebek's bland and specious explaining away of the Russian
pensions is not in the source; nor is the statement that Ou-
bacha thanked Zebek for accepting the presidency of the Cocua-
cil as thereby keeping out unfriendly or unrelated office
holders, (102) De Ciuincey’s statement that 2iebek' s first
move now was to blame Russia for making the change in the
government which he himself had suggested is not in the source,
(103) Bergmann, as we have pointed out, never says that Zebek
suggested the change, (104)
De Quincey again neglects to give the numbers of the Kal-
mucks which Russia is losing, "fhese Bergmann here sets down
as 300,000 •( 105) '^’he significance of the Kalmuck cavalry
for Russia is understated by De Quincey since Bergmann says
that Russia would lose the greater part of its light caval-
ry, (106) This point is significant in viev/ of the coming
military operations.
According to De Quincey, considerable advantage kad ac-
crued to both Kalmucks and Russians from their relationship
hitherto. (107) bergmann speaks basically of the great advan-
tages the Russians reaped from it. (108) The point helps us
to understand th motives for the departure of the Kalmucks
101) Bergmann, op, cit
.
,
p, 163.
102) Masson, op, cit., p. 374.
103) ibid., p. 374.
105) ibid., p. 154.
106) ibid,, p, 154; Masson, op. cit., p, 375.
107) Masson, op. cit,, p. 375,
108) Bergmann, op, cit,, p. 154.
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and the reasons for the vigorous Russian pursuit.
The difficulties of 1h e exodus are given in greater de-
tail in the source than in our essay, (10$)
That the country toward which the Kalmucks were to travel
must he both distant and pov/erful is notdiscussed in Bergmann.
De 'stuincey states that China had the requisite qualities and
that Kien Long was further recommended to them by his respect
for the head of their religion. (110) Bergmann, however, lists
among the difficulties, the fact that the Kalmucks did not
knov7 whether they would fare better or worse in China. (Ill)
Bergmann does not stress the limited nature of the con-
spiracy as does De Quincey but merely says that Zebek Dcrchi
looked for helpers of the same disposition. (112) That Zebek
used the khan merely as a tool is not stated in the source
where he appears much less of a puppet, (113)
The character of Erempel looks somewhat different in
Bergmann who speaks of him as a Choschot prince not mentioning
his princedom around the Caspian Sea. (114) De Quincey states
Erempel' s motives quite definitely^ Bergmann raeiely speculates
on his possible motives. (115) De Quincey does not state the
extent of his pov/er; Bergmann states that it embraced several
109) ibid., pp. 154-6; Masson, op. cit,, p. 375,
110) Masson, op, cit,, pp, 375,6,
111) Bergmann, op. cit., p, 155,
112) ibid., p. 157; Masson, op, cit,, p. 376,
113) Masson, op. cit,, p. 376; Bergmann, op. cit,, p.l60.
114) Bergmann, op, cit., pp . 158,9,
115) Masson, op, cit., pp, 376; Bergmann, op. cit,, p, 158,9.
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thousand Choschotic huts. (116) Of the Russian limitation
of the power of these two princes and their dissatisfaction
because of it B©rgmann does not speak in his accourt
.
( 117
)
'Ihe character of the arch-conspirator, Loosang, is treated
more fully in Bergmann vdio enumerates his accomplishments of
the past:- that he had dethroned his predecessors Dalak Dschan-
zo, to whom he ascribed devilish arts; the death of Bonduk
Daschi, etc. Bergmann also explains that -^oosang was a kind
of 'Living Buddha’, a nan in whom a 'divine being dwelled';
that he claimed divine descent; that he had a great reputation
for holiness; and that he was greatly revered by Ihe people.
He likewise adds the motive for his part in the conspiracy,
namely, that he hoped to become still more powerful at the
court of the Dalai Lama. (118)
Bergmann does not say that the conspirators deemed the
divine sanction of the Dalai Lama necessary in order to con-
trol the people in the exodus, (119) He merely states that
messengers were sent to the Dalai Lama and that he replied
that if the exodus was to have success it was to be made
during the years of the Tiger and the Kare . Bergmann also
explains the Kalmuck calculation of time much more fully. (120)
Bergmann does not present as a fact the charge that, if
the flight were delayed, the Russians v/ould soon put a ring of
fnrtfl around the Kalmucks
,
116) Bergmann, op. eit.
,
p. 159.
117) Masson, op. cit., pp. 377,8.
118) Bergmann, on. cit., p. 158.
119)
Masson, op. cit., p, 377,
120) Bergmann, op. cit,, p, 165; Masson, op. cit., p. 377.
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Ber^mann does not bear out be Quincey’ s remarks stat-
ing that the Russian Cabinet had become vaguely jealous a-
bout the future plans of the idian; nor does he say that the
Russians would have taken measures to check his schemes for-
ever if they had not felt the need of conciliating him and
if they had not realized the danger of alienating the prince.
(121) Bergmann does not say that the Kalmucks noted the in-
creased suspicion of the Russians and strove all the harder
to efface the Czarina’s unfavorable impression. (122)
He does not state that Oubacha sent more troopsthan custom-
ary in order to allay Russian suspicion. (123)
De Quincey does not accurately present the Kalmuck
force under Oubacha which he represents as 35,000 to 40,000
cavalry. (124) De Quincey simply omits another important
Kalmuck commander, Momatubascha, the greatest hero of the
Kalmucks at that time, and a leader v/ho brought a force of
5,000 cavalry to the undertaking. (125)
De Quincey does not mention the scenes of battle listed
by bergmann. '-'•'he latter has Oubacha leading his troops into
the Cuban Mountains and Momatubascha fighting at Otschakow
where he forced superior I'urkish forces to flee. (126)
At this point De Quincey omits a long passage of Bergmann
12 1) Masson, op. cit ,
,
p. 379.
122) ibid., p. 379.
123) ibid., p. 379.
124) Bergmann, op. cit., p. 167.
125) ibid., p. 167.
126) ibid., p. 167.
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which is given here because of its importance
Dass uebrigens Ubascha ungeachtet seines Sieges
schon damals mit der Absicht umging sich aus
dem Russiachen Reiche zu entfemen, bev/eist
dessen Betragen gleich nach der Schlacht, als
er 43 feindlichen Eefehlshabern, di e waehrend des
Trefj^ens ihre Pferde eingebuesst hatten freien
Abzug erlaubte, ob es gleich in seiner Gewalt
stand, diese Eandvoll Verzweifelter, entv/eder nie-
derzuhausen, Oder gefangeri zu nehnien. Lie Ver—
nichtung dieser 43 Krieger, waere den Kubanern
eben so empfindlich als den Riissen vortheilhaft
gewesen, da sich unter denselben der kubanische
Oberbefehlshaber befand. Ubascha aber, der seinen
Zweck erreichte, indem er das Misstrauen der Sein-
igen erprobt hatte, verachtete es, das Leben raehr-
erer Krieger aufs ^piel zu setzen, v/elche dem ver-
zweifel ten Widerstande der Kubaner unterliegen
muss ten. (127)
It is not fair to omit a passage like this and then proceed
to speak deprecatingly of the justice of the Russians in the
following section; for, it is not improbable that the Czarina
heard of this cooperative attitude of the Khan toward the en-
emy and was angered greatly by it, (128) Sie may have decided
to withold the crown because of it,
Bergmann does not allude to Oubacha's new status of a
Great Marshal and Paladin at the throne, (129) Nor does he con-
trast his glorious position in Russia v/ith the position of a
suppliant which he would have to expect in China. (130)
Le Quincey says that the Cferina knev; but never acknov/ledged
her obligations to Oubacha. ‘^e then goes on to state that this
failure to acknowledge her indebtedness is a mystery perhaps
127 ) ibid. , pp, 167,8.
128) ibid., p. 168.
129) Masson, op.cit., p. 380.
130) ibid., p. 380.
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never to be explain*ed, ( 131) Be rgmann, however, says;-
Katharina die Zweite, zoegerte mit der belohnung
fuer den kalrauekischen Si eg, entweder v^eil sie von
einigen Bewegnngen •unter den Kalmuekeri benachrichtigt
wurde, oder well sie dnrch die nicht mehr erwartete
Ertheilui'g des chanaschen biadems, ueberraschen woll-
te.(131)
Ihis passage sheds considerable light on the action of the
Czarina and seems quite important. It supplements tl.e passage
listed above concerning Oubacha's friendly, perhaps treasonable
attitude toward the enemy in allowing the b-Qban commander- in-
chief and many of his officers to go free. However, De Q,uincey
omits both these important passages and presents the action of
the Russians as mysteriously inexplicable and ungrateful .( 132
)
De Quine ey observes that, even if a reward had befn
forthcoming from the Russian government, various individuals
would still have prevented a reconciliation withi Russia.
By these he probably means Zebek Dorchi, -^rempel and Loosang.
(133) Bergmann, however
,
does not mention the point.
De Quincey now delivers himself of a long passage pur-
porting to show that the attitude of envy and jealousy of variou
Russians toward the Kalmucks because of the victories of Outeacha
and Momatubascha over the Turks and Baslikirs greatly impeded
a reconciliation and promoted the cause of revolt greatly ,{ 134
)
He observes that these jealousies and intrigues moved the Czarin
to adopt an unwise attitude tov/ard the Kalmucks v/hich she soon
131 ) Be rgmann, op . cit., p. 168.
152)Masson, op. cit,, p. 380.
133)
ibid., p. 380.
134) ibid., p. 381.
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had to regret. ‘-Lhis is not to be found in Bergmann, nor
does the passage occur there in which we are invited to im-
agine how much the pride and suspicion of the Kalmucks were
armed by the insolence of the i^ussians. (135)
De Quincey nov/ presents a passage that represents so
considerable a departure from Bergmann that a reconciliation
of the tv;o versions is rather difficult, (136)
Bergmann ’ s discussion of the various persons v/ho might be
considered as possibly responsible for the revolt is quite
lengthy, painstaking and discriminating. He discusses success-
ively, as causes of the revolt, the ambition of Zebek Dorchi;
the scheming character of Loosaiig the Lama and his possible
motives; the motives of Prince 'fscharan v;ho resided at the
court of the Khan; and, finally, the character of another skil-
ful warrior, Umursanan. Bergmann also cites Chinese documents
in detail on the matter, (137) Ihese Le
.
Quincey omits. The
Chinese documents, especially, discuss Oubacha’s share in the
revolt. (138) Bergmann gives many arguments for and against
the question of primary responsibility of each leader who could
be considered accountable and, at the end, he gives a summary
quite cautiously. (139) De Quincey merely gives a dogmatic
statement that makes Zebek Dorchi solely responsible and he
135) ibid., p. 381.
136) ibid., pp. 381-3.
137) Bergmann, op. cit., pp, 171-6.
138) ibid., pp. 173-8.
139) ibid., pp. 171-6.
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ignores the other characters, ( 140 ) De Quincey also states
that this view of Zebek’s responsibility is held by many
persons who have reviewed the affair with a command of all
the documents bearing on the case but more especially the let-
ters or minutes of their council, IViese, he says, were sub-
sequently discovered in the handwriting of zebek Dor chi, (141)
Bergraann has nothing about these documents nor has he any-
thing about the minutes of the council or the handwriting
of Zebek Dorchi. Ihe simple conclusion which Bergmann makes
about the responsible leader is tb.is:-
so war doch das <lenie des Zaebaeck Dorschi allein
im Stande, die Maasregeln zu leiten, welche die
Einwilligung des Fuersten sicherten, die Sorgfalt
der russischen Regierung einschlaeferten, und die
Stimme des Volks fuer einen Vorsatz gewannen, des-
sen Ausfuehrung rait so vielen Gefahren verbunden
war, and besonders von Seiten des Volks den hart-
naeckigsten Wider stand finden musste, (142)
De Quincey presents Oubacha as very superstitious and tak-
ing terrible oaths to persevere, Bergmann writes:-
Um sich daher von dieser Seite sicher zu setzen
Hess er den Fuersten einen feierlichen Eid
schwoeren, die entworfene Plucht unter keinem
Vorwande aufzugeben, aIs dies geschehen war,
wurde rait neuer Thaetigkeit daran gearbeitet,
den Widerstand zu besiegen, welchen die Aus-
fuehrung dieses Plans fon Seiten des Volks er-
fahren musste, (143)
De Quincey represents Zebek Dorchi as being nov/ supreme
and as v/ielding the Kalmuck sceptre with absolute pov.-er; he
140) Masson, op, cit,, pp, 382,3,
141) ibid., pp, 381, 2,
142) Bergmann, op, cit,, p. 176,
143) ibid,, p, 170; Masson, op, cit,, p, 382.
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says that Zebek accomplished this in five ways and adds that
Zebek had now convinced the people that his own claim to the
crown Was better than that of Oubacha. His new supremacy re-
sulted from the fact that hecontrolled the sarga through
which he controlled Oubacha. ‘-^-his is not stated in berg-
mann. De Quincey goes on to say that, in addition to his com-
plete political control through the sarga, ^ebek had also
complete religious control th.rough the lama, (144) Bergmann
does not state this*
Regarding Kalmuck pillaging before departure:- it c3oe s
not appear from Bergmann' s account that the Kalmucks planned
the destruction of all the cities of their enemies; nor does
he say that the Khan v;as too soft-hearted to reveal the plan
of departure to the people and that Zebek Borchi had to un-
dertake this task, (145)
De Qulncey' s stirring picture of couriers dashing in
with furious haste to announce an attack is not in Bergmann
who merely says:-
Der Vorwand des '/icechans, ein kalmuekisches
Heer gegen die Kirgisen zusammen zu ziehen,
hatte 'bloss dazu gedient, die angeseher sten
Kalmueken in der Sands teppe Kryn, ungefaehr
hundert VVerst jenseit der \tolga zu versamraeln,
ujh dort die Kothwendigkei t der Piucht aiinleucht-
end zu machen, (146)
The figure of 80,000 representatives is not in Bergmann who
does not say that each family had sent a repre sentative
.
( 147
)
144) Passon, op, cit,, pp, 382,3,
145) ibid,, pp, 382-4; Bergmann, op, cit,, pp, 185,6,
146) Bergmann, op, cit,, p, 181; Masson, op, cit,, p,384,
147) Masson, op, cit,, p, 384,
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Nor does he state that the speed and remoteness of the
meeting were such that the Russians could not be present.
(148) According to Bergmann, only the Nojons and Saiseangs
met there. (149)
De Quincey, who has already told us tiiat Zebek borchi
now held absolute power, presents Zebek as presiding over
the gathering and persuading the assembly. (150) However,
Bergmann, speaking of the iOian's plan for flight says:-
DieNojone und Saissange des Kalmuekischen Volks
fanden sich auf dem bestirunten Sammelplatze ein,
wo die Parthey des Zaebaech Borschi, mit einer
Thaetigkeit ihre Entvrurfe unterstuetzte, die
den Erfolg gar nicht zweifelhaft sein liess.(151)
De Quincey gives Zebek’ s arguments for flight as:- Rus-
sian oppression; frequent disdain; contempt of the Kalmuck
religion on the part of the Russians; the intention of en-
slaving the Kalmucks; the erection of forts in the district
as a preliminary measure against them; the intention of cir-
cumscribing their pasture lands; eventually the Kalmucks were
to be forced to abandon their flocks and their nomadry and
live in towns like Sarepta, becoming mechanics and traders
which vocations were hateful to them, (152) Bergmann has
Zebek Borchi saying that;- the Kalmuck rights liad been re-
stricted by the Russians; 'J-'hose who ruled the Kalmucks not
only treated them adversely but the government itself seemed
148) ibid., ^ 384.
149) Bergmann, op. cit., p, 181.
150) Masson, op. cit., pp. 384,5.
151) Bergmann, op. cit,, p, 181.
152) Masson, op, cit,, pp, 384,5.
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to have the intention of changing these independent in-
habitants of the steppes to landbound peasants. The shore
of the Jaik were already covered \iid. th Cossack fortresses;
the northern boundaries were already occupied by emigrant
Germans and soon, throu,’;h other settlen-e nts, tie L»on and
the Terek, the Kurma and Volga v/ould be taken away from
them to limit their roaming life to v/aterless regions and
thus destroy their herds. (155)
The question of hostages seems to have been a vital
one. Bergmann mentions that the son of the khan had been
demanded as a hostage but does not say that 1he 300 noble
youths were demanded as hostages but as a guard of honor
for the monarch; this Zebek calls a pretense for hostages.
(154) De Quincey does not mention that the son of the khan
had been demanded as a hostage nor does he allude to the
'guard of honor’ explanation. De Quincey presents Zebek
as stressing greatly at this meeting the ever-increasing
levies of troops made on the Kalmucks. (155) Bergmann, in
discussing the meeting, does not mention this grievance.
According to De Quincey, 2iebek Dorchi raised the ob-
jection to the giving of hostages in order to silence the
moderate nobles vho otherwise would have insisted on first
approaching the Empress. (156) This is not in Bergmann.
153) Bergmann, op. cit,, pp. 181,2.
154) ibid., p. 182; Masson, op. cit., pp. 384,5.
155) Masson, on. cit., p. 385.
156) ibid., p.‘385.
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De Wuincey states that Zebek Dorchi, at the gathering
of the nobles, did not dare to propose flight to China but
that he proposed merely a rapid march to the Temba f^iver
from which they were to negotiate better terms, (157) He con-
fuses the words of the council of nobles with the message
given the common people. At the council Zebek says:-
Der Dalailama selbst, haette in den
vorigen Zeiten die Flucht der kalmueken
nach dem ehemaligen Vaterlande derselben
angerathen. (158)
De Quincey does not record the important decision
which the Kalmucks shouted at the end of the cour.cil:-
Unsere Kinder sollen keine ewige Geissel
werdenl Lasst uns lieber hinziehen, wo die
Sonne entsteht, (159)
In dealing with the question of Kischinskoi, the Rus-
sian pristaw, De Quincey leaves out two interesting points:
-
Bergmann mentions also the possibility of treasonable in-
tentions on the part of t he pristaw though he does not con-
sider the view likely, (160) More important is the fact men-
tioned by Bergmann that the pristav/ considered flight so
unlikely that he even lent the Kalmucks two field guns and
20 Cossacks under the command of Cantain Dudvn when Oubacha
(161)
told them it was necessary to gather an army against the Kirghiz.
In speaking of the reports sent to the Russian court on
the impending flight of the Kalmucks, De Quincey has the pristav/
157) Masson, o^p, cit,, p, 385.
158) Bergmann, op, cit,, p. 183.
159) ibid., pp. 183,4.
160) ibid., pp. 178,9.
161) ibid., p. 179.
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ridiculing the reports of Beketoff because of a personal
feud with him. (162) No such feud is mention in Bergmann.
Beketoff makes an extremely sensational journey by
sleigh travelling 300 miles a day, to report the flight of
the Kalmucks, according to De (^uincey. (163) According to
Bergmann, Beketoff was in St, Petersburg when he was told
the news himself ,( 164
)
The question of devastation and plunder is treated quite
imaginatively. According to De Q-uincey, 80,000 of the best
mounted Kalmucks stayed behind to devastate and plunder. This,
he says, the Ilian would not have permitted; so, Zebek Borchi
again overruled him. (165) These points are not given by
Bergmann nor does he speak of an original plan to devastate
the 10,000 square miles in v^iich theirvillages lay, (166)
The khan is pictured as heroically setting the people
an example for burning their homes by setting his own palace
afire and then authorizing the burning of all the homes of
the Kalmucks since this measure was considered necessary to
prevent their return. (167) Bergmann, however, speaks rather
of a dismantling operation; whatever could be taken along
was taken; the rest was simply left behind; not burned.
De Quincey omits Bergmann’ s account of another very
important chieftain in the flight. This was Bambar, the lord
of several thousand huts. He had planned to take most of the
162) hasson, dp^i dTT,, p. 387.
163) ibid., p. 387.
164) Bergmann, op. cit,, pp. 180,1.
165) Masson, op. cit,, p, 388.
166) ibid., p. 389.
167) ibid., p. 388.
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city of Sarepta witli him to China but was unable. (168)
De Quincey mentions a number of possible causes for
the leaving behind of the KaV-rticks on the West bank of t he
river; Bergmann gives only one reason, the v;eakness of the
ice for crossing, (169)
Regarding the question of plunder:- Bergmann has the
plundering limited to the v/arehouses of Russian, Armenian
and Tartar merchants and says there were only isolated
cases of bloodshed; De Quincey suggests the plundering was
much more extensive
^ 170
)
De Quincey, who so frequently emphasizes the kind-hearted
nature of the khan, omits an instance of his cruelty toward
Captain Dudyn of the i^ussians; he likewise fails to nBntion
that of the one hundred soldiers taken prisoner practically
all died during the journey .( 171 ) He leaves out still another
incident that shows the bitterness of the Kalmucks; a young
Russian had resisted their violence; he was slain and the mob
*
tore out his heart, (172)
In comparing the i>>almuck sufferings with the disasters
of i'*apoleon’s army, the siege of Jerusalem etc. De Quincey
writes independently of his source, (173)
Regarding the fight at Koulagina, Bergmann adds thst
there were only a fev/ hundred Cossacks there and that the
168) Bergmann, op. cit., ppl 188,9.
169) ibid., ppl 184,5; 1^' as son, op. cit,, pp,389,90.
170) Wasson, op cit., p, 389; Bergmann, op, cit,, pp. 186,7.
171) Bergmann, op. cit,, pp , 189-91.
172) ibid., p. 187.
173) Masson, op. cit., p. 390-2.
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the fortress was made only of plaited bushes; still,
the Kalmucks were not able to capture it. (174)
234
In speaking of tiie early attacks on the Kalmucks by
the Cossacks De Quincey is unreliable. He speaks of a bloody
battle of ex term:.- nation being fought on a distant flanl. in
which a whole tribe of at least 9,000 men perished to a man.
He speaks of tiie sun setting thatday on 'an ancient ouloss,
stretched upon a bloody field, "v^io on that day's dawning
had styled themselves an independent nation' .( 175) Bergmann,
however, says that the Cossacks v/ith about 2,000 cavalry, un-
der the leadership of Starschin Mitraessov/, cut off a sme.ll
group at the Inder Mountains. He does notsay, as De Quincey
does, that this was the ouloss, Feka Zechorr, or that they
had been feuding with the Cossacks who singled them out
specially for revenge; nor does he say that diis ouloss was
80 miles from headquarters; or that quarter v/as disdained
on both sides. (176)
De Quincey leaves out many points that greatly change
the picture, eg., two oulosses surrendered without a stroke;
these had previously indicated to the Governor of Astrachan
that they wished to remain in Russia; the ouloss of Aerkatunn
which belonged directly to Oubacha, had committed many
atrocities before surrendering and the 20 saissangs in charge
174) Bergmann, op. cit., pp. 192,3.
175) Masson, op cit., pp. 394,5.
176) ibid., pp . 394,5; Bergmann, op. cit., p. 194,
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murdered 30 captured Russians just before surrendering in
order to cover up the cruelties perpetrated by the I<lian.(177)
Bergmann adds that the guilty saissangs v/ere punished by the
knout or by deposition and that the oulosses which surren-
dered returned to their former dwelling places. (178)
De Quincey graphically describes the hasty raising of
the siege of Kulagina because of a Cossack attack; this
is not found in Bergmann
.
(17$ ) Next, De Quincey sketches
the development of a race betv/een the Wo military forces for
a vital pass in the hills which controls the approach to the
Torgai River. (180) The graphic picture is not in Bergmann,
The idyllic scene of the Kalmucks halting in flight to
rest for 15 days amid banqueting because of the snow appears
to be f ic titious. ( 181 ) - The pass of Ouchim which De Quincey
locates in the hills of Mougaldchares is reached late by the
kalmucks and in the fighting Zebek and Oubacha fight brilli-
antly and picturesquely, according to De Quincey. Tlie battle
brings revenge for Peka Zechorr, (182) The battle seems to
be a fictitious one; besides, De Quincey mentioned there
was only a small force of Cossacks in the hills; their defeat
would not avenge the 9,000 Kalmucks lost.
In dealing with the force of General Traubenberg De
Quincey does not tell us that his men numbered 5,000 Cossacks
as regular troops. His statement on the vindictiveness of
177) Bergmann, op, cit
. , pp, 194,5,
178) ibid., pp. 195,6.
179) Masson, op. cit., p. 395.
180) ibid., pp. 395,6.
181) ibid., p. 397.
182) ibid,, pp. 398,9.
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the Bashkirs and Kirghizes because of the defeats the
halraucks had inflicted on their compatriots under the Sul-
tan is not given in Bergmann. (183) Nor does Bergmann say
that these tribes had informed the Czarina that they would
not bother her with prisoners. (184)
De Quincey appears to exaggerate the losses of the
Kalmucks, He speaks of an endless chain of corpses spread
over the two thousand miles betv/een the Volga and the
Torgauj he says no spectacle was more frequent in the first
seven weeks that that of hundreds of Kalmucks gathered about
a central fire at night and all ofthem dead in the morning;
he speaks, too
,
of myriads left behind v/ith no chance of sur-
viving for more than 24 hours. (185) Bergmann speaks of se-
vere losses but presents no such spectacle. (186)
Speaking of Kalmuck losses in the first two thousand
miles of the journey De Quincey says that 250,000 Kalmucks
lost their lives and that all animals except the camels
had perished v/ithout so much as one animal surviving ,( 187
)
Bergmann does not give the figure, 250, 000 dead; of the animals
he merely says that the Kalmucks lost a great portion of their
herds between the Irgitsch and the Torgai rivers, (188)
De Quincey presents a noble picture of the Khan commiser-
ating with his people and offering to sacrifice himself for
their good. In special council the vhole question of the
flight is reviev/ed and debated anev;; he offers to take all the
183) ibid., p, 399.
184) ibid., p. 399.
185) ibid,, pp. 400,01.
186) Bergmann, op. cit., pp. 201-04.
187) Masson, op. cit., p. 401.
188) Bergmann, op, cit., p. 198.
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blame upon himself if they wish to return. The people
^
favor return but Zebek insists on persevering. (189) This
council however, appears to be fictitious and is not in
Bergniann. The latter gives a much less noble picture of
the khan who hears the universal complaint and yet pushes
the flight still faster. (190)
De Quincey omits an interesting and important point
here, namely, that the people nov/ turned to Zebek borchi say-
ing that this was his chance to gain the crown by heading them
back to Russia. He refuses, thinking he had more to gain
from China than frcan Russia, Meantime, the people cursed
the prince and prayed for the coming of the Russians that
they might have to return. (191) only council which
Bergmann speaks of talces place after the Russian envoys
arrive from General Traubenberg and then the leaders decided
to continue the journey. (192)
>
The great battle fought with the Bashkirs is elabor-
ated by DeQuineey. Bergmann says nothin^, of the thirty
to forty miles ofbattleground; nor does he say that both
tlie Khan and Zebek Dorchi were prisoners at one moment; nor
that Zebek -^orchi saved a desperate situation by rallying a
column of infantry and a camel corps to drive back the Bash-
kirs; nor does he say that the newly arrived Kir^iises v/ere
misconstrued as the advance of Traubenberg ’ s army. This,
189) Iifeson, op. cit., pp. 401,2.
115) Bergmann, op. cit., pp, 198,9.
191) ibid,, pp. 199,- 201.
192) ibid,, p. 211.
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De Quincey states, started the Kalmucks on their flight
anew, (193) Bergmann merely states that Zebek -^orchi and
Bambar were separated in the tumult of the battle and that
the Khan would have been captured if Tscharan had not brought
relief, (194) Bergmann brings in an interesting question
which De Quincey chooses to omit. He debates whether Russia
gained more than it lost through the flight of the Kalmucks.
The number of subjects losts to Russia he sets at 400,000;
against this he weighs the attitude the Kalmucks would have
taken in the events of the next few years and the influence
for rebellion and hostility the Kalmucks would have had on
other tribes under Russia if they had stayed. (195)
Das ganze suedliche Russland haette in
Flammen gestanden, und das Riesenv;erk
Peters des Urossen, haette eine neue
Schoepfung nothwendig gemacht, (196)
In speaking of the captive,)«eseloff , i>e Quincey omits
many details of Bergmann; since he habitually omits points of
Kalmuck cruelty, so here he does not mention the knouting he
suffered and the revenge torment inflicted on him for Kalmuck
losses at Kulagina. Thirty two years later Vieseloff still
bore the marks of his torment. (197) Weseloff is presented
as invited by the khan to a nocturnal interview/ with the Bash-
kirs on the banks of theTorgau for the khan wishes now to pro-
mote his escape, Weseloff warns the khan of treachery and ex-
cuses himself since he is planning another escape with three
193) Masson, op, cit,, pp. 403,4,
194) Bergmann, op. cit., pp. 217,8.
195) ibid., pp. 227,8.
196) ibid,, p, 228.
197) ibid., pp, 232-246,
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Kalmucks, De Quincey says they have already caught seven
to ten horses apiece for the flight and are just mounting
when they hear the khan calling for help, '^'hey rescue him
dramatically from v^hat appears to he an attempt of 2.ehek
Dorchi ' s men to assassinate him. The khan is duly grateful
and permits their departure, (198) However, these interesting
preparations for flight and the attack on the khan appear to
be without foundation. Regarding the flight, De Quincey speaks
of four meni Bergmann says that Weseloff and one Kalmuck, Lans-
san, journeyed alone after stealing eight horses in all. De
Quincey speaks of the great speed of their flight as something
perhaps without parallel in history. His data, however, are
not found in Bergmann who says they travelled 200 wersts in
the first night and part of the next morning; that they moder-
ated their pace thereafter; and that they reached the fortress
of Orsk on the eleventh day of their flight. This is a much
slower pace than that De Quincey presents. (199)
De Quincey tells us that 1/Veseloff, in returning home,
burst in on his mother without warning and that she died im-
mediately of the shock. (200) Bergmann specifically says that
he sent a messenger ahead to prepare her and that she died
three months later. (201)
In speaking of the fighting De Quincey mentions the
attacks of Nurali Khan; but he neglects to mention those of
198) ibid., pp. 405-7.
199) Masson, op, cit., pp, 406,7; Bergmann, op. cit.,
200) ^asson, op. sit., p, 408.
201) Bergmann, op. cit., p, 244.
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another chief, Ablal Khan. (202)
Bergmann makes a statistical inquiry according to var-
ious accounts on the mjmibers of Kalmucks who began the flight;
on those who finished it; and on those vho perished in it. He
assumed that 70,000 to 75,000 Kalmuck huts had departed from
Russia and he holds that two thirds of the Kalmucks perished
in the flight. (203) De Quincey omits Bergmann' s data and
merely states that the Kalmucks were reduced by this time from
about 600,000 souls to 260,000 at the battle of Lake 'fengis
which is his final battle, (204)
Very little, indeed, of the last nine paragraphs of De
Quincey' s essay has any foundation in Bergmann, At this point
our author draws more heavily upon his imagination than in any
previous part of his account. (205) The following are the more
important of the points not to be found in the source:- The
Great Wall is not in the original picture; nor is the emperor
out hurting on the margin of the desert; nothing is said in
Bergmann of messengers having been sent ahead to the Emperor;
there is no mention of Chinese cavalry going to the aid of
the Kalmucks or engaging in battle with the Basiikirs and Kir-
ghizes; in fact, Bergmann gives us to understand that the latter
tribes turned back at the Ily River and that the subsequent
and final fighting was with the Burats; the sufferings of the
202) ibid., p. 217.
203) ibid., pp. 219-23.
204) Masson, op, cit,, p, 414.
205) ibid., pp. 410-21.
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last ten days are not presented as exceptional by Bergmann;
no mention is made of cannon fire from a Chinese fort against
the Kirghizes. Nor is it said in the source ttiat the Kalmucks,
after their arrival received lands equal or better than those
they had left, (20b) Bergmann does not substantiate the state-
ment that the Kalmucks coiild no longer remain a purely pas-
toral people but were obliged to become essentially dependent
on agriculture. Be does not say, as does De Quincey, that
they were henceforth iirmune from military service .{ 207
)
The passage in De Quincey dealing with the fate of the
Kalmuck leaders is mostly De Quincey' s fabrication. He says
that, after Zebek's apparent attempt to assassinate Oubacha
at the Torgau River, the Khan kept quite aloof from him, (208)
Bergmann does not mention the attempted assassination and, of
course, has nothing on the subsequent alienation.
Regarding Zebek's maneuvers to become khan in China and
>
his supposed conspiracies against the Emperor upon his failure
to receive the title, Bergmann says that Zebek at first thought
he might gain by disobedience what he had not gotten by repre-
sentation, But, he quickly changed,
Ubascha huldigte dem chinesischen Kaiser. Zaebaeck
Dors chi, Bambar, und die uebrigen Anhaenger der Ge-
genparthey, widersetzten sich zwar anfangs, unter-
warfen sich aber in der Polge, um der gedrohten Be-
strafung zu entgehen, dem chinesischen Kaiser,
welcher ihnen das •j'ahr darauf in dem Lustschloss
Dschascha die Huldigung verstattete, (209)
206) Bergmann, op, cit,, pp, 218,9; 221,3,
207) Masson, op. cit., pp. 418,9,
208) ibid., pp. 419,20; Bergmann, op. cit., pp. 224,5.
209) Bergm.ann, op, cit., pp . 224; Masson, op. cit., pp. 419,20.
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Thus, Bergmann does not say that the chiefs planned treason
against the hiriperor; nor does he speak of numerous plots and
counterplots. Of the final end of the supposedly-conspiring
chiefs De Quincey says that Zebek korchi and all his accompli-
ces were invited to the imperial lodge where, through the skil-
ful management of the Chinese nobles, their murderous artifices
were made to recoil upon themselves and that all "perished
by assassination" at a great imperial banquet?^8^ the end of
these men Bergmann says that many reports came in about them
but that they were unreliable for various reasons,
Alle Nachrichten stimmen indessen darin ueberein,
dass v/eder Zaebaeck Dorschi, noch Bambar, noch
Tschaeraen, ihre Anlmnft in China large ueberlebt
haetten. Die TJrsache ihres Todes v;ird von einigen
den staatsklugen Maassregeln des chine sischen
Kaisers zugeschrieben, welcher durch langsam
schleichendes Cift, das den angesehensten Kal-
raueken waehrend eines festlichen Mahles gegeben
v/aere, ihrem ehrsuechtigen Plaenen vorbeugen
wollte, (211)
Note:- the reader will recall what the Chinese accounts said
of the honors given the variouschief s by the Lmperor and the
death, years later, of Zebek Dor chi and Oubacha,
Of the peace and happiness v/hich he Quincey ascribes to
Oubacha and his people in China Bergmann makes notmention, ( 212
)
Bergmann makes no mention of the tv/o-fold monument, spir-
itual and material, commemorating the exodus of the Kalmucks ,( 213
)
The interesting text of the monument is De Quincey' s fabrication.
The Chinese accounts should be consulted for the true monument,
210) Masson, op. cit,, pp. 419,20.
211; Bergmann, op. cit,, pp. 225-7.
212) Masson, op. cit., p, 420.
213) ibid., p. 420.
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V) ENGLISH SOURCE I.lATERIAL ON THE » REVOLT
»
The Embassy of Lord Macartney to China, (2M)
Between the acts, many of the spectators went into
the Emperor’s box, to see and converse with him. Most of
them were Tartars: few original Chinese being invited to
Zhe-hol, There v«rere likev/ise two Mussulmen, chiefs of some
hordes of Calmoucks, who, not Icng since, on occasion of
discontent or misunderstanding with the government of Rus-
sia, migrated in great number from the northern coast of
the Caspian Sea into Chinese Tartary, and put themselves un
der the Emperor's protection. He gave them a very favora-
ble reception, and decorated these two leaders with buttons
of dignity, and peacocks' feathers to their caps.
After the festivities v/ere over, the Tartar princes be
gan soon to prepare for their return home. They v/ere the
chiefs of numerous clans dependent upon them, and could
214) Staunton, Sir George, Bart, AN AUTHENTIC ACCPU IT OF
AN EMBASSY FROM THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN TO THE EMPEROR
OF CHINA, etc, tsiken chiefly from the papers of His
cellency the Earl of Macartney, etc. Philadelphia, 1799^
Volume II, pp. 93,4,
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bring large bodies of troops into the field. They v;ere
often called upon in time of war, and had their respective
stations, rank, and duty, assigned to them under the grand
banners of Tartary. Their lands, or fiefs, were properly
hereditary by primogeniture; but it was of late become nec-
essary for the heir, on the death of his ancestor, to receive
a sort of investiture from the Emperor, who seldom, and in
very special cases, refuses it. Tliese Tartar princes usual-
ly marry the daughters and nieces of the Imperial family and
hold a superior rank at court in consequence of this alliance.
Their education is usually directed to military pursuits, and
their weapons, the bow and scimitar; but many of them are ac-
quainted with the history and geography of their own country.
They hold the Emperor in the greater veneration, considering
him descended from Kublai-Khan, the conqueror of China in the
thirteenth century. His descendants being in the fourteenth
century expelled from the throne of that empire, fled into
the country of the Man-choos in Eastern Tartary; and from
their inter-marriages v^ith the natives, sprung the Bog-doi
Khans, who, in the last age, entered China, and formed the
present dynasty; a dynasty hitherto most fortunate.
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CONCLUSIONS from LORD DACARTNKY'S ACCOUOT
Lord Macartney represents the earliest Englishman to
contact the Kalmucks in China after their flight. Britain’s
first ambassador to China WqS received by Emperor Ch'ien Lung
at his iiummer Palace at Jehol in 1796. This was twenty four
years after the arrival of the Kalmucks. The ambassador and
his entourage were not allowed to stay long at the court and
so the opportunities for observation v/ere very limited.
Professor Baldwin writes of Macartney's book (edition of
1798) and its influence on De Quincey as follov/s:-
Volurae II, p. 265 contains a very iaaccurate
reference to the migration of tiie Kalmucks.
The general map at the beginning of Vol. I.
shows "Lake Tengis", with theriver Ily and
the settlement of the "Torgut Tartars", all
rather inaccurate. This map and the plates,
to which reference is made in the notes,
were not improbably consulted by De Quincey.
He certainly knew the book. (215)
Lord Macartney's account, as given us by 5ir Ceorge
Staiinton, is, however, so brief in its treatment of the Kalmucks
that it could not haWe influenced De Quincey very greatly.
Notable among the observations made are these:-(216)
that the Emperor received the Kalmucks very favorably on arrival
and honored their chiefs; that the Kalmuck chiefs v/ere still in
215 ) Baldwin, op. clt., p
.
87
.
216) Masson, op. cit., pp. 93,4.
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good standing with the Emperor twenty four years after
their arrival; (this v/ould hardly have been the Cgse if their
leaders, on arrival, had conspired against the Emperor and,
as a result, had been assassinated by the Chinese nobles at
a banquet as De Quincey presents the case); (217) that the
chiefs of the Kalmucks could bring large numbers of troops
into the field for the use of the Emperor and that theywere
often called upon for service, (“ilnis point is in opposition
to E>e Quincey who speaks of their immunity from military ser-
vice in China; (218) -that investiture with titles came nov/
from the Emperor who mi^t wi thhold the title.
Thus, in ^hina, according to Lord Macartney, the Kalmuck
had many of the same difficulties that caused them to leave
Russia:- especially, dependence for titles on a foreign sov-
ereign and the obligation of rendering frequent military ser-
vice to him.
217) Masson, on. cit.,
218) ibid., p. 419.
pp. 419,20.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
V^e have already pointed out after the citation of
each historical text the principal discrepancies betv;een
that text and other historians notably De Quincey and his
source, Bergmann.
The most outstanding point observed so far is the dis-
crepancy between De Quincey and all other sources in his
treatment of the Chinese section of his essay* In this part
he departs radically from his source which hardly deals with,
the question of the Kalmucks in Ghina. The points he takes
from Father Amiot through Bergmann, ie*, the record of Em-
peror Ch'ien Lung and of the minister, Yu Min-chung, are
correct though too brief to form a valuable picture. Prac-
tically all the rest of the China section must be considered
speculation for it is very unlikely that De Quincey possessed
any sources giving these facts which v/e do not possess today.
And, even if the facts of this part had been tai:en from some
source, they v/ould still stand contradicted by many other
reliable sources.
De Quincey is wrong in saying that the Kalmucks in China
were obliged to turn to agriculture and to forsake their
nomad v/ays;|;hey were given their choice of the tv/o. The
important question of immunity from military service in China
seems wrongly stated if we may believe De Quincey' s countryman
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Lord Macartney, who contacted the Kalmucks twenty four
years later and fourid them frequently called upon to as-
sist in the wars of the li-mperor.
No Chinese source confirms De Quincey’s statements on
the continued rivalry in China between Zebek Dorchi and Ou-
bacha for the title of Khan. Neither do the Chinese sources
suggest that Zebek and some of the chiefs were inclinec’ to
oppose the Emperor over this or any other issue. Zebek
Dorchi actuallysent news of his submission to the Emper-
or by messenger before he himself arrived.
I'he statement that Zebek and his conspiring friends
were all assassinated by the Chinese nobles at an imperial
banquet appears to be the grossest fabrication. No source
whatever speaks of such a dire event. Instead, we read
that the chiefs were allowed to return to their lands after
they had received distinguished titles and valued gifts
from the Emperor. Further, we read in the Chinese accounts
of the lives of these chiefs years afterv^ards. Vifhen Zebek
Dorchi died seven years later the Emperor honored him and
his family in a very special v/ay
.
The question of the monument to commemorate the Kal-
muck arrival is not in harmony with any of th e accounts.
The text which the Emperor ordered engraved on the monument
at Ily is known to us. De Quincey ' s text is entirely differ
ent and must be considered a product of his fancy. The type
of architecture of the monument is not given in the Chinese
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accounts; but, no accoui t presents it as built of 'mlglity
columns of granite and brass’.
The accounts seem to be at variance in dealing with
that part of the essay which deals with Kalmuck life in Rus-
sia and during the flight, '-^‘he best figures on the number
of Kalmucks departing from Russia and on those lost in the
ejcodus are probably to be found in Ber(7nann who inquired into
the matter very minutely.
The question of the true cause of the flight seems to be
wrongly presented in Bergmann and in De Qulncey who both
ascribe disproportionate Importance to Zebek bor chi's con-
spiracy. If that had been the principal cause some of the
other accounts would certainly have mentioned it; but, they
do not even hint at it. Further, if Zebek Dorchl had tried
to become khan in China with the co-operation of the bmperor,
that monarch who notes everyttiing in great detail in his
state record^would certainly have mentioned the matter.
On the other hand, if Zebek had hope of becoming khan in-
dependently of the ii*mperor,he would not have sent messengers
of submission ahead to that ruler. It also seems probable
that if he was so anxious to become khan he would have
accepted the request of the suffering Kalmucks in their flight
to lead them back to Russia as their chief and khan.
Practically all writers except Bergmann and De Qulncey
stress the battle losses of the Kalmucks or the levying of
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troops by the Russians as a primary cause of the exodus.
Bergmann, in rejecting this cause, seems to exonerate the
Russians unduly, Tch'ouenn luen states that 95,000 Kalmucks
lost their lives in Russian wars in the years just before the
exodus. V\ie cannot imagine that the Kalmucks would volimtarily
sacrifice so large a percentage of their nation for Russian
wars in which they had neither gain nor interest.
Bergmann concludes that it v/as probably a good thing
that the Kalmucks departed because they mi^t have inten-
sified the later rebellion of Pugatscheff. However, one
wonders if that rebellion would have taken place at all if
the Kalmucks had not been forced to leave which served as an
example to the others. ^e fact that the Russians, accord-
ing to Jean Castera, sent a second pursuing force after the
Kalmucks, a circumstance omitted by Bergmann, shows how
keenly they felt the loss, Ihe Chinese accounts indicate
the same feeling in reporting that the Russians had demanded
the return of the Kalmucks of the Bmperor.
It is regrettable that we have to conclude that the
historians of the Vtfest report the Kalmuck exodus less re-
liably than do the historians in China. It is disappointing,
likev/ise, to have to conclude that De Quincey, as a historian,
is quite undependable however charming he may be as a prose
romancer. He does not hesitate to suppress the unfavorable
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and overstresa the agreeable; he does not scruple to
enlarge passages as he sees fit; to add nev; facts, bat-
tles, etc; and, at times, he contradicts the very soiirce
from which he takes his matter. His aberrations from the
objective truth seem to have ueen caused mainly by his
prejudice against the Russians and by his love of present-
ing a sensational picture which is not always based on
reality.
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
DE QUIHCEY*S REVOLT OF THE TARTARS SEEN IN THE
LIGHT OF CHINESE, FRENCH, GERMAJ^I AND ENGLISH
SOURCE MATERIAL.
by
JOSEPH ALBERT SANDHA/^S

ABSTRACT OB’ THESIS
The research of the dissertation was motivated by an
attack by Orientals, Chinese and Russians, on De Quincey’s
reliability as a historian. The Russians felt De Quincey take
a pro-Kalmuck, pro-Chinese and anti-Russian stand. The Chines
argued that De Quincey' s statements on the Kalmucks in China
do not correspond to their national records.
In an endeavor to discover the objective truth about the
Kalmuck revolt the principal historical writings in Chinese,
French, German and -B^nglish were consulted up to 1837, the year
in which De Quincey' s REVOLT OB’ THE TARTARS appeared.
The purpose of the thesis is:- to record the views of im-
portant historians of various countries on thie subject; to
compare their accounts in order to discover the truth more
accurately; to test, in the light of this evidence, De Quin-
cey' s statements; and, finally, to inquire into De Quincey'
s
manner of using source material, especially Benjamin Berg-
mann's, in order to make possible a just estimate of him as
a historian.
The Chinese sources investigated are:- 1) TUNG HIJA LU
(THE EASTERN FLOV^ER RECORD) ; 2) YU CHIH-YffiN ( COMPOSITION
Written by the Emperor
)
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SKIH-LU ( THE TRUE RECORD OF KMPIilROR CH’IEN LUNG OF THE GREAT
CH»ING DYNASTY) ; 4) The HISTORY of Tch’ouenn luen. Mandarin.
The texts are translated from the Chinese except the last-men-
tioned which is translated from the French.
The French source material investigated extends to the
writings and transcripts of Father Amiot S. J. v^o presents •
Emperor Ch*ien Lung's account and that of his minister, Yu-
Min-Chung. It also extends to the writings of Father Le Mail-
la S. J. and those of Jean Castera,
The German source material presents Benjamin Bergmann,
NOMADISCHE STREIFEREIEN in Engl i da translation,
'The English source material deals with the embassy of
Lord Macartney to China.
Conclusions are drav/n from each source presented at the
end of each text cited. In the case of Benjamin Bergmann the
conclusions and observations are detailed since Bergmann w&s
the principal source of De Quincey.
The Chinese TUHG HUA LU
,
a day to day record of Lmperor
Ch’ ien Lung, deals very minutely with the coming of the Kalmucks.
However, it does not bear out the substance of De Giuincey'
s
statements on the Kalmucks in China, The Emperor does not
personally behold the approach of the Kalmucks near the Great
Wall while he is out hunting. He was at the court at the time
the news was brought in. He does not send cavalry to assist
the harassed Kalmucks against the Bashkirs and Kirghiz; he
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did not expect the coming of the Kalmucks three months later
since he did not expect their coming at all; he and his court
were taken by surprise and consternation resulted. No mention
is made of the rivalry for the title of Khan being referred to
the Emperor by Zebek Dorchi and Oubacha. No mention is made
of ^ebek Dorchi and his friends among the Kalmuck chiefs at first
refusing obedience and submission to the Emperor as both De Quin-
cey and Bergmann state, Chinese account states that Zebek
Dorchi sent messengers of submission ahead to the Emperor even
before his own arrival. No mention is made of conspiracies a-
gainst the Emperor by the Kalmuck chiefs or of plots and counter-
plots on either side. The particularly offensive charge of De
Quincey that all the supposedly- conspiring Kalmuck chiefs were
invited to a great banquet and that they were assassinated there
by the Chinese nobles is quite unfounded and unjust. Zebek Dorchi
had been honored by the Emperor v/ith the title of Prince and the
account states that he died seven years later. In recording his
death the Emperor speaks regretfully of the event; he praises
his work in office and decides to send a high official to the
funeral to offer sacrifice. Zebek' s title is transferred to
a younger brother who is also given additional honors. If Zebek
Dorchi had acted treasonably these honors would not have been
forthcoming
.
The Emperor had inquired into the causes of the revolt and
he states that Oubacha, consulting with his chiefs, decided to
go to China because of Russian troop levies; because Oubacha*
s
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son was taken as a hostage; and because of religious dif-
ferences, De Quincey and, to a lesser extent, bergmann,
treat the ambition of Zebek Dorchi as the true cause. No
Chinese source confirms or even suggests this.
The imperial gifts are precisely stated as:- 265,000
animals; 80,000 packages of tea; 41,000 hundredv/eights of
rice and wheat; 51,000 fur coats; 61,000 bolts of stuff;
59,000 catties of cotton; and 400 tents. The total cost of
the aid bestowed was 200,000 taels of silver.
YU CHIH-V»*EN
.
an official, imperial record, repeats most
of the statements in TUNG- HUA LU and, besides, supplies the
text of the monuments the bumperor ordered set up at Jehol and
at Ily, There is no similarity between the text of the em-
peror and that cited by be Quincey. -Apparently the latter
fabricated it for none of the sources consulted presents his
text. The account does not mention 'mighty columns of gran-
ite and brass' being used for the monument which would be
unlikely considering customary monument architecture.
The account also cites the titles conferred on the Kal-
muck chiefs, including those men be Quincey arbitrarily
charges with conspiracy against the bmperor. The same men
also received very honorable gifts from the bmperor,
TA-GH'ING FAO-TSUMG CH' UN-HUANG-TI SHIE-LU , a record
by ministers in charge of the archives, confirms much in the
previous two Chinese works. It deals especially with the
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expenses necessitated by the Kalmuck arrival and with the
allocation of land to them,
Tch'ouenn luen's PH STORY is exceptional in giving sta-
tistics on Kalmuck losses in Russian v/ars; these losses were
a cause of the exodus. Pie points out that, in the v/ar before
the exodus, the Kalmucks lost 80,000 men and that they had
been made to bear the brunt of the battles. »3hortly before
leaving they lost 15,000 additional men in ?/ar. He says that
the people wept for joy at the thoiaght of their departure.
He tells us that about 300,000 Kalmucks died in the *Jobi De-
sert of pestilence and various otPier causes. Pie mentions
forty three Kalmuck, chiefs being honored by the hmperor and
specifically states that they were able to return to their
lands. De Qulncey appears to be vn?ong in speaking of an
assassination banquet. The work also mentions tPiat Oubacha
abdicated in favor of his son four years later because of
ill health.
Father Amiot presents tPie imperial record again and gives
the eulogistic comments of the minister, Yu Min-chung, The
reliability of the Chinese accounts is suggested by the fact
that they are all well in harmony with each other. No cor-
rection of the Chinese accounts is made by the two mlssionarie
Jean Castera, French ambassador to Russia at the time of
the flight, tells us that the Kalmucks were used by the Rus-
sians in the Prussian and Turkish wars. He does not mention
the levying of troops as the reason for the exodus. Instead,
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he stresses Russian innovations; lessened liberties; the re-
duced power of the Khan; and Russian injuries, real or imag-
ined, No mention is made of Zebek Dorch’s conspiracy which is
fouid only in Bergmann and Do Quincey. He states that a second
Russian pursuit force was vainly sent after the Kalmucks. De
Quincey says that the pristav/, Kischinskoi, died soon after
of grief and mortification; Gastera says that he bribed his
way out and that he v/as promoted to the rank of colonel.
The account of Lord Macartney and his inaccurate map
were probably used by De Quincey. The record shows that the
Kalmuck chiefs v;ere still in favor then with the Emperor.
Benjamin Bergmann’ s NOMADISCHE:] STREIFEREIEN is admitted
by De Quincey to be the chief source he used and he follows
its general outline fairly closely. Hov/ever, most of that sec-
tion of De Quincey which deals with the Kalmuck arrival in Chi-
na is not in Bergmann or any other source. Very much of it is
contradicted by the Chinese accounts, De Quincey omits many
details, frequently gives data erroneously and does not hes-
itate to amplify passages radically or even to introduce new
facts, battles, etc, Vjhereas Bergmann tends to exonerate the
Russians, De Quincey inclines to deal harshly with them and
over- leniently with the Kalmucks. He is an unreliable histor-
ian largely because of his love of the sensational.
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Joseph Albert Sandhaas was born in Springfield, Illi-
nois, Sept. 13th, 1907, Father’s name:- John Sandhaas;
mother’s name:- Margaret Ulrich (Sandhaas),
Attended SS, Peter and Paul’s parochial school from
1913-1921.
Attended St, Mary’s College, "lechny. 111., from 1921-
1927 for high school and college studies.
Attended Holy dhost College, i^ast Troy, Vi/is., 1927-28.
Philosophical and Theological studies at St. Mary’s
College, Techny, 111., from 1928-1935.
Ordained a priest of the Society of the Divine Vvord,
a Catholic missionary organization, in 1935.
Appointed to Fu Jen University, (Catholic University of
Peking), Peking, China, in 1935 where he taught iSnglish Liter-
ature and edited FU JEN MAGAZINE.
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Travelled extensively in the Orient and studied
Chinese culture. Returned to the United titates in 1941.
Graduate studies in English Literature at the Cath-
olic University of America, Kt/ashington, D. G., 1941-44.
Taught Latin, German and Biology at St. Francis Xav-
ier High School, Island Creek, Mass., 1944-45.
Completed graduate studies in English Literature at
Boston University 1945-1946.
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